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Abstract 

Statics show that every year, about 35 000 people die and 1.3 million people are injured 

in traffic accidents in Europe. In Italy about 4 000 people die and 230 000 people are 

injured in traffic accidents.  

Driving a motor vehicle is a really complex and potentially dangerous task. Despite this 

complexity, it is common for drivers to engage a secondary task as inputing the navigation 

system, changing the radio station, talking on the mobile phone. All these activities divert 

the attention away from the road. In addition to the safety issues associated with the 

driving task, the proliferation of complex in-vehicle functions itself poses a further 

challenge for the design of the driver-vehicle interface. Interaction with these devices is 

one of the many activities that constitutes driving and so it can represent an additional 

source of driving-related distraction.  

Among these devices, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are systems that 

support the driver in the driving process, detecting a dangerous situation and giving a 

warning. Eventually they can intervene in the driving task, performing a repairing 

manoeuvre. Preventive safety systems are able to mitigate human errors. 

An interesting and challenging approach is to design ADAS as a cognitive system, adding a 

learning capability able to make the ADAS more effective and smarter. The development 

of such an ADAS, named ADAS+, brings together three building blocks: a driver model, a 

driving model and an adaptation strategy derived from the interactions between the 

driver and the system. 

The proposal of such an architecture is allowed by the empirical validation of the driver 

and driving model and of the effectiveness of adaptation strategies in improving driving 

performance. The driver model will particularly focus on the assessment of driver’s 

distraction, that is one of the most challenging driver behaviour factor to be modelled.  
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The aim of this thesis is to empirically verify the effectiveness of each of the essential 

aspect of an ADAS+ in improving the driving performance. This empirical validation of the 

driver and driving model, and of the adaptation strategies, allow us to place all these 

three elements into a new cognitive framework. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 The driving task 

Driving a motor vehicle is, for many people, the most complex and potentially dangerous 

task they will perform during their lifetime. Despite this complexity, it is common for 

drivers to engage, willingly or unwittingly, in activities that divert their attention away 

from activities critical for safe driving. It is common sense that distraction is part of 

everyday driving and that distraction degrades driving performance and safety [207]. 

Every year, about 35 000 people die and 1.3 million people are injured in traffic accidents 

in Europe. In Italy about 4 000 people die and 230 000 people are injured in traffic 

accidents [69] [47]. 

These figures imply that 78 people out of every million of European citizens die in a traffic 

accident each year and that around one out of 80 European citizens die 40 years earlier of 

their expected lifetime [48]. It is known that the most part of road accidents are caused 

by human error and there is a converging evidence that driver distraction is a significant 

road safety worldwide.  

Findings from the analysis of police-reported crashes suggest that driver distraction is a 

contributing factor in up of 23% of crashes, but it may be underestimated, due to the 

different measurement methods [207]. In fact these studies these studies report high 

levels of “unknown” information where the driver inattention status was recorded as 
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unknown or missing in up of the 40% of the cases. It has been proposed that driver 

distraction/inattention might be involved in 25-30% of crashes [228].  

The 100-car study provides a reliable indication of what the level of underestimation 

might be for secondary task activities. The 100-car naturalistic driving study is a different  

type of crash study in that it does not rely on secondary data such as police reports or 

crash investigations but collects data directly by instrumented vehicles (for details 

see[173]). Based on population-attributable risk calculation, which takes into account 

exposure information, secondary task distraction is estimated to be involved in 23% of 

crashes and near crashes. However, if distraction is considered to include other forms of 

inattention, such as driving-related inattention or non-specific eye glances, then the level 

of involvement in crashes will be substantially higher [207]. 

Considering that driving is a complex, multitask activity, making it likely that the demands 

of one element of driving will interfere with another element, distraction becomes more 

important as Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) become more prevalent and 

powerful.  

In addition to the safety issues associated with the driving task, the proliferation of 

complex in-vehicle functions itself poses a further challenge for the design of the driver-

vehicle interface. Interaction with these devices is one of the many activities that 

constitutes driving and so it can represent an additional source of driving-related 

distraction [207]. For example poorly designed collision warning systems may be even 

more likely to distract drivers; navigation represents a driving-related task with 

substantial potential to distract [173] [66]. Considering driving tasks as potential 

distraction is important because ADAS will become an increasingly powerful force in 

directing the attention of the drivers to what ADAS estimates to be critical elements of 

the roadway environment.  

The analysis of ADAS working conditions, architectures and performances brought us to 

find a new design framework for this kind of system, paying attention to the integration 

of driver and driving models into a cognitive architecture. 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, or ADAS, are systems that help the driver in its 

driving process: they detect a dangerous situation and gives a warning and eventually 

they can intervene in the driving task, performing a repairing manoeuvre.  
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This can be considered as an issue of collaborative control between the human and the 

system during the supervisory control (human perception and cognition) without 

requiring time critical or situation critical response from the human — it can still function 

if human is not available. The key aspects relevant for the collaborative control are: self 

awareness (capable of detecting limitations), self reliance (capability to guarantee its own 

safety), dialogue (effective two way communication between human and robot, that can 

be speech but also haptic, graphics, etc to provide humans and robot with models of each 

others which is a great challenge), adaptive (to behaviour of different operators) [73] 

In order to design human-centred automated systems it is necessary to take into account 

the way humans process information, focusing carefully on the participation and the 

autonomy that humans and machines may have in each task to be performed. There are 

researches that face the crucial issue of the authority that each part should have in 

controlling the system [42][225]. Historically humans played the role of system monitors, 

i.e. the machine decides about the actions and the humans evaluate these decisions and 

based on them they regain or not the control on the actions[224]. In this effort a crucial 

role is played by the human skills and abilities and by the systems natural limits[187] 

If the system only gives a warning, hence coping with the situation analysis and 

evaluation, is usually defined analytical [7]: it warns the driver suggesting accident-

avoiding maneuvers.  

If beside the analysis and evaluation functions, the ADAS adds a concrete behavior, acting 

during the driving task in order to avoid an accident or to repair a maneuver, it is 

behavioral: it acts in place of the driver, partially taking over a certain driving task [7] 

[101].  

In the case of analytical ADAS we can consider there are two actors playing a role:  

• The driver 

• The warning system 

In the case of behavioral ADAS we can consider there are three actors playing a role:  

• The driver 

• The horse or co-pilot (the artificial system able to drive in place of the driver (see 

[72] and paragraph 2.3.1.1) 
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• The warning system 

In both cases, analytical and behavioral ADAS, there is a warning system that detects the 

dangerous situation and then provides the driver a safety warnings suggesting accident-

avoiding maneuvers, or or in case of particularly sophisticated ADAS; directly implentig 

them. The analysis of the risky situation includes the assessment of the driver, vehicle and 

environment (DVE) conditions. The evaluation of the driver is possible by means of a 

driver model: in fact, ADAS applications represent a challenging test bed for the 

implementation and validation of user behavioral modeling systems, that may be realized 

by means of Machine Learning techniques, as the domain literature suggests. 

In order to address and deal with these critical safety challenges, the design of ADAS 

meant as recommending systems able to support and cooperate with users in their 

driving task, have been broadly investigated in these years. In fact collaborative driving is 

an important sub-component of the so-called Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). 

The purpose of these systems is to foresee and detect possible driver’s errors and 

mistakes, due to a misbehavior such as distraction, or resulting from too high workload, 

missing perception, wrong action/execution or poor operator skills. 

The ADAS design is aimed at enhancing the driver’s perception of hazards and critical 

situations (in some cases, by partly automating the driving task as well). These 

applications include anti-collision systems, lane change support and blind spot detection, 

pedestrian detection, night-vision enhancement, driver impairment monitoring and 

adaptive cruise control. Of course the potential of such systems in reducing accidents 

depends on the effectiveness of the their interaction with the driver. For example, in the 

case of an anti-collision systems it is safety-critical that the collision warning is able to 

generate the appropriate feedback (e.g. an avoidance maneuver).  

Since, as stated before, ADAS can be actually considered recommending systems, the use 

of an appropriate driver’s model improve their effectiveness and consequently, human 

safety. Hence it is crucial that automated or partially automated systems should take into 

consideration a user model, that tries to foresee the user future behavior.  

The need of an effective user model is a requirement for any recommending system, as 

faced and confirmed by the domain literature on user modeling and automatic 

recommending systems. This requirements is crucial for any recommending system that 

has to cope with time-criticality, that directly affects safety. The ADAS applications are 
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examples of such systems and they represents a challenging test bed for the 

implementation and validation of user behavioral modeling systems.  

Basically, the human behavior is characterized by the interactions between driver-vehicle 

and driver environment. The first interaction is related to how the driver interacts with 

the vehicle and all systems and sub-systems on-board. The second interaction is related 

to how drivers perceive and process the data coming out from the surrounding scenario. 

Hence, the driver model should be adaptive to different drivers’ style and preferences as 

well as to the external environment (including learning both from the driving experience 

and from the surrounding conditions), but overall it should allow to assess and foresee 

distraction. Preventing distraction permit to prevent driving errors and accident risk, as a 

consequence, a risk based design approach is crucial for the design of vehicles and 

transport systems in order to guarantee safety and efficiency of human mobility.  

Pat Langley [138] considers information filtering and recommendation systems as typical 

examples of adaptive interfaces, defining adaptive interfaces as “software artifacts that 

improve their ability to interact with users by constructing user models based on partial 

experience with each of them”. The response to the ITS (Intelligent Transportation 

Systems) challenge to create adaptive applications for road vehicles come from various 

disciplines including machine learning and data mining, intelligent agents and multi-agent 

systems, intelligent tutoring, information retrieval, etc. User modeling (UM) aims to aims 

at improving system effectiveness and reliability by adapting the behavior of the system 

to the needs of the individual. The importance of adding this capability to information 

systems is proven by the variety of areas in which user modeling has already been 

applied: information retrieval, filtering and extraction systems, adaptive user interfaces, 

educational software, safety-critical systems . 

Starting from these considerations in this PhD thesis we will go further the ADAS 

literature, associating the ADAS work to the work of a general recommender system. 

Both, the ADAS and the recommender system, to effectively provide recommendations 

(or warnings) should be able to detect the context-environment conditions and to infer 

the user status, thanks to a user model or profile. The user behavior model improves the 

system prediction capability, reducing as a consequence the error margin in terms of 

prediction and then action.  
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Reducing errors means, in other words, reducing the risk of accidents that is the main 

purpose of safety critical systems, such as ADAS. 

Therefore, a method for detecting and classifying driver’s intention (i.e. the driving 

maneuver) and distraction is essential to facilitate operating mode transition between 

users and driver assistance systems. This kind of transition, also known in literature as 

Dynamic Function Allocation [115], is  the guiding principle of the Adaptive Automation. 

In this thesis, a driver and driving assessment method is proposed, mainly based on 

Machine Learning techniques. The empirical verification of the effectiveness of the 

driver and driving model, togheter with the verification of the usefulness of adaptation 

strategies in improving driving performance, allow us to place all these three elements 

(driver model, driving model, adaptation strategy) into the cognitive framework for the 

design of a behavioural ADAS, that we will label ADAS
+ 

. 
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1.2 Beyond the State of Art 

Driving is considered as a complex cognitive task that can be summarized by four main 

sub-processes: perception, analysis, decision and action. To be performed, each phase 

presumes the achievement of the previous one. 

ADAS are aimed at “partly supporting and/or taking over the driver’s tasks” [16]so to 

generally provide safer driving conditions. Several functions can be mentioned within 

ADAS set. In the following table, a list of the main relevant ones is reported [68]: 

Table 1  – Review of the ADAS technologies [68] 

ADAS TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

Lane departure warning If certain thresholds (like distance, time to lane crossing) 

allow a prediction of a lane departure this system warns 

the driver by means of acoustic, optic or haptic feedback. 

The detection of the lane markings results from e.g. video 

image processing. In order to have a robust lane marking 

detection two needs can be absolved: (i) good visible lane 

markings have to be provided by the infrastructure and (ii) 

a robust lane detection sensing system has to be 

implemented in the vehicles. Both aspects are influencing 

the complexity of the system on the roadside and the 

technical level. 

Near field collision warning The near field collision warning includes the detection of 

especially vehicles in the near field like in the blind spot 

area. The detection area is very close limited to the 

vehicle. Suitable sensor systems for the detection of other 

cars are radar or vision based sensors. 

Curve & speed limit info These systems inform the driver about speed limits and 

the recommended speed in curves. Possibly the necessary 

information can be taken from digital maps, image 

processing communication systems between vehicles and 

infrastructure. 
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Adaptive Cruise Control 

(ACC) /Stop & Go 

The ACC and Stop & Go establish a virtual link with the 

frontal vehicle via a radar-based technology and keep 

booth vehicle within a safe distance. The main innovation 

of this systems, that is derived from the well-known 

cruise-control, is that the distance can be adapted both to 

the driver’s preferences (as in ACC) and to the specific 

requirements of the urban environment (as in the Stop & 

Go). In traffic condition as in a queue, the Stop & Go 

automatically drive the vehicle timely providing vehicles’ 

stops and small movements. 

Lane Keeping Assistant The function of a lane keeping assistant system includes 

the lane detection and the feedback to the driver if he/she 

is leaving a defined trajectory within the lane. An active 

steering wheel can help the driver with a force feedback to 

keep on this trajectory. The lane is detected by a video 

image processing system. 

Local Hazard Warning  If a hazard occurs far away in front of the vehicle, so that 

the driver cannot see it, this system will warn him/her. By 

the means of communication it is possible, to transfer this 

information over long distances.  

Lane Change Assistant Before and during a dangerous lane change process, the 

lane change assistant will warn the driver. Several stages 

of such a system are possible from pure warning systems 

to even haptic feedback at the steering wheel to help the 

driver following a lane change trajectory. 

Blind Spot Monitoring 

 

This function detects if a vehicle is present in the so called 

“blind spot” area when the vehicle is starting a lane 

change and/or overtaking maneuvers. A camera is placed 

into the left rear-mirror and once the incoming vehicle is 

recognized, a warning is issued to the driver. 

Obstacle & Collision 

Warning 

 

The driver will be warned if a potential collision is detected 

via radar-based technology (e.g. another car or obstacle). 

The functional limits of these systems have to be clearly 

pointed out. The liability problem of these systems grows 

with the complexity of the detecting scenarios. 
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Obstacle and Collision 

Avoidance 

 

This system has an extended functionality compared to 

the Obstacle and Collision Warning. An autonomous 

intervention takes over the control of the vehicle in critical 

situations in order to avoid an accident. Longitudinal and 

lateral control will be done by the system during the 

defined time while the dangerous event takes place.  

Night Vision 

 

Based on camera techniques like near or far infrared, it 

allows enhancing the perception of the driver in dark light 

conditions. The picture of the camera will be shown to the 

driver by monitors or head up displays. 

Platooning 

 

Several cars are connected electronically (e.g. by the 

means of communication) and follow one after the other 

in a platoon. An example is the connection of trucks in 

order to save space, fuel and to increase the traffic flow. 

As the following vehicles are driven automatically, the 

system is complex concerning all aspects. The takeover of 

the driver at e.g. gateways has to be taken into account as 

well as the behavior in mixed traffic at driveways. 

ADAS new technologies have great potential for enhancing road safety, as well as 

enhancing the quality of life and work, e.g. by providing in-vehicle access to new 

information services. However, the safety benefits of ADAS may be significantly reduced 

by unexpected behavioral responses to the technologies, e.g. system over-reliance and 

safety margin compensation. Moreover when an ADAS or an In-Vehicle information 

system (IVIS) is activated and the driver is asked to interact with it, the driver him/ herself 

is distracted from the driving task, that is, his/her attention is moved from the driving task 

to the secondary task. A relevant part of vehicle crashes are estimated to result from the 

driver being inattentive, or distracted. When driving, drivers must continually allocate 

their attention resources to both driving and non-driving tasks. 

The Driver Assistance Systems have to be able to adapt their action to the context and to 

the driver and vehicle status. Thereby, they need a model of human behaviour that takes 

into account the model of the system performance.  

Driver Assistance Systems have to handle crucial aspects like timing and warning, 

therefore the development of an algorithm for the personalization of such aspects that 
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takes into account driver distraction or workload is needed. Distraction is on one of the 

most challenging driver behaviour factor to be modelled. 

Regarding the drivers’ intention prediction, several models have been proposed aiming at 

reproducing in a virtual environment how the drivers could behave according to specific 

Driver, Vehicle or Environment conditions. In the domain literature there are different 

approaches like:  

1. the IPS (Information Processing System), which has been applied in almost all 

technological fields to describe human interaction with control systems, at 

different levels of automation [174] [177]  

2. the PIPE (Perception, Interpretation, Planning and finally Execution) based on a 

very simple approach that assumes that behaviour derives from a cyclical 

sequence of the four cognitive functions quoted in brackets [40].  

The development of a model of the human machine system is driven by the model of the 

Driver, which is the most complex element of the system. 

Concerning the design of algorithms used to represent the Driver behaviour, previous and 

ongoing studies propose different approaches based on the real-time monitoring of the 

drivers’ performance [149] (e.g. variation of the position on the road, speed, steering 

wheel movements) or the drivers’ physiological status performing primary and secondary 

tasks (e.g. eye gaze, eye movements, heart frequency variation, galvanic skin response, 

etc.) [111]. Basing on this information, these approaches allow to predict specific drivers’ 

profiles (e.g. stressed, aggressive, tired, distracted, high workload etc.) and are developed 

following machine learning approaches. Thanks to machine learning, information on 

drivers’ profile can be automatically extracted from data, by computational and statistical 

methods applied to observable information (e.g. drivers’ performance data) [234] [235] 

[236]. 

On one hand the assessment of the driver’s status and consequentially the prediction of 

his/her next behaviour is easier and most successful using driver’s physiological data, as 

for example the eye gaze and the eye movements measured by means of eye tracker. On 

the other hand eye-tracking is an intrusive measurement system of distraction, it 

represents a further equipment and a further cost that stand in the way of a next future 

mass-marketing. What is really interesting and challenging is to obtain a driver index 
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analysing driving performance data, realising what it may be considered an ADD-On 

Functionalities. 

Add-On Functionalities can be divided in two main categories [1]: 

• Driving Behaviour: i.e. Add-On Functionalities related to driving performance. 

Main objective of these AOF is to estimate driving conditions concerning road, 

dynamics and current manoeuvre. 

• Driver Behaviour: these AOF deal with driver current state, mainly intended as 

mental effort (or workload) related to the driving task. 

These two macro-areas can be considered as complementary. As a matter of fact, they 

cover two different aspects of driving task: concerning driving behavior, AOFs try to 

estimate possible safety critical driving conditions by monitoring data describing vehicle 

state, hence from mechanical domain. About driver behavior, AOFs achieve information 

from driver’s actions hence from a human domain. 
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1.3 Objective of this thesis 

Driver modeling is a scientific area involving several disciplines, such as psychology, 

physics, computer science, etc. The importance of adding the learning capability to 

information systems, in order to make them more effective and smarter, is confirmed by 

the variety of areas in which user’s modeling has already been applied: information 

retrieval, filtering and extraction systems, adaptive user interfaces, educational software, 

etc.  

In relation to the problem formulated above, the aim of this thesis is to define a cognitive 

architecture for the development of a behavioural ADAS, named ADAS+, that brings 

together the driver model, the horse or co-pilot model, and an adaptation strategy 

derived from the interactions between the driver and the horse.  

The proposal of such an architecture is allowed by the empirical validation of the driver 

and driving model and of the effectiveness of adaptation strategies in improving driving 

performance. The driver model will particularly focus on the assessment of driver’s 

distraction, since, as stated before, it is one of the most challenging driver behaviour 

factor to be modelled. The literature proposes many methods to evaluate and classify 

driver’s distraction [154] [234] [235] [236] [251] [249]. In particular, Machine Learning 

(ML) approach seems to be really appropriated for this type of classification problem. 

The problem formulation and the thesis goals can be further decomposed into five 

research objectives that are covered within the scope of this work: 

• Understanding of driver’s distraction problem and feasible solutions to moderate 

the accident risk (context & problem addressed) 

• Integration of driver’s model into a cognitive architecture (design framework) 

• Assessment of the effectiveness of (models implementation: analysis & results):  

o adaptation strategies for the improvement of driving performace 

o driver’s model able to assess task demand and distraction 

o driver’s intention or maneuver 

• Definition of the best system architecture to implement a behavioural ADAS or 

ADAS+ (models implementation: analysis & results). 
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Figure 1 Scope of this tesi within the research objectives.
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Chapter 2 

Adas as Recommender Systems for 

Complex Human-Machine 

Interactions 

2.1 The problem addressed: foreseeing the 

next accident 

Accidents and the threat of accidents are the primary motivators for work on safety.  

Over the past 30 years, the literature shows a consistent trend in trying to understand 

accidents in aviation, nuclear power generation, telecommunications, unmanned and 

manned spaceflight, railroad transport, shipping, healthcare and many other fields [49]. 

Regardless of the domain of investigation, there are some crucial questions to which the 

research is trying to find an answer: How do accidents happen and what do they mean? 

Are accidents foreseeable? If so, are they preventable? What role does technology play in 

accidents? What role does human performance play? Are accidents evidence of systemic 

problems or are they isolated failures? If accidents are systemic, how can the system be 

fixed to prevent future accidents [61]?  
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Both accidents and post-accident investigation and analysis take place within a complex 

system that includes many elements: people, goals, technology, incentives, rules, 

knowledge, and expertise. The connection among them represent the main obstacle in 

understanding and analyzing accidents, but what is of major concern, it makes it hard to 

foresee future failures. The direct consequence is that whether it is difficult to imagine 

how future accidents will occur, for sure it is difficult to plan work on safety.  

Since accidents are surprising, it is hard to prevent them before they occur: the history of 

complex systems is sadly scarred by such events: the Three Mile Island nuclear meltdown, 

the Challenger explosion, and the attacks of 9/11 are some well-known examples [49] 

[61].  

What interestingly arose from the post-accident analysis is that the technical details of 

these events were all more or less well understood before the events occurred. “What 

was lacking was the ability to foresee that circumstances would conspire to create the 

conditions needed to make these technical features active and lethal” [61].  

That said, what it may be interesting to study is the detection of an accident pre-

conditions and which may be the conditions combination (circumstances) that may lead 

toward an accident. For each combination (that we may label risk layouts) a mitigation 

strategy will be applied in order to avoid a possible accident. It is common sense that 

successful accident investigation requires knowledge of both technical and organizational 

characteristics (including the task actors and roles) and understanding of the ways these 

characteristics interact.  

The specific accidents that it is possible to clearly foresee are consequently prevented. It 

is the ones that is not possible to foresee that occur. An adaptive system should be able 

to detect risk layouts and dynamically adapt its behavior in order to avoid accident, but 

the failure factor in this scheme is change.  

In a complex system formed by a context, a predictable system (including automatic 

applications) and the human being, the unpredictable factor is the human being behavior 

and its combination to a certain context. The unpredictable change due to the human 

factor produces a complex set of organizational reverberations that are difficult to 

anticipate or predict and may go far beyond the expectations of designers.  
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Although information technology can defend against some types of accidents and 

failures, the impact of automation on human-machine system performance is a mixture 

of desirable and undesirable effects. For example in commercial aviation, cockpit flight 

management systems have changed the nature of the pilot’s work, creating new tasks 

and augmenting workload [194]. Although automation may reduce workload in one area, 

for example within automotive (i.e. route navigation, frontal collision warning), it will also 

generate new workload (i.e. navigating through multiple displays, switching between 

primary and secondary tasks).  

As stated in the introduction, systems like ADAS have great potential for enhancing road 

safety, but on the other hand the safety benefits of ADAS may be significantly reduced by 

unexpected behavioral responses to the technologies, e.g. system over-reliance, safety 

margin compensation and distraction, leading toward an automation failure. The 

automation failure is a side effect of an effort to produce ‘‘safety’’ [49]. 

Summing up accidents occur because multiple factors combine to create the necessary 

conditions for them. Because the pattern of factors in the automotive domain is 

constantly changing (new technologies and devices on board, new infrastructure, new 

mobility concepts, new trends in pollution prevention), the accident characteristics of the 

system are also changing. Even there is not feasible to exactly predict the next accident, it 

is possible to anticipate some decisive characteristics of future accidents, as driver’s 

distraction. 
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2.2 Risk mitigation strategies: recommending 

the accident avoiding actions  

Recommender systems have become a promising research area since the appearance of 

the first papers on collaborative filtering in the mid 1990s [100][208] [220]. This area is 

promising because it represents a problem-rich research area and because of the wide 

opportunities of practical applications that help users to deal with information overload 

and provide personalized recommendations, content, and services to them, in several 

applications domain as infotainment, e-commerce, transport and healthcare. 

As formally defined by [2], the recommendation problem can be formulated as follows 

[100][208] [220]:  

Let be C the set of all users and let be S the set of all possible items that can be 

recommended, such as books, movies, restaurants, touristic information, actions to be 

performed.  

The space S of possible items can be very big, ranging in hundreds of thousands or even 

millions of items in some applications, such as recommending books. Similarly, the user 

space can also be very big—millions in some cases. Let u be an utility function that 

measures the usefulness of item s to user c, i.e., �: � � � � �, where R is a totally 

ordered set (e.g., nonnegative integers or real numbers within a certain range). Then, for 

each user 	 
 �, we want to choose such item ��  � that maximizes the user’s utility. 

More formally: 

� 	  �, ��
�  � arg max � �	, ��.     (1) 

        �  � 

In recommender systems, the utility of an item is usually represented by a rating, which 

indicates how a particular user liked a particular item or how a particular item is 

appropriate for a certain user, taking care of a set of context conditions. Generally 

speaking , utility can be an arbitrary function, including a profit function. Depending on 

the application, utility u can either be specified by the user, as is often done for the user-
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defined ratings, or is computed by the application, as can be the case for a profit-based 

utility function [2][1].  

To each element of the user space C can be associated a profile that includes the user 

characteristics that are relevant for the current application. Similarly each element of the 

item space S is defined by a set of relevant characteristics.  

The central problem of recommender systems [2][1] is that utility u is usually not defined 

on the whole � � � space, but only on some subset of it. As a consequence, u needs to be 

extrapolated to the whole � � � space. In recommender systems, utility is typically 

represented by ratings, therefore, the recommendation engine should be able to 

estimate (predict) the ratings of the nonrated user/item combinations and issue 

appropriate recommendations based on these predictions. Extrapolations from known to 

unknown ratings are usually done by:  

• specifying heuristics that define the utility function and empirically validating its 

performance  

• estimating the utility function that optimizes certain performance criterion, such 

as the mean square error. 

Once the unknown ratings are estimated, actual recommendations of an item to a user 

are made by selecting the highest rating among all the estimated ratings for that user, 

according to (1). Alternatively, it is possible to recommend the N best items to a user or a 

set of users to an item. The new ratings of the not-yet-rated items can be estimated in 

many different ways using methods from machine learning, approximation theory, and 

various heuristics.  

Despite of the results nowadays achieved, the existing generation of recommender 

systems still requires further improvements to make recommendation methods more 

effective and applicable to an even broader range of real-life applications, including 

recommending vacations, repairing maneuvers in safety-critical systems, certain types of 

financial services to investors.  

These improvements include better methods for representing user behavior and the 

information about the items to be recommended, more advanced recommendation 

modeling methods, incorporation of various contextual information into the 
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recommendation process, utilization of multicriteria ratings, development of less 

intrusive and more flexible recommendation methods that also rely on the measures that 

more effectively determine performance of recommender systems [2][1]. 

In the case of services provided on board a car, as already affirmed, we can notice that 

they are rapidly growing. Almost all car manufactures are offering systems that add 

functionality to route planners, possibly integrated with internet and web access or that 

support driver in high demanding tasks, in order to increase safety and avoiding 

accidents. The availability of these add-ons is an interesting opportunity, considering that 

nowadays the amount of time spent in the car (e.g., for commuting or for work and 

vacation trips) is very high.  

If on one hand the driver and the other vehicle occupants can actively use the time spent 

on the car, on the other hand the use of these services can be distracting and can create 

serious safety problems [60] [79], contracting societal goals of increasing safety, reducing 

the number of accidents. As a consequence it is necessary to find a proper compromise 

between the increasing number and complexity of the services and the need of making 

the services compatible with the fact the user is driving.  

Starting from this consideration, the introduction of personalization and adaptation 

strategies and techniques should be a feasible solution in the case of services in the car. 

In fact, by considering the characteristics of the user and the context of interaction, a 

personalized and adaptive system may tailor the interaction to the way which is most 

appropriate to avoid distractions, and as a direct consequence, to avoid an accident [60].  

Referring to the DVE model framework, the adaptation is based on the availability of 

information about the user behavior (the Driver) and about the context of interaction, 

that is the specific driving conditions at the time when the interaction is taking place (the 

Vehicle and the Environment).  

In the case of safety-critical systems which should recommend accident avoiding 

maneuvers, the adaptation of the recommendations to the specific user is crucial, 

according to the psychophysical parameters that are taken into account (i.e. mental 

workload, distraction, arousal level, situation awareness). In the case of advanced driving 

assistance systems one of the most important psychophysical. parameter to be taken into 

account is distraction. The system should be able to assess driver’s distraction in order to 
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estimate accident precondition (risk layout) and recommend driver appropriate actions, 

or in the case of adaptive automatic systems to perform a proper risk mitigation strategy.  

If the recommending engine has not at its disposal a user behavior model, it can 

formulate recommendation that may lead towards no decisions or wrong decisions. 

Previous literature studies [9] [50] [75] shows how adaptation and personalization based 

on a user behavior model contribute to the achievement of two major goals:  

• Providing exclusively the information or the service that is most relevant for the 

user (i.e. the driver) in a given situation and context of interaction (i.e. car 

position, time of the day, time criticality, user’s preferences and driving style, etc.) 

• Selecting the most suitable way for presenting information given the driver’s 

characteristics and the context of interaction (i.e. context risk level, driver 

cognitive load, etc.) or selecting the most suitable combination of human action or 

system automation level, in the case of adaptive automation applications. 

Whether the system prediction capability is augmented through a user behavior model it 

is possible to reduce errors and then the risk of accidents. This consideration is of 

paramount importance in complex safety critical systems as avionic and automotive, that 

commonly use different kind of recommending services. 
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2.3 Matching the user behavior model with 

adaptive automation strategies: toward an 

adaptive driver assistance system 

The analysis of the pros and cons of automation leads to examine the support that 

adaptive automation [119] [217] gives to users facing complex cognitive tasks with a 

strong impact on safety. The adaptive automation (AA) is an alternative method used to 

implement automation in a system, whose purpose is to bridge the gap that traditional 

automation has [98][117].  

Integrating adaptive automation strategies and user behaviour model currently represent 

a feasible and challenging solution for building a Recommender Systems for complex 

Human-Machine application such as Advanced Driving Assistance Systems, leading 

toward the design of ADAS+, that is namely Adaptive Advanced Driving Assistance 

Systems.  

The literature and some empirical evidence gathered during several research projects 

confirmed that the adaptation is a plus-value and that the user prefers an adaptive 

system rather a static one, as in the case of the driving task, and specifically to the 

steering maneuver. As it will be explained in details in the related chapter about the 

results of the implementation of adaptation strategies, (see paragraph 5.1.1.1 for 

detailsErrore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.) for example the presence of an 

haptic feedback on the steering wheel could help drivers to perform a visually-guided task 

by providing relevant information like vehicle speed and trajectory. Surely the adaptation 

is an added-value, but it should be integrated into a cognitive architecture that takes into 

account a driver model, in order to assess and foresee risky situation, as it will be 

discussed in paragraph 5.2. The step forward will be made through the maneuver 

recognition, that is an essential element for the design of an behavioural ADAS (see 

paragraph 5.3). The integration of adaptation strategies, driver’s model and maneuver 

recognition into a cognitive architecture for the design of a ADAS+ system will be 

discussed in Chapter 6.  
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2.3.1 The State of Art of Adaptive Automation: a critical 

literature review 

The design of complex systems implementing techniques of adaptive automation is 

receiving a great attention in such diverse domains (e.g. aviation; manufacturing; 

medicine; road, rail, and maritime transportation) [152]. Considerable research have been 

focused on understanding how human characteristics and limitations influence the use 

(or misuse) of automation and using such knowledge to improve the design of automated 

systems [225]. During the last years, in fact, Adaptive Automation (AA) has received 

considerable attention in the academic community, in labs, in technology companies.  

The adaptive automation concept was firstly proposed about 30 years ago [211], but the 

empirical evidence of its effectiveness come in more recent times. Several studies showed 

in fact that adaptive systems are able to control operator workload enhancing 

performance and preserving the benefits of automation [98] [115] [168] [197]. 

Nevertheless, inappropriate design of adaptive systems may even bring to a worse 

performance than full manual systems [190]. Therefore, methods and skills for designing 

adaptive automation systems should be fully mastered, before taking the implementation 

step. 

The research tradition concerning AA is longer in the avionic and automotive domain, but 

there are also interesting applications in knowledge management and decision support 

systems [144], as well as in rail and agricultural domains (i.e. tractors [152]) and air traffic 

control. Anyway one of the most important application field of the adaptive automation is 

the automotive domain: automation becomes a safety tool when applied to the design of 

the driving task following a preventive safety approach.  

The literature definitions of AA are complementary. In the following a brief review of the 

most relevant. 

AA aims at optimizing the cooperation and at efficiently allocating labor between an 

automated system and its human users [120] and it can be considered as an alternative 

method used to implement automation in a system, whose purpose is to bridge the gaps 

of traditional automation. 
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AA refers to systems in which either the user or the system can modify the level of 

automation by shifting the control of specific functions, whenever specific conditions are 

met. In an adaptive automated system, changes in the state of automation, operational 

modalities and the number of active systems can be initiated by either the human 

operator or the system [87] [211] [218]. In this way adaptive automation enables the level 

or modes of automation to be tied more closely to operator’s needs at any given moment 

[218]. 

More deeply, adaptive automation refers to systems in which both the user and the 

system can initiate changes in the level of automation [217] [42] and it is considered a 

potential solution to the problems associated with human-automation interaction, 

regardless of the complexity of the application domain. The aim of AA implementations 

are to improve safety, situation awareness and performance, in order to reduce 

distraction, mistakes, fatigue and workload [119]. 

These approaches redefine the assignment of functions to people and automation in 

terms of a more integrated team approach. In this way the task control has to be shared 

between the human and the system, according to the situation. The adaptive automation 

tries to dynamically determine in real time when a task has to be performed manually or 

by the machine [69] (see  

Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2 Automation Design Consideration [69]. 
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Along the axes of figure 1 are shown two orthogonal and complementary approaches: 

one approach (Level of Automation - Control) tries to find to optimisation in the 

assignment of control between the human and automated system by keeping both 

involved in system operation. The other (Adaptive Automation, AA, or Dynamic Function 

Allocation, DFA) illustrates how the control must pass back and forth between the human 

and the automation over time, and seeks to find ways of using this to increase human 

performance [69].  

In an adaptive automated system, changes in the state of automation can be invoked by 

either the human or the system [87] [211] [217], as a result adaptive automation enables 

the level or modes of automation to be tied more closely to operator needs at any given 

moment [217]. 

Human intention and actions, summarised in a user profile, are the parameters the 

system uses to offer the correct solution or answer to the faced context. In this way it is 

possible to improve the human performance that represent the crucial hearth of the 

interaction in complex systems. Besides the operator is maintained in loop during the 

system control, in order to avoid or reduce the out-of-the-loop performance. From the 

literature analysis, some consolidate cognitive tools and practise for the adaptive 

automation design come out [217]: Function allocation [89], Dynamic Function Allocation 

[115], and Task Analysis. 

Andy Clark [58] successfully depicted the technological relationship between human and 

automated system: “humans have always been adept at dovetailing our minds and skills 

to the shape of our current tools and aids. But when those tools and aids start dovetailing 

back – when our technologies actively, automatically, and continually tailor themselves to 

us just as we do to them – then the line between tool and human becomes flimsy 

indeed”. 

Automation refers to “systems or methods in which many of the processes of production 

are automatically performed or controlled by autonomous machines or electronic 

devices” [27]. Automation may be conceived as a tool, or resource, that allows the user at 

performing a task that would be difficult or impossible to do without the help of machines 

[27]. Therefore, automation can be conceived as the process of substituting some device 

or machine for a human activity [192]. 
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The literature also define automation with a 10 point scale, which describe step by step 

the automation continuum of Levels1 (Levels of Automation - LoA)[191]. This approach 

takes into account the control assignment of the system between the human and the 

machine, focusing on the participation and the autonomy that humans and machines may 

have in each task to be performed. In the Sheridan model the human machine interaction 

is particularly stressed; the purpose is to find the best level that fits human needs, in 

order to maximise the system performance and to optimize its use. Billings [25] focuses 

instead his attention on automation at work: how automation may correctly perform 

some activities or parts of them, how automation may interact with humans or support 

them in their tasks. The author defines LoA in functional terms: a level of automation 

corresponds to the set of function that an operator can autonomously control in a 

standard situation united to system ability at providing answer and solutions, at acting 

properly according to the proposed solution, and to check the results of its actions [42].  

Tightly coupled with Billings definition are Rouse’s considerations [212]: the adaptive 

automation provides variable levels of support to human control activities in complex 

systems, according to the situation. Moreover, the situation is defined by the task 

features and by the psychophysical status of human operator. As a consequence, the 

human machine interaction should depend on what has to be automated, and on how 

and when this should occur.  

The importance of the operator’s psychophysical status is a crucial aspect examined by 

Parasuraman et al. [187]: the AA is the best combination between human and system 

abilities. This combination, or more properly integration, is leaded by a main decision 

criterion: the operator mental workload.  

There are several studies reviewing the performance effects of Dynamic Function 

Allocation (DFA) in complex systems, specifically monitoring and psychomotor functions 

[98] [116] [118] [188] [189] [217]. These studies brought into evidence that AA 

significantly improves monitoring and tracking task performance in multiple task 

scenarios, as compared to static automation and strictly manual control conditions. 

                                                      

1
 This model (Parasuraman et al., 2000) is made of ten levels: 1) the computer offers no assistance: human must take all decisions and 

actions; 2) the computer offers a complete set of decision/action alternatives, or 3) narrows the selection down to a few, or 4) 
suggests one alternative, 5) executes that suggestion if the human approves, or 6) allows the human a restricted time to veto before 

automatic execution, or 7) executes automatically, then necessarily informs the human, and 8) informs the human only if asked, or 9) 
informs the human only if it, the computer, decides to 10) the computer decides everything, acts autonomously, ignoring the human.   
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The Neuroergonomics approach to AA systems uses psychophysiological measures to 

trigger changes in the state of automation. Studies have shown that this approach can 

facilitate operator performance, starting different types of automation, in relation with 

the context (system and operator). [218].  

Less work has been conducted to establish the impact of AA on cognitive function 

performance (e.g., decision-making) or to make comparisons of human-machine system 

performance when AA is applied to various information processing functions [117].  

Kaber and Riley [118] closed up defining adaptive automation as a programming or a pre-

definition of the control assignment between human and system, in order to improve the 

human performance. Human performance is in fact a crucial aspect of the functioning of 

complex system. As a consequence, the human operator should be involved in the control 

task, in order to avoid the out-of-the-loop performance [42]. As stated by Norman [180], 

without appropriate feedback people are indeed out-of-the-loop; they may not know if 

their requests have been received, if the actions are being performed properly, or if 

problems are occurring. Sharing the functions control is not only a matter of quantitative 

task to accomplish, but it involves the responsibility of the whole operation execution. 

The dynamic function allocation (DFA) is a peculiar aspect of AA [119]: it is the  

assignment of the authority on specific functions to either the human operator or the 

automated system, depending on the overall context (i.e. operator’s state and outer 

conditions) and on a defined set of criteria. DFA should therefore be designed by taking 

into account both the human and the system status, and considering strategies for 

context recognition. 

Focusing on the participation and the autonomy that humans and machines may have in 

each task to be performed, several researches have been developed. Some researches 

face the crucial issue of the authority that each part should have in controlling the 

system. Historically, humans played the role of the supervisory control i.e. the machine 

decides about the actions and the humans evaluate these decisions; depending on this 

assessment, control on the actions is either regained by human operators or provided 

[224]. In this effort a crucial role is played by the human skills and abilities and by the 

systems natural limits [191] 
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There is a clear difference between the AA approach and the Level of Automation [42]. 

The traditional view of automation is a fixed and highly regulated process designed to 

eliminate human interaction. AA is designed to expect and anticipate changes under 

active control of a developer insteas, while maintaining precise control of all background 

variables not currently of interest [120]. AA is based on the dynamic allocation of the 

control of the whole task or of some parts, crossing along manual and automated phases. 

The results of a mere use of levels of automation (LOA) is a static function assignment, 

since the task level of automation is established in the design phase [115]. Through 

adaptive automation, developers gain flexible control of parameters under study and 

confidence as well as automatic control of the rest of their systems [120]. In this way, 

adaptive automation can be considered as a design philosophy with a heavy impact on 

the technological development. Rather than focusing on repetition of the same events, 

adaptive automation focuses on flexible process design and rapid process development. 

AA allows process development facilities to move beyond limited “automated 

instrument” development into a more fully integrated “automated process,” in which 

individual instruments become part of a universal, fully-automated cycle [120].  

The design of complex systems supporting the operator situation awareness is the bridge 

between human centred automation theory and adaptive automation techniques [119]. 

Since the human centred automation claims an acceptable workload and a good situation 

awareness, then the adaptive automation is the vehicle for the reaching of these 

purposes. Hence the AA can be defined as a kind of human centred automation. On this 

hand there are empirical evidence on positive effects of AA on SA and workload [116], on 

the other hand there is not a unique theory that give designer a general guideline suitable 

for each application field, such as aviation, automotive, rails, tele-robotics and  

manufacturing. 

The human centred automation refers both to the system output  and to the human 

input. Automation may involve different phase of the whole decision and action 

processing, that involves four main steps, and  copes with the Sheridan ten-point scale of 

level of automation [191]. 
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Figure 3 Stages of Human Information Processing 

This four-stage model is certainly a relevant simplification of the many components of 

human information processing as deeply explained cognitive psychologists [36]. The 

sensory-processing phase refers to the acquisition and registration of multiple sources of 

information. In this stage the positioning and orienting of sensory receptors, sensory 

processing, initial pre-processing of data prior to full perception, and selective attention 

are included. The perception/working memory phase considers conscious perception, and 

manipulation of processed and retrieved information in working memory [10]. The 

decision phase involves the decision reaching based on such cognitive processing. The 

final action phase refers to the implementation of a response or action according with the 

decision choice [191]. Adaptive automation can be applied to the output functions of a 

system (automation of decision and action selection) and also to the input functions 

(sensory processing and perception) that precede decision making and action [191]. 

2.3.1.1 The problem of authority: from the delegation 

metaphor to the horse-rider paradigm.  

An accurate automation design includes an high level of flexibility, in order to allow the 

system to perform different operational modes, according to the task or to the 

environment. The flexibility level determines the type of system: adaptive automation 

systems can be described as either adaptable or adaptive. In adaptable systems, changes 

among presentation modes or in the allocation of functions are initiated by the user. By 

contrast, in adaptive systems both the user and the system can initiate changes in the 

state of the system [218].  

A key role in the definition of distinction between adaptable and adaptive technology is 

played by authority and autonomy. In fact, as the level of automation increases, systems 

take on more authority and autonomy. At lower levels of automation, systems may just 

provide suggestions to the user. The user can either refuse or accept the suggestions and 

then implement the action. At moderate levels, the system may have the autonomy to 

carry out the suggested actions once accepted by the user. At higher levels, the system 

may decide on a course of action, execute the decision, and simply inform the user. In 
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adaptive systems authority over the automatic process is shared. Both the operator and 

the system can initiate changes in state of the automation [42]. 

There is some debate over who should have control over system changes, overall over 

who should behave the final authority on the control process: some researchers believe 

that humans should have the highest authority over the system, because s/he has the 

final responsibility of the whole system behaviour. This position is supported by the 

conviction that humans are more reliable and efficient in the resources and safety 

management when they encompass the control over the automation change of state [28] 

However there may be times when the operator will be not the best judge of when 

automation is needed. Scerbo [218] argues that in some hazardous situations where the 

operator is vulnerable, it would be extremely important for the system to have authority 

to invoke automation, because, for example, operating environments change with time, 

and it may not be easy for humans to make correct decision in a changed environment, 

especially when available time or information is limited [106] or when operators are too 

busy to make changes in automation [247]. The authority shared between humans and 

machines becomes a question of decision during design. 

It is important to notice that human and automation roles are structured as 

complementary: one of the main approach to human interaction with complex system is 

“delegation”, that is patterned on the kinds of interactions that a supervisor can have 

with an intelligent trained subordinate. Human task delegation within a team is in fact an 

example of adaptable system, “since the human supervisor can choose which tasks to 

hand to a subordinate, can choose what and how much to tell the subordinate about how 

(or how not) to perform the subtask s/he is assigned, can choose how much or how little 

attention to devote to monitoring, approving, reviewing and correcting task performance, 

etc.” [162]. 

Delegating a task to a subordinate (in this case the automation) means for the 

subordinate to have at least a partial authority to determine how to perform that task. 

Moreover a good subordinate may have opportunities to take initiative in order to 

suggest tasks that need to be done or to propose information that may be useful [163]. 

The main difference between task delegation performed by a supervisor and task 

allocation performed by a system designer is that the supervisor has more flexibility in 

what when and how to delegate and better awareness of the task performance 
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conditions. The system designer, instead, has to fix a relationship at design time for static 

use in all context [163].  

The variation of the quantity of control and authority is an important issue, because in the 

case of emergency it may be needed to rapidly transfer the control, without distraction 

from the outcome problem, as frequently occurs in time- and safety- critical situations, as 

ADAS design show. 

Despite of all the efforts to create a human-machine communication, there are no real 

communication capabilities built into systems. As Norman states [181]: “Closer analysis 

shows this to be a misnomer: there is no communication, none of the back-and-forth 

discussion that characterizes true dialogue. Instead, we have two monologues. We issue 

commands to the machine, and it, in turn, command us. Two monologues do not make a 

dialogue”. The collaboration and communication failure by a even more powerful 

technology becomes a very crucial point. Collaboration requires synchronisation and 

trust, achievable only through experience and understanding [181].  

The need of sharing trust and knowledge between humans and machines lead to the so 

called H-Metaphor, that studies and tryes to reproduce the relationship between a horse 

and its rider. The “horse-rider paradigm” is introduced at first time in 1990 by Connell and 

Viola, then it has been developed by Flemish and colleagues [72], that named it “H-

metaphor” and faced also by Norman [181]. The “Horse-Rider paradigm” explains the 

relation between human and automation like the relation that a rider establishes with 

his/her horse: the human receives information about the actual system status through an 

osmotic exchange with it. Human intention and actions become the parameters the 

system uses to offer him the correct solution or answer to the faced context. In this way it 

is possible to improve the human performance that represent the crucial hearth of the 

interaction in complex systems. Besides the operator is maintained in loop during the 

system control, in order to avoid or reduce the out-of-the-loop performance. 

Although the adaptive automation is very promising, some problems are still unsolved, as 

the identification of task features that determines the optimal level for the AA 

implementation [42]. It has to be carefully taken into account the effects on the cognitive 

and physically activities, specifying the best AA implementation for each activity. As well 

human machine interfaces have to be studied in order to support correctly the AA [119]. 

Another difficult issues is about when AA should be invokes. It is needed to work in order 
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to address questions of periodic insertion of automation into manual task. “Research is 

also needed to explore the interaction between adaptive automation and level of control 

– how much automation needs to be employed may be a function of when it is 

employed” [69]. It should be determined also how to implement AA, that is another 

controversial matter. Many systems allow operators to start automation, but in critical 

situations, the human may be [69]: 

1. so overloaded as to make this an extra encumber,  

2. incapacitated or unable to do so,  

3. unaware that the situation calls for automated assistance,  

4. a poor decision maker.  

Otherwise leaving the system with the authority to turn itself on and off may be even 

more problematic, as this forces the operator to passive accept the system decision [69]. 

The final authority  may be traded flexibly and dynamically between humans and 

automation, because there can be the cases in which automation should have the final 

authority for ensuring the safety of the system [106]. 

There are also some side effects: despite of the wide advantages of automation such as 

the increased capacity and productivity, reduction of small errors, manual workload and 

mental fatigue, the relief from routine operations, and decrease of performance variation 

due to individual differences, there are several drawbacks that must be taken into 

account [43].  

Since automation brings same changes in the task execution (i.e. setup and initialization), 

in the cognitive demands (i.e. requirements for increased situational awareness), in the 

people roles related to the system (i.e. relegating people to supervisory controllers). 

Beside a decrease of job satisfaction automation lead to a lowered vigilance and an 

increased mental workload, fault-intolerant systems, silent failures, false alarms. This 

framework is strictly connected with other negative effects due to the human interaction 

with the system: over-reliance, complacency, over trust and mistrust, manual deskilling 

[197]. Nowadays the adaptive automation is claimed as the solution for the problems 

inducted by the automation and can be successfully applied in the design of automotive 

user interfaces that control automatic systems (ADAS) or partially adaptive systems 

(PADAS).  
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2.3.1.2 Design issues 

In order to develop an adaptive system, some theoretical instruments guiding designers 

in the preliminary phases are available, such as task analysis and function allocation that 

both aim at matching the human abilities with the system ones, in order to automate the 

tasks best suited to machines and to maintain as manual the functions best suited to 

human [89]. The task analysis is namely a graphic representation (as flow chart) of tasks 

and sub tasks that the operators may accomplish with the system. Once the basilar 

functions have been founded, they will be allocated, in order to consider the 

consequences of the match of functions with roles and scenarios. As Harrison, Johnson, 

Wright [89] defined, a function is an activity that the man-machine system is required to 

be capable of performing in order to achieve some result in the domain under 

consideration. From this point of view it is possible to state that work systems perform 

functions or units of work. Roles, instead, are more difficult to define. They make sense to 

consider it as an activity that can be performed either by human or machine [89]. 

The critical issue is about deciding which functions are suitable to which rules, considering 

different scenarios [42]. “A function may be separable from all roles, and technically 

feasible and cost effective to automate, in which case the function may be totally 

automated. Alternatively it is possible that the function maps entirely to one of the roles, 

and is infeasible to automate, in which case the function is totally performed within that 

role. In most cases however functions fit into neither category. In this situation the 

function is to be partially automated” [89]. Functions and roles have to be set into one or 

more scenarios.  

The scenario development process involves several steps [42]: 

1. identification of goals and objectives;  

2. scenario definition, including specifications and development of needed model 

elements and performance measures;  

3. preparation of specific component models;  

4. program specific performance measures;  

5. scenario programming;  
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6. testing, upgrading and validating of the system on the chosen scenarios. In taking 

into account the driving scenario, it has to be measured the driver’s competences 

in tasks critical to performance and safety. 

These concept can be clarified by an example belonging to the automotive domain. 

Designing a preventive safety system, the driving scenario and its corresponding 

manoeuvres have been broken down into functions and sub-functions in order to outline 

which functions have to be performed manually, automatically or both. Secondly, system 

and driver’s role have been combined with functions in order to outline which functions 

suite best to which roles, considering the given scenarios. The scenarios have been 

selected in order to measure the driver workload and situation awareness. 

Consequentially the selected scenario shows the whole behaviour of the system, along 

the seven LoA implemented [42]. 

2.3.1.3 Adaptive Automation application in the design of 

preventive safety systems 

One of the most promising application field of the adaptive automation design principles 

is the automotive domain, where the automation in a safety tool for the design of 

preventive safety systems. Particularly, the systems that foresee the integration of 

automation elements into the driving task (i.e. the ACC, adaptive cruise control) are 

studied by the information ergonomics [44], that deals with the improvement of 

signalling and command devices whose efficient information is often crucial. It is 

specifically the case of in-vehicle information systems (IVIS), that nowadays include also 

the nomadic devices, like pocket pc and mobile phones; of the new integrated 

dashboards, that show the driver, apart from traditionally information (such as 

speedometer, odometer, rev counter, etc.), other information about the trip 

(instantaneous consumption, fuel autonomy, covered distance, direction to follow, etc.); 

of innovative commands like haptic devices or vocal commands. 

 The solution offered by AA can be applied not only to the automatic functions but also to 

the user interface that manage them. There may be interesting solutions of dynamic 

adaptation of interface to the external context and to the user psychophysical condition 

[42].  
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It comes into evidence the importance of the design of in-vehicle interfaces to carefully 

evaluate which kind of information to take into account. From the human side the choose 

is among visual, auditory, and haptic information. From the automation side the choose is 

among psychophysical information: i.e. workload, situation awareness, distraction, ecc. 
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Chapter 3 

Reasons, aims and methods to study 

driver distraction 

3.1 Driver distraction problem 

Driver distraction is a well-known road safety issue. Despite of this the research is still at 

the beginning: distraction is poorly defined, and theories and models of the mechanisms 

and features that characterize it are limited. For example there is not a universally agreed 

taxonomy of sources of all potential and actual distraction, that may occur inside and 

outside the vehicle. Little is known about patterns of driver performance, individually and 

in combination. The relationship between performance degradation, crash frequency, 

and crash risk is little understood. Moreover there is little practical guidance on how to 

align and prioritize research to support the development of effective distraction 

prevention and mitigating strategies. It is needed to pay attention to the design of a road 

transport system that minimizes driver exposure to avoidable sources of distraction. Such 

a system would mitigate the effects of distraction and tolerate the consequences of 

distraction thanks to a better road and vehicle design [207].  

In this chapter we will present firstly an overview of distraction theory, through a critical 

literature analysis aimed at the definition of a distraction model that may be effectively 

implemented with machine learning approaches as it will be discussed in paragraphs 5.2 

and 5.2.1. 
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Secondly we will present a critical literature analysis of Machine Learning techniques 

adopted to model driver’s distraction and behavior, with particular attention to our 

research experience and findings 

. 
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3.2 The background of driving distractions: 

foundations and definitions 

In recent years, we come to hear more and more regarding the problem of distraction, 

nevertheless. there is no generally accepted definition of distraction. The most prominent 

discordance is about the inclusion or not in the definition of the whole cognitive concept, 

so that distraction is identified or limited exclusively to visual distraction. In the following, 

several definitions of distraction are presented, in order to identify the most relevant 

aspects.  

Generally speaking, distraction is a “Diversion of attention away from activities required 

for safe driving due to some event, activity, object or person, within or outside the 

vehicle”[14]. 

Ranney, Garrott and Goodman [201] specify that any distraction from rolling down a 

window, over adjusting a mirror, tuning a radio to using a cell phone can contribute to a 

crash. 

More in details, the literature identifies four type of distraction [123]:  

1. Visual (e.g. looking away from roadway) 

2. Auditory (e.g. responding to ringing cell phone) 

3. Biomechanical (e.g. adjusting CD player) 

4. Cognitive (e.g. lost in thought). 

Author concern is about the cognitive category of distraction, that may be misleading, 

because it implies that the other types of distraction presented here are not cognitive. In 

particular, to be “lost in thought” means that the driver focuses its attention on his/her 

own internal thoughts, instead of concentrating on the driving task [201]. But s/he is not 

distracted by something external. Nevertheless it make sense to consider that each kind 

of distraction, for example due to a secondary task, always implies a cognitive activity. In 

this case the driver is attending both the driving task and the secondary one, with a likely 

degradation in the driving performance.  
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Stutts, Reinfurt, Staplin and Rodgman [230] as well as Stutts et al. [229] highlight a further 

aspect of distraction: as it has been already explained, it occurs when the driver is 

delayed in recognition of information needed to safely accomplish the driving task 

because of some event or activity, object or person (both inside and outside the vehicle). 

In this case, the presence of a triggering event discriminates a distracted driver from one 

who is simply inattentive or “lost in thought”. 

Green [80] examines the distractor’s role: something diverts and retains the driver’s 

attention. That means the attention “is pulled away” instead of being redirected 

voluntarily. But in this way, secondary tasks, which are performed while the driver 

consciously tries to distribute his/her attention between the driving task and the 

secondary task should be excluded [123]. 

Considering the exiting literature Tasca [237] argues that distraction happens when there 

is: 

• A voluntary or involuntary diversion of attention from primary driving tasks not 

related to impairment (from alcohol/drugs, fatigue or a medical condition). 

• Diversion occurs because the driver is: 

o performing an additional task (or tasks) or 

o temporarily focusing on an object, event or person not related to primary 

driving tasks. 

• Diversion reduces a driver’s situational awareness, decision-making and/or 

performance resulting in any of the following outcomes: 

o collision 

o near-miss 

o corrective action by the driver and/or another road user. 

Following this definition, voluntary secondary task are still included, but the condition 

“lost in thought” seem to be excluded. Moreover the driver that even if inattentive, 

doesn’t cause a collision, a near miss or a corrective action, is not considered as distracted 

[123]. 

All the abovementioned definitions are reported in the web site of the “Distracted Driving 

Conference”, held in Toronto in October 2005, whose aim was that of converging toward 

a exhaustive definition of distraction [123]. The following definition of distraction was 

suggested [94]: 
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Distraction involves a diversion of attention from 

driving, because the driver is temporarily focusing on 

an object, person, task, or event not related to driving, 

which reduces the driver’s awareness, decision-making, 

and/or performance, leading to an increased risk of 

corrective actions, near-crashes, or crashes. 

As further clarification the authors listed the following implications of the previous 

definition [94]: 

• Distractions exclude pre-existing conditions, including impairment by alcohol or 

drugs, fatigue, and psychological state; however, any of these can potentially 

make it easier for a driver to be distracted or can change the effect of a distraction 

• Distractions may be affected by personal characteristics such as age and medical 

conditions. 

• Distractions may be affected by driving conditions and situations. 

• Distractions need not produce immediate consequences such as corrective actions 

or crashes, but do increase the risk of these consequences. 

An interesting point of view, that in some way confirms the definition reported above, is 

expressed by Regan; Lee & Young [207]. The reasoning is about the played role: driver 

distraction occurs when circumstances act to displace the primacy of the social role as 

“driver” to another role. The example reported by authors is a woman turning around to 

check the status of her infant. Now she is “attentive” to her role as mother, but she is 

“distracted” by her role as a driver.  

The following table presents five common elements of distraction definitions (named 

source, location of source, internality, process and outcome) and some example of each 

element. It is interesting to notice that although distraction may be derived from one or 

more sources, some activities may be considered as direct contributors to distraction. 

Events can initiate some activities that then involve a person or an object. In the case of 

internal activity the object may be a mental abstraction [207]. 

Table 2 Common elements of distraction definitions and examples of each element [207] 
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Source Location of 

source 

Intentionality Process Outcome 

Object Internal activity 

(i.e. 

daydreaming) 

Compelled by 

source 

Disturbance of 

control 

Delayed 

response 

Person Inside vehicle Driver’s choice Diversion of 

attention 

Degraded 

longitudinal 

and lateral 

control 

Event Outside vehicle  Misallocation of 

attention 

Diminished 

situation 

awareness 

Activity    Degraded 

decision 

making. 

Increased crash 

risk. 

3.2.1 Sources of distraction  

There are many things that can distract the driver. A first distinction can be made upon 

two elements identifying the distraction source: a physical event or object (e.g. mobile 

phone) and an action of some kind that is performed on that object (e.g. dialing, talking 

and listening) [207].  

The US National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration has identified several main 

sources of driver distraction [230], including those deriving from inside and outside the 

vehicle, those deriving from vehicle technologies and those deriving from everyday 

activities that people perform in the cockpit.  

• Eating/drinking  

• Outside person/object or event  

• Adjusting radio, cassette, CD  

• Other vehicle occupants  
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• Moving object in vehicle  

• Smoking related  

• Talking/listening on mobile phone  

• Dialing mobile phone  

• Using device/object brought into vehicle  

• Using device/object integral to vehicle  

• Adjusting climate controls  

• Other distraction  

• Unknown distraction  

In another United States study [229], recording equipment was installed in the 70 vehicles 

for a week in order to determine how much time people spend engaging in the full range 

of potentially distracting activities. The results are shown in the table below. 

Table 3 Time spent by drivers in engaging distracting activities [228] 

DISTRACTING ACTIVITY TIME SPENT (%) IN A DRIVING SESSION 

conversing 15.0% 

manipulating vehicle controls 3.8% 

prepare food/drink 3.1% 

external distracters 1.6% 

smoking 1.6% 

eat, drink, spill 1.5% 

manipulate music/audio controls 1.4% 

dial/answer/talk mobile phone 1.3% 

reading/writing 0.7% 

baby distracting 0.4% 

adult/child distracting 0.3% 

grooming 0.3% 

According to this study, drivers generally spent on average just over 30 percent of their 

time engaging in distracting activities, with most of the time spent talking to passengers, 

manipulating vehicle secondary controls and eating and drinking. The fact that drivers 

were videotaped may have reduced the time spent using mobile phone.  
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A further and finest classification widely accepted in the literature [252] is between 

technology-based distraction and non technology-based distraction.  

Table 4 Technology-based distraction and non technology-based distraction sources [252] 

TECHNOLOGY-BASED DISTRACTION NON TECHNOLOGY-BASED DISTRACTION 

Mobile Phones  

(including Hand-Held Mobile Phones, Hands-

Free Mobile Phones, Text Messaging) 

Eating and Drinking 

In-vehicle Route Guidance Systems Smoking 

In-vehicle Internet and E-mail Facilities Passengers 

Entertainment Systems Grooming 

In-car Radios  

In-Vehicle CD Players  

In-vehicle Television and Video  

Portable Devices  

Of course all the distracting activities can degrade driving performance, increasing crash 

risk and cause crashes, but the real impact of those activities on safety is different and to 

exactly determine it is not an easy task. That said, Regan [206] rank distractions deriving 

from within the vehicle2 following everyday experience:  

• internet/email (when widely available)  

• mobile phone – text messaging  

• mobile phone – talking (hand-held and hands-free)  

• DVD (if portable and poorly located)  

• talking to passengers (if driver is young/older)  

• route navigation (if poorly designed)  

• radio/cassette/CD  

• climate controls  

• eating/drinking  

• smoking  

                                                      

2
 The author specifies that It is difficult to know where to rank external distractions on such a list, given how 

little we know about them [206]. 
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Despite of the wide variety of distracting activities, it is important to add that when 

performing secondary tasks whilst driving people seem to try to self-regulate, according 

to the demands of the driving task. For example, drivers attempt to compensate for the 

additional mental workload imposed by talking on a mobile phone by slowing down or 

increasing following distances. Clearly this self-regulation is not always effective [206]: 

There is evidence that both young novice drivers and older drivers (55 and over) are, for 

different reasons, more vulnerable to the effects of distraction. Even in drivers of the 

same age and experience, there are individual differences in the ability to simultaneously 

drive and use a mobile phone. Moreover there is some evidence that training and 

practice can reduce, to some degree, the distracting effects of mobile phones [206].  

3.2.2 Distraction as a contributing cause of crashes 

The most recent and most extensive evaluation of on road naturalistic studies identified 

inattention and distraction as major contributors to vehicle collisions and then their 

prevention as crucial to future improvements of transport safety [126]. 

The main problem in crash studies, is that it is rarely recorded on accident report forms 

whether or not a driver was engaging in a distracting activity and even when there may 

be a possible evidence, drivers may not admit that they were distracted. As we stated in 

the introduction driver distraction is a contributing factor in up of 23% of crashes, but it 

may be underestimated (a more likely estimation proposes 25-30% of crashes). 

Following literature studies [230] the contribution of each distraction sources in crashes 

due to distraction is identified as follows:  

Table 5 Contribution of each distraction sources in crashes due to distraction [206] 

Distraction Source Contribution (%) 

 

Outside events 30% 

Tune radio/cassette/CD 11% 

Vehicle occupants 11% 

Moving object ahead 4% 

Device/object brought into vehicle 3% 
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Adjust climate controls 2% 

Eating and drinking 2% 

Using/dialing mobile phone 2% 

Smoking-related 1% 

Other distractions 26% 

Unknown distraction 9% 

Considering the literature assesses the main contribution to crashes is given by events 

outside the vehicle, interaction with entertainment systems and conversation with 

passengers (for an overall amount of 30%), it is possible to infer that the sources of 

distraction inside the vehicle contribute most to crashes, even if the use of mobile phones 

are underestimated in the reported studies (since the use of hand-held phones is illegal in 

many jurisdictions in the US). 

3.2.3 Effects of distraction on driving performance 

Effects of distraction on driving performance are measured using several techniques, that 

may be grouped in three different categories (for details see [206] [123]), performance 

studies, which include on-road and test track studies, driving simulator studies, dual-task 

studies, eye glance studies and the visual occlusion technique.  

1. Epidemiological studies  

2. Crash studies (see paragraph 3.2.2) 

While performance studies provide information about the effects of distraction on driving 

performance, they do not take into account exposure. Epidemiological studies tries to 

consider driver exposure to a range of potentially distracting activities, and to quantify 

the level of risk associated while engaging in those activities. In fact the “degree to which 

a secondary activity adversely affects driving performance depends not only on how 

distracting it is in absolute terms, but whether a driver actually engages in the activity 

whilst driving, when they engage in it, how often they engage in it, and for how long they 

engage in the activity. Whilst talking to a passenger might not be as distracting, for 

example, as talking on a mobile phone, people spend relatively more time talking to 

passengers that may be more risky in the long term” [206]. For example, there is evidence 
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from epidemiological research that smokers and young novice drivers who carry their 

peers as passengers, are also at increased risk of crashing. 

In the following paragraphs the effects of some crucial distraction source on driver 

performance are reported. 

3.2.3.1 Mobile Phones 

In particular, according to a review of the mobile phone literature [252] concluded that 

the use of mobile phones, both hand-held and hands-free, impairs the following driving 

performance measures performance in several ways:  

• maintenance of lane position; 

• maintenance of appropriate and predictable speed; 

• maintenance of appropriate following distances from vehicles in front; 

• reaction times; 

• judgement and acceptance of safe gaps in traffic; 

• detection/awareness of traffic signals 

• general awareness of other traffic, increasing mental workload, stress and 

frustration 

• visual field of view, which has been shown to be correlated with increased crash 

involvement 

3.2.3.2 Navigation systems 

Generally, navigation systems, if well designed, are able to reduce mental navigation 

workload and the distraction associated with using paper maps and street signs to 

navigate.  

On the other hand, these systems are distracting if they allow drivers at entering 

destination information while the vehicle is in motion and if they provide visual guidance, 

especially complex guidance information, without any accompanying voice guidance, but 

nowadays systems incorporate a lock out feature which prevents the driver from entering 

a destination whilst the vehicle is in motion or travelling above a certain speed. Even 
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systems that allow the driver to enter destination information using their voice rather 

than manually have been shown to be distracting [206].    

The distracting impact of the worst designed route navigation systems can be compared 

to conventional navigation using paper maps.  

3.2.3.3 Email  

Retrieving, reading and responding to email messages, even if using voice commands, 

increases reaction times to a braking lead vehicle and an increase in subjective estimates 

of mental workload. Drivers are also able to compensate the increased workload, but 

anyway they are slower to brake in response to a braking lead vehicle and made less 

corrective steering movements when distracted [206].  

3.2.3.4 Entertainment Systems  

The main focus about entertainment systems has been on the effects on driving 

performance of interacting with radios, cassette players, CD players and, more recently, 

DVD players [206].  

The use of entertainment systems affects:  

- lane control 

- cognitive workload 

- speed control 

- detection of unexpected hazards 

3.2.3.5 Everyday Activities  

Also everyday activities that may usually seem inconsequential can affect distraction, 

such as eating, drinking, smoking and talking to passengers. Eating and drinking can cause 

visual, physical and attentional distraction: a study found that eating a hamburger was as 

distracting as dialing a mobile phone using voice commands [109]. Smoking has the 
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potential to be visually and physically distracting, and even attentionally distracting, but 

there aren’t specific studies giving an empiric evidence [206].  

Also talking to passengers whilst driving should also be visually and attentionally 

distracting for the driver, and a crucial potential source of distraction are children 

misbehavior during trips. 

3.2.3.6 External Distractions  

Table 5 shows that about 30 percent of crashes where distraction is involved derive from 

outside the vehicle. In those case distraction derives from advertising billboards adversely 

affects the ability to detect peripheral hazards [206]. 

3.2.3.7 Engaging distracting activities: impact on driving 

performance 

The following table sums up the impact of distracting activities on driving performance. 

Table 6 Impact of distracting activities on driving performance [252] 

DRIVING PERFORMANCE DISTRACTING ACTIVITY 

Lateral position   

position of a vehicle on the road in relation 

to the centre of the lane in which the 

vehicle should be driven 

Using mobile phone both hand-held or 

hands-free (dialing or talking) 

 

Entering destination information into a 

route guidance 

Following navigation instructions presented 

visually, rather than through voice 

guidance 

Tuning the radio 

Listening to radio broadcasts 

Interacting with a CD player 
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Speed Maintenance and Control Using mobile phone both hand-held or 

hands-free (talking) 

Operating a route navigation system using 

manual inputs and outputs, rather than 

voice-activation 

Reaction Times Using mobile phone, particularly when 

engaging in a complex conversation  

 

Operating a route guidance system  

Operating in-vehicle email system 

Gap Acceptance Using mobile phone 

Workload 

amount of cognitive resources or cognitive 

effort an individual has to allocate to 

complete a task correctly 

Using mobile phone of any type particularly 

when engaging in a complex or highly 

emotional conversation 

Operating a route guidance system, 

particularly if the system is operated 

manually, rather than through voice-

activation 

Interacting with an in-car email system, 

even when it is voice-activated 

Attention to Safe Driving Practices using a mobile phone  

operating a CD player 

The above table highlights a particular driving performance measure, such as the ability to 

maintain lateral position on the road, can be affected by numerous in-vehicle devices and 

activities. Similarly, a particular device or activity can degrade numerous performance 

measures simultaneously, creating a “cocktail for disaster” [252]. At present it is difficult 

to draw conclusions regarding which driving performance measures are most sensitive to 

distraction, given the variability across studies in the driving performance measures 

examined and how they are measured. However, it does appear that drivers’ ability to 

maintain their lane position and speed and their reaction times to external events are 

particularly affected by distraction. 
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3.2.3.8  Measurement of driving distraction 

Numerous measures and techniques have been employed to determine driver 

distraction. These measures range from high-tech equipment such as advanced driving 

simulators, able of measuring a range of driving performance measures, to relatively 

“low-tech” measures designed to measure specific aspects of distraction, such as the 

visual occlusion technique [252].  

The literature identifies the following scientific techniques for measuring distraction: 

• on-road and test track studies; 

• driving simulator studies; 

• dual-task studies; 

• eye glance monitoring studies; 

• the visual occlusion method; 

• the peripheral detection task; and 

• the 15 Second Rule. 

The technique, or sub-set of techniques to be employed during a test depends on the 

particular aspect of the HMI to be assessed, and in particular on the form of distraction 

(e.g., visual, physical etc) that is imposed on the driver by that aspect of the interface. 

With the exception of on-road and test track studies and the 15-second rule, all of the 

above methods are considered suitable for use in HMI evaluation studies. On-road studies 

are obviously more dangerous to conduct and are less experimentally controlled than 

simulator studies and there is some doubt in the literature about the validity of the 15-

second rule [252]. 

In the next paragraphs, a short explanation of each technique is presented.. 

3.2.3.9  On-road and Test Track Studies 

One of the most realistic methods employed to measure distraction is the on-road 

evaluation study: drivers are required to drive an instrumented vehicle for a specified 

period of time. Driving performance data are collected using data loggers. Driving 

performance while interacting with the various technologies is compared against a 
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baseline measure, usually driving when not interacting with the devices [178]. This 

method allows at gathering a vast amount of data in real-world conditions, but on the 

other side it is time consuming (taking months or years to complete) and very expensive, 

and thus is rarely used as a method to measure driver distraction. 

Short-duration on-road evaluations or test-track studies are another suitable method to 

represent real world driving and are often used to examine the distracting effects of 

technologies [62]. This method does approximate real driving conditions and driving on a 

closed test track reduce the safety risks associated with driving on actual roads [77]. 

However, the data collected can be affected by the effects of learning to use the 

technologies and, in some cases, of being watched by an observer [178].  

3.2.3.10 Driving Simulators 

Research examining driver distraction often makes use of driving simulators, as they allow 

to measure driving performance in a relatively realistic and safe driving environment, 

allowing also safe multiple vehicle scenarios [252].   

Driving simulators, however, vary substantially in their characteristics and this can affect 

their realism and the validity of the results obtained. High-fidelity simulators offer a 

realistic driving environment, with realistic components and layout, a colored, textured, 

visual scene with roadside objects such as trees and signposts, and often have a motion 

base. Low-fidelity simulators offer less realistic driving environments, usually with only 

major markings (e.g., road line markings) reproduced in the visual scene and they are 

often fixed-based [76]. The level of fidelity required by a simulator depends on the type of 

research that has to be conducted. The literature suggests higher fidelity levels for 

research where the results of the simulation will be used to draw conclusions about real-

world driving performance, for example the assessment of distraction using an in-vehicle 

device [241]. 

Simulators allow greater experimental control, a large number of test conditions (i.e. 

night and day, different weather conditions or road environments) and the cost of 

modifying the cockpit of a simulator to address different research questions may be 

significantly less than modifying an actual vehicle [205]. On the other side, driving 
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simulators, particularly high-fidelity simulators, can be very expensive to install and 

operate and are often much more expensive than other equipment used to measure 

driver distraction (e.g., visual occlusion goggles) [205]. Another problem is discomfort or 

sickness. Moreover, drivers’ behavior and the amount of cognitive resources used to 

perform the experimental task with the simulator may differ significantly from their 

behavior in real cars because there are no serious consequences that result from driving 

errors in the simulator [77]. 

3.2.3.11 Dual-task Studies 

Human beings only have a finite amount of cognitive processing resources to devote to 

performing tasks. When the concurrent performance of two tasks exceeds this resource 

pool, greater attention is devoted to one task and the performance of the other task is 

adversely affected [204]. Dual-task studies assess the effects of performing one task on 

the performance of another concurrent task. In the context of driver distraction, these 

studies generally examine the effects of using an in-vehicle device (e.g., mobile phone), or 

engaging in an activity (e.g., eating) on driving performance.  

In order to gain a greater understanding of the distracting effects of in-vehicle 

technologies, it is important for research on driver distraction to examine the 

performance trade-offs between the driving and the distraction tasks [252]. 

A tool for measuring distraction is the Peripheral Detection Task (PDT). The PDT was 

developed by van Winsum, Martens and Herland [242] to measure driver mental 

workload and visual distraction. With this method, participants are required to perform a 

series of tasks while detecting and responding to targets (e.g., lights) presented in the 

periphery. As drivers become more distracted by the primary task, they respond slower 

and fail to detect more PDT targets [183]. Performance of the PDT task therefore provides 

a measure of how distracting the primary task is. PDT is a valid method for measuring the 

level of visual and cognitive distraction afforded by in-vehicle technologies and driver 

support systems [252]. 

3.2.3.12 Eye Glance Studies 
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Visual behaviour while driving has been studied widely since the 1960’s [71]. Two 

approaches for measuring visual demand or distraction are used: eye glance recordings 

and the visual occlusion technique. 

The eye glance technique measures visual behavior by recording the frequency and 

duration of eye glances at particular objects in the driver’s visual field [71]. When drivers 

perform a secondary task while driving, they usually complete this task through a series of 

brief glances (1 to 2 seconds) at the object interspersed with glances at the roadway. Eye 

glance studies record and measure the frequency and duration of glances towards the 

secondary task which gives a measure of the total “eyes off road time”, and hence the 

visual demand or interference associated with performing the task [86]. Total eyes-off-

road-time is a widely accepted and valid measure of the visual demand associated with 

the performance of a secondary task and is highly correlated with the number of lane 

excursions committed during secondary task performance [86]. 

Head and eye tracking allow for the real-time measurement of frequency and duration of 

eye glances, scan paths, eye-closures, and over-the-shoulder head turns [252].  

3.2.3.13 The Visual Occlusion Technique 

Despite the advantages of new eye tracking equipment, these systems are often 

expensive, time consuming and technically difficult to install and calibrate [71]. Visual 

Occlusion is an alternative method for measuring the visual behavior of drivers. This 

method is based on the assumption that drivers only need to observe the roadway part of 

the time and the rest of the time is available for other purposes, such as interacting with 

in-vehicle devices. With this technique, the driver’s vision is partially or fully occluded 

through the use of a shield/visor or another similar device that opens and shuts at various 

time intervals [252].  

The aim of the method is to simulate an on-road situation where the driver is interacting 

with a device while driving. The phase where the driver’s vision is occluded simulates the 

time s/he is looking at the road, while the open phase represents the time that s/he is are 

looking at the in-vehicle device. Using this method it is possible to evaluate whether an 

in-vehicle task (e.g., tuning the radio) can be successfully carried out using only short 
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glances or small amounts of visual attention (typically only 1 to 2 seconds) and if it can be 

easily resumed after interruption [252].  

With a few exceptions, literature studies confirmed that the visual occlusion technique is 

a valid and reliable research tool for measuring the visual demand and distraction 

associated with various in-vehicle devices and interfaces. It is relatively inexpensive and 

easy to use and allows to evaluate also: task affordability, completion time, ease of 

resumption after interruption and visual complexity, identifying HMI designs that are not 

suitable for use while driving [252]. 

3.2.3.14 The 15-second Rule 

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) developed a standard for assessing the 

maximum allowable level of distraction afforded by the use of in-vehicle navigation 

systems [71]. This standard establishes a design limit for the total time required to input 

information into navigation systems while the vehicle is in motion: “All navigation 

functions that are accessible by the driver while the vehicle is in motion, shall have a 

statistically measured total task time of less than 15 seconds” [71]. That is, if an in-vehicle 

task can be completed within 15 seconds or less in a stationary vehicle, then that function 

can be available to drivers while the vehicle is moving. Even if this standard was 

developed to assess route navigation systems, it can also be applied to evaluate the 

distraction afforded by any in-vehicle technology and it is really simple to use [252]. 

It should be remarked that static tests are not sufficient to identify tasks with significant 

distraction potential. Moreover the 15-second rule fails to address issues of speed 

maintenance or object detection, a failure to address whether and how a task may be 

performed, and there are no baselines against which to measure driving performance 

while completing a task [252].  

3.2.4 Factors moderating the impact of distraction on 

driving performances and safety 

Understanding the factors that make drivers more or less vulnerable to the distracting 

effects of competing activities is important when designing countermeasures to prevent 
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and mitigate the effects of distraction [207]. In the following a number of these 

moderating factors are examined. 

3.2.4.1 Education  

Governments, Police, motoring clubs and other relevant agencies should conduct 

education and publicity campaigns to raise public awareness of the relative dangers 

associated with engaging in distracting activities, how to minimize the effects of 

distraction on themselves and others, and the penalties associated with engaging in 

distracting activities where these exist [206].  

3.2.4.2 Self-regulation 

Little research addressed the question about whether and how drivers compensate for 

any decrease in attention to the driving task (i.e. self-regulate) to maintain adequate 

safety margins. In fact drivers actively adjust their driving behavior in response to 

changing or competing task demands to maintain an adequate level of safe-driving [207]. 

Self-regulatory behavior can occur at a number of levels ranging from the strategic (for 

ex. choosing not to use a mobile phone while driving) to the operational level (for ex. 

reducing speed). At the highest level, drivers can moderate their exposure to risk by 

choosing not to engage in potentially distracting activities while driving. At the tactical 

and operational levels, research has shown that drivers attempt to reduce workload and 

moderate their exposure to risk while engaging in secondary activities, through several 

ways: by decreasing speed, by increasing inter-vehicular distance, and by reducing the 

engagement in certain driving tasks, such as checking mirrors and instruments less 

frequently. These self-regulatory behaviors can be viewed as examples of performance 

trade-offs, because by performing these behaviors , drivers are changing the relative level 

of priority that they assign to the driving task to accommodate performance of the 

competing activity [207].  

However, there are a number of factors that can influence a driver’s self-regulatory 

strategies in response to a competing task, thus their vulnerability to being distracted by 

this task. These factors are [207]. 
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• Driving task demand (increased traffic density, increased complexity if the traffic 

environment) 

• Driver characteristics (age and driving experience, task familiarity and practice) 

• Driver state (fatigue, drowsiness, intoxication by drugs or alcohol, emotional state, 

mood)  

3.2.4.3 Training  

Learner drivers need to be trained in how to safely manage distraction, being exposed to 

distracting activities, such as talking to passengers. They need training in how to optimally 

self-regulate their driving to reduce the effects of distraction; they need training in the 

optimal modes in which to program and interact with systems (both on-board systems 

and portable devices carried in and out of the vehicle). Furthermore they need to be 

made self-aware and calibrated, through training, of the effects of distraction on their 

driving performance; and passengers need to be trained in how to act as co-pilots rather 

than backseat drivers by doing things for the driver and behaving in a manner which 

minimizes distraction [206].  

The problem with this approach is that it places the responsibility mainly on the drivers. 

Norma described this as the “blame and train” philosophy [181]: whereby drivers are 

blamed for the problem, they are punished appropriately and they should get more 

training. This approach is difficult to justify because distraction does not occur 

independently: it requires a distracter. Education and enforcement may not be able to 

extinguish a driver’s reflexive diversion of attention to an in-vehicle display that is flashing 

and beeping. On the other side drivers assume that any in-vehicle equipment can be used 

while driving, even if it has a distracting potential.  

3.2.4.4 Vehicle Design  

The most effective way to reduce driver distraction deriving from technologies is to 

ensure that the vehicle HMI is ergonomically designed, by both vehicle manufacturers 

and the manufacturers of portable devices brought into the vehicle. It is crucial that 

systems entering the market will meet certain minimum requirements, complying with 

best practice human factors and ergonomic guidelines and standards. It is important that 
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such an approach involves consultation with all relevant stakeholders: drivers, vehicle 

manufacturers, aftermarket system suppliers, information service providers and road 

authorities [206].  

Unfortunately this approach leads to the “usability paradox” [146]: even the best 

designed HMI may not solve the distraction problem because a well-designed device that 

reduces distraction might encourage drivers to use it more frequently while driving.  

A promising development is the “workload manager”, an on-board technology that uses 

vehicle sensors to estimate driver workload and suppress mobile phone calls and other 

sources of distraction until driver workload reduces [206] [46].  

3.2.4.5 Road Design  

Despite of distractions deriving from outside the vehicle are significant in number and 

type, very little has be done to address this issue. The identification and ergonomic 

assessment of traffic management activities, objects and events that could distract 

drivers and degrade driving performance is crucial for the research in the driving 

distraction domain. For example there is a need to develop a taxonomy of outside 

distracting objects, events and activities, determining to what extent drivers are exposed 

to these. There is a critical need, for vehicle manufacturers to enter into dialogue with 

traffic engineers - to ensure that there are no incompatibilities in the design, timing and 

number of traffic messages and signals affecting driver’s attention [206].  

3.2.4.6  Research  

There are a number of priority areas for research on driver distraction [206]: 

• the definition and measurement of distraction; 

• the quantification of crash risk;  

• knowledge of driver exposure to distraction;  

• knowledge of the self-regulatory strategies that drivers use to cope with 

distraction;  

• ergonomic design of the human-machine interface to limit distraction;  
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• identifying levels of performance degradation due to distraction that constitute 

safety impairment;  

• knowledge on distraction deriving from outside the vehicle and the effects of 

distraction on the performance and safety of pedestrians, motorcycle riders and 

other road users.  

3.2.5 Design and standardization 

3.2.5.1 European approaches to principle, codes, 

guidelines for In-Vehicle HMI 

The European eSafety program 

(http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/esafety/index_en.htm ) is shaping 

the approach to the design and assessment of both driver information and assistance 

systems, which are expected to provide major contribution to accident reduction targets. 

The eSafety Forum was established by the EC in close collaboration with industry, 

industrial associations, and public sector stakeholders to address both safety and market 

issues in the implementation of driver information and assistance systems as a 

contribution to European road  safety improvement targets 

(http://www.esafetysupport.org/en/esafety_activities/esafety_forum/). The importance 

of a safe HMI for IVIS and ADAS is a common understanding of all stakeholders.  

The European Statemets of Principle (ESoP) on HMI provides high-level design guidelines 

for information and communication systems that are usable and safe, taking full account 

of the potential for driver distraction (“the system does not distract or visually entertain 

the driver”) [59]. The guidelines include: 

• Installation principles  

• Information presentation principles 

• Principle on interaction with displays and controls 

• System behavior principles 

• Principles on information about the system. 

The principles are short statements summarizing specific and distinct HMI issues.  
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The eSafety HMI working group principally concentrate on IVIS. ADAS are basically 

different form IVIS and as a result require a different approach. IVIS can be addressed in 

terms of installation, information presentation, interaction, and use, always aiming at 

minimizing their demands on driver attention. ADAS address the primary task of driving 

and for this reason the HMI for this kind of systems is designed to attract driver attention 

(i.e. providing a warning). Other additional issues involve the cooperation with the driver 

in execution of the driving task3 [207], as it has been explained by the horse-rider 

metaphor (see paragraph 2.3.1.1). Furthermore differently form IVIS, ADAS are so closely 

integrated with vehicle controls that there is very limited scope for aftermarket systems. 

Then ADAS technology, compared with IVIS are still relatively novel, at least in Europe. 

Additionally some systems may include information functions, warning functions, hence 

the classification of systems is often problematic. Table 7 introduce a fourfold 

classification of in-vehicle functions covering IVIS and ADAS. These are [207]: 

• In built: where the function is automatically initiated by friver or vehicle actions 

• Informing: where the driver is presented with information and a key issue is 

distraction 

• Warning: where the function is designed to attract driver attention 

• Assistance: where the driver initiates and supervises an automated aspect of 

driving. 

The issue of driver’s locus of control refers to the interaction of the driver with the 

function: with inbuilt functions there is no interaction; for an informing function the 

driver is fully in control; the driver has little control over when a warning function is 

activated but may choose whether or not to respond; and the assistance function allows 

for driver override.  

Table 7 Comparison of key HMI issues for different IVIS and ADAS functionalities [207] 

 FUNCTION 

ISSUE IN-BUILT INFORMING WARNING ASSISTING 

                                                      

3
 the cooperation with the driver in execution of the driving task refers to the Horse-Rider metaphor. For 

more details see paragraph 2.3.1.1  
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EXAMPLE ABS 

ASC 

Collision 

mitigation 

Route 

guidance 

Mobile phone 

LDWS 

ISA advisory 

ACC 

FOCUS Vehicle 

stability 

Information to 

the driver 

Warning of the 

driver 

Aspects of 

longitudinal and 

lateral control 

DRIVER’S 

LOCUS OF 

CONTROL 

None Full Depends Overrideable 

SYSTEM 

SUPPLIER 

OEM OEM after 

market 

Nomadic 

OEM after market OEM 

SAFETY ISSUE Technical Distraction Understandability Controllability 

TYPICAL 

HUMAN 

INTERFACE 

None (via 

exixting 

controls) 

Screen + audio Buzzer symbol Button  

Small display  

Existing controls 

The European approach to develop high-level design principles is a pragmatic approach to 

the consideration of HMI issues for IVIS and may well be the best approach for ADAS, 

even if such principle should be reexamined, including issues like technical safety 

performance (in particular for inbuilt functions); the impact of driver distraction; an 

assessment of the safety implications of driver’s understanding (particularly for warning 

functions); and the impact of partial automation of the driving task under driver 

supervision (for assistance functions) [207].  

3.2.5.2 North-American approaches to principle, codes, 

guidelines for In-Vehicle HMI 

This paragraph resumes current guideline for distraction avoiding in the United States. 

There are currently no federal motor vehicle safety regulations in North America directly 

addressing driver distraction form in-vehicle information and communication systems. 

There are some provincial, territorial and state legislation restricting the use of certain 
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types of visual display devices, like television screens. In Canada instead there are nine 

jurisdiction prohibiting the use of television screens in vehicles [246].   

The first set of North American guidelines was published by the University of Michigan 

Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) in 1993 Suggested Human Factors Design 

Guidelines for Driver Information Systems [82]. The guidelines were organized according 

to the following topics [207]: 

• Primary and secondary task design principles 

• Guidelines for manual controls 

• Spoken input, information needs, and dialogue guidelines 

• Guidelines for auditory displays 

• Navigation guidelines 

• Traffic information 

• Guidelines for in-vehicle warning systems 

• Car phone guidelines 

• Guidelines for system integration.  

The UMTRI guidelines are based on the trade-off between comprehensiveness and ease 

of finding critical information.  

The most substantial guidelines for IVIS in north America is the U.S. Federal Highway 

Adminsitration’s (FHWA) Human Factors Design Guidelines for Advanced Traveler 

Information Systems (ATIS) and Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO), published in 1998 

[44]. This handbook was intended to address the information gap between new 

automotive technologies and the availability of human factors guidelines. The guidelines 

are organized according to the following topics [207]: 

• General guidelines for displays (symbols, visual displays, auditory message length, 

complexity of information, message style, head-up displays, individual 

preferences, HMI design, alerts) 

• General guidelines for controls (control type and coding, movement and 

compatibility, keyboards, speech input) 

• Routing and navigation guidelines 

• Motorist service guidelines 

• Route safety warning guidelines 
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• Augmented signage information guidelines 

• Guidelines for commercial vehicle related systems 

• Tools designed for sensory allocation 

The North-American guidelines places emphasis on navigation interfaces, providing also 

physical ergonomics guidelines. Moreover they tend to deal with the traditional human 

factors priorities, which are closely related to driver distraction, supporting the design of 

HMI compatible with the driving task and the physical and cognitive capabilities of the 

driver [207].   

3.2.5.3 Japanese approaches to principle, codes, 

guidelines for In-Vehicle HMI 

Japan has been the world’s leader in making the navigation system technology pervasive 

in the automotive industry. JAMA Guideline has been issued at an early stage of the 

market introduction of navigation systems, in order to develop this technology carefully, 

with a good balance of competition and collaboration [207].  

The first version of JAMA (Japan Automobile Manufacturer’s Assosiation) guideline was 

delivered in 1990. Today version 3.0 of JAMA guidelines is available [108]. 

The principles of JAMA Guideline version 3.0 are: 

• Preferably, the display system is designed in such a way that its adverse effect on 

safe driving will be minimized; 

• The display system should be installed in such a position that driving operation 

and the visibility of the forward field will not be obstructed 

• The types of information to be provided by a display system should be such that 

the driver’s attention will not be distracted from driving; information that is 

essentially entertainment is to be avoided; 

• The display system should be operated by the driver without adversely affecting 

his or her driving performance 
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The latest version of the JAMA Guideline provides quantitative criteria for use of an in-

vehicle device. The criteria were determined based on field and laboratory experiments 

[207]. 

3.2.6 Prevention and mitigation strategies 

Distraction mitigation strategies can be classified on three dimensions [67]:  

• degree of automation 

• initiation type (system initiated versus driver initiated) 

• task of task (driving versus non-driving related).  

This taxonomy includes a broad range of driving support functions, from collision warning 

and mitigation (moderate to high level of automation, system initiated, driving related) to 

prioritization and filtering of information (moderate level of automation, system initiated, 

non-driving related). It also includes driver-initiated strategies, which rely on he driver to 

modulate his or her own level of distraction on the basis of the perceived level of 

distraction. According to Regan [207] instead real-time mitigation strategies are a subset 

of the more general category of driving support functions and they differ from, for 

example, collision warning because they intervene earlier in the causal chain leading to an 

accident.  

Through these dimensions it is possible to define and categorize twelve mitigation 

strategies, taking into account the definition of automation levels [191][223]: 

• High: automation takes control and ignores human 

• Moderate: automation executes action only if human approves 

• Low: automation provides information only 

Table 8 Taxonomy of distraction mitigation strategies [67]. 

LEVEL OF 

AUTOMATION 

DRIVING RELATED STRATEGIES NON DRIVING RELATED 

STRATEGIES 
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System 

initiated 

Driver initiated System 

initiated 

Driver initiated 

 

High Intervening Delegating Locking and 

interrupting 

Controls pre-

setting 

 

Moderate Warning Warning 

tailoring 

Prioritizing and 

filtering 

Place-keeping 

 

Low Informing Perception 

augmenting 

Advising Demand 

minimizing 

 

The taxonomy shown in Table 8 also defines mitigation strategies according to whether 

the strategies address driving-related tasks (e.g. steering, braking) or non-driving-related 

tasks (e.g., tuning the radio, talking on the cell phone). Strategies that address driving-

related tasks focus on the roadway environment and directly support driver controlling 

the vehicle, whereas strategies for non-driving related tasks focus on modulating driver 

interaction with in-vehicle systems. Driver-initiated strategies depend on the driver to 

recognize the degree of distraction and react appropriately. System-initiated strategies 

depend on drivers’ acceptance of and appropriate reliance on the system. Potentially 

hazardous situations can occur if the driver relies too much on the system and the system 

fails to provide the necessary information or take proper action [67]. This is one of the 

side effects of automation, as explained in paragraph 2.3.1.1 

In the next paragraphs a short explanation of each distraction mitigation strategy is 

presented, following the subdivision in driving-related tasks and non-driving-related 

tasks, according to [67].  

3.2.6.1 Driving-related tasks 

System-initiated strategies, under the category of driving-related tasks, aim to enhance 

safety by directing driver attention to the roadway and/or by directly controlling the 
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vehicle. They are namely: intervening (high automation), warning (moderate automation), 

informing (low automation). 

Intervening is characterized as the highest level of automation in this category, since it 

refers to the system taking control of the vehicle and performing one or more driving-

related tasks during hazardous situations when the driver is too distracted to react in 

time.  

Warning alerts the driver to take a necessary action (e.g. a collision warning system). 

Warning is considered a moderate level of automation compared to intervening because 

the driver still behave the vehicle control.  

Informing provides drivers with necessary information that they typically would not 

observe if distracted (e.g. a speed limit indicator). This strategy is considered a low level 

of automation since information is provided in a way that does not require any action 

from the system. 

In driving-related, driver-initiated strategies the driver mitigate distraction activating or 

adjusting system controls that relate to the driving task. They are namely: delegating 

(high automation), warning tailoring (moderate automation), perception augmenting (low 

automation).  

Delegating is driver initiation of an automatic vehicle control able to share the driving 

task (e.g. adaptive cruise control, where the system assumes longitudinal control of the 

vehicle). This strategy distributes the driver workload differently, and therefore may 

reduce the attentional and biomechanical demands posed by the driving task.  

The warning tailoring strategy refers to driver adjustment of the sensitivity of the 

warning system depending on the distracting activities the driver expects to perform. This 

differs from the warning strategy because driver input is required.  

Perception augmenting provides driver information at the driver’s request. This can help 

reduce the demands put on the driver to locate necessary information (e.g., driver’s 

speed, posted speed) while driving, decreasing the level of distraction. 

3.2.6.2 Non-Driving-related tasks 
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Non-driving-related mitigation strategies aim to reduce driver distraction by limiting 

attention paid to the in-vehicle system, rather than by directly influencing the driving 

task. Like the driving-related strategies, these strategies can be subcategorized as system 

initiated and driver initiated.  

System-initiated, non-driving-related strategies work as follows: when the system 

assesses that the driving performance is or will be significantly deteriorated, the system 

will take action and change the nature of the non-driving-related task. They are namely: 

locking and interrupting (high automation), prioritizing and filtering (moderate 

automation), advising (low automation). 

Locking and interrupting can be classified as high level automation in this category, since 

interrupting discontinues the non-driving activities and locking locks out the system 

associated with these activities when attention to the primary driving task is required.  

Prioritizing and filtering information presented to the driver minimizes the number of 

non-driving-related tasks that can be performed in high-load situations. For example, 

under high-demand driving conditions, incoming calls can either be filtered (the phone is 

not allowed to ring) or prioritized (only calls listed by the driver as highly important are 

allowed).  

Advising gives drivers feedback regarding the degree to which a non-driving task can 

distract considering a demanding road or traffic situation. For example, a background 

sound on a cellular telephone conversation could remind both parties that one is driving. 

This sound could be modulated according to the driving situation.  

The non-driving-related, driver-initiated strategies is based on the driver subjective 

assessment of his/her degree of distraction.  

They are namely: controls pre-setting (high automation), place keeping (moderate 

automation), demand minimizing (low automation). 

Controls pre-setting is classified as the highest level of automation for a driver-initiated 

option in the non-driving related scenarios. For example, the driver can pre-set the radio 

or CD player or the destination on navigational devices and in order to avoid modifying  it 

again while driving.  
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Place keeping minimizes the demands of switching between the driving and the non-

driving-related tasks. Task switching involves directing attention from one task to another 

(e.g. to stop talking on the cell phone to braking or to changing lane and then back to 

talking on the cell phone). It is important to highlight that when a driver has to perform a 

lot of simultaneously tasks, the task switching is more difficult, since it requires a certain 

amount of attention.  

Demand minimizing reduces attentional demands associated with non-driving-related 

tasks by creating low-demand interfaces (e.g., using steering-wheel-mounted controls, 

voice activation or hands-free  
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3.3 Machine Learning and User Modeling: the 

lesson learned 

"The field of machine learning was conceived with the bold objective to develop 

computational methods that would implement various forms of learning, in particular 

mechanisms capable of inducing knowledge from examples or data" [160][159].  

ML, or Data Mining (DM), is the technology of searching large volumes of data for 

unknown patterns, successfully applied in several domains such as business, healthcare, 

etc. [149] [232]. Machine learning (ML) techniques have been applied to user modeling 

problems for acquiring models of individual users interacting with an information system 

and grouping them into communities or stereotypes with common interests. This 

functionality is essential in order to have a useful and usable system that can modify its 

behavior over time and for different users [138]. As showed from literature, there is a 

trend in choosing machine learning techniques in the study of modeling of human 

behaviors, that is non-deterministic and highly non-linear. ML methodologies are very are 

very effective in discovering the underlying structure of data and, subsequently, generate 

models that are not discovered from domain knowledge [253]. 

This form of knowledge induction is really suitable in problems that lack algorithmic 

solutions, are ill-defined, or informally stated. Medical or technical diagnosis, visual 

concept recognition, engineering design, material behavior, chess playing, or the 

detection of interesting regularities in large data sets are examples of such problems. 

Learning, like intelligence, covers such a broad range of processes that it is really diffcult 

to get a precise definition. Looking into a dictionary, we can find definition as: “to gain 

knowledge, or understanding of, or skill in, by study, instruction, or experience," and 

modication of a behavioral tendency by experience". 

Learning applied to machines means that a machine learns whenever it changes its 

structure, program, or data (based on its inputs or in response to external information) in 

such a manner that its expected future performance improves [179].  
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Not all kinds of changes produce knowledge (i.e the addition of a record to a data base). It 

is possible to say, instead, that when the performance of a speech-recognition machine 

improves after hearing several samples of a person's speech, the machine has learned. 

Learning occurs when the machine is able to take advantage of data, examples or 

experiences to improve their accuracy or performance on a specific task or set of tasks. 

Tasks are intended as decision problems, control problems or prediction problems. 

Learning can be defined in a broad sense [167]: “ a computer program is said to learn 

from experience E, with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its 

performances at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”. 

The problem of learning can be formalized as a function f, and the task of the learner is to 

guess what it is. The hypothesis about the function to be learned is denoted by h. Both f 

and h are functions of a vector-valued input X = (x1; x2;…; xi;…; xn) which has n 

components. A device having X as input and h(X) as output implements h. Both f and h 

themselves may be vector-valued. We assume a priori that the hypothesized function, h, 

is selected from a class of functions H. Sometimes we know that f also belongs to this 

class or to a subset of this class. We select h based on a training set, Ξ, of m input vector 

examples. Many important details depend on the nature of the assumptions made about 

all of these entities. 

There are many style of learning: Decision Tree, Association Rule, Artificial Neural 

Networks, Genetic Programming, Support Vector Machines, Clustering, Bayesian 

Network, Reinforcement Learning. The literature analysis of different approach to 

learning is out of the scope of this thesis. Main hints about the approaches adopted in the 

driver and driving modeling will be given in Chapter 4 (see paragraph 4.3) and Chapter 5 

(see paragraph 5.2). 

Particularly , Machine learning (ML) techniques have been applied to user modeling4 

problems for acquiring models of individual users interacting with an information system 

and they are very effective in discovering the underlying structure of data and, 

subsequently, generate models that are not discovered from domain knowledge [253]. 

                                                      

4 A user model consists mainly of knowledge about the individual goals, tasks, knowledge, background, and 

preferences which determine the user’s behavior [38]  
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In general, the user model acquisition methods could be grouped in two families: the 

explicit and the implicit (non-invasive) methods. The first family creates the user models 

by asking the users directly about their interests and preferences or by allowing them to 

specify and modify their own model. The implicit methods estimate and infer user models 

by (for a more detailed discussion see [38] [129] [186]: 

• tracking the user behavior and interaction. 

• acquisition rules that refer to observed user actions or to a more or less 

straightforward interpretation of user behavior  

• plan recognition that refers to reasoning about the goals that the user may pursue 

and the action sequence (plan) he or she performs to achieve them. A plan 

recognition system consists of a task knowledge base that models possible user 

actions and relationships between these actions, and of a mechanism that 

identifies the current plan (and the associated goals) of the user from the 

observed interactions 

• stereotype reasoning: stereotypes are classifications into categories used to to 

make predictions about them based on a stereotype that is associated with each 

category. Stereotypes thus contain the standard assumptions that one makes 

about members of that category 

Learning the user behavior is an essential function to design a useful and usable system 

that can modify its behavior over time and for different users. ML techniques are 

promising in cases where very large sets of usage data are available, like WWW sites, 

Internet applications (news filtering, digital libraries, search engines, etc.), vehicle data (in 

the automotive domain) [186]. 

Since 1940s scientists attempt to reproduce human learning mechanisms, aware of the 

importance of synaptic plasticity in learning. Thus the simulation of the behavior of 

biologic neurons follows two possibilities [93]: 

• Neurons are assembled together to form many different ANN architectures 

• Learning algorithms modify their weights (i.e., make synaptic modifications) to 

force the network to perform a desired task.  

Machine learning (ML) methods have been applied to user modeling problems, mainly for 

acquiring models of individual users interacting with an information system [15] [30] 
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[202] [208]. In such situations, the use of the system by an individual is monitored and the 

collected data are used to construct the model of the user, i.e., his/her individual 

requirements. By definition, the development of intelligent and adaptive user interfaces 

presupposes the design of specific modules, responsible for learning user models by 

tracing the interaction of the system with the users [136] [37] [55]. Moreover, ML 

techniques have been used in many agent-based and multiagent systems which aim to 

discover and recommend information [186]. Apart from information discovery and 

filtering systems, Langley [138] refers to a variety of systems that use ML in order to 

adapt to particular situations that a user faces, such as travel assistance, routing in an 

area, emergencies reaction and scheduling.  

As we stated above, an adaptive system or HMI improves its ability to interact with a user 

by constructing a user model based on partial experience with that user. What comes into 

evidence from this definition is that adaptive system/HMI does not exist in isolation, but 

rather is designed to interact with a human user. Furthermore, the system to be adaptive 

it must improve its interaction with that user, and simple memorization of such 

interactions is not enough. Improvements should result instead from generalization over 

past experiences, carrying over to new user interactions [138].  

In this case the user plays the role of the environment in which learning occurs, the user 

model takes the place of the learned knowledge base, and interaction with the user 

provides the performance task on which learning should lead to improvement [136].  

According to this perspective, adaptive user interfaces represent a special class of 

learning systems that are designed to aid humans, in contrast with much of the early 

applied work on machine learning, which aimed to develop knowledge-based systems 

that would replace domain experts [138]. 

3.3.1 Brief overview of machine learning techniques in 

driver’s modeling 

Different data mining techniques are used in an attempt to predict a driver’s moves, so 

that unsafe actions can be rectified, or prevented. Oliver and Pentland [182] used 

supervised data mining techniques, in the form of graphical models and Hidden Markov 
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Models (HMM), to create models of driving maneuvers, such as passing, switching lanes 

and starting and stopping. 

Lin et colleagues’ [148] literature review proposes some crucial example of the 

application of machine learning techniques in for the driver’s behavior modeling. The 

fuzzy logic and neural network theory were introduced to model human driver's 

behaviors. Shepanski and Macy [222] proposed two training methods, the 

Master/Apprentice training and direct network-based training in the DVE system based 

on the multi-layer perception model and ä training rate algorithm.  

Kornhauser [131] developed a back propagation model and an adaptive resonance theory 

model, respectively. The results showed that the back propagation model resulted in a 

slow convergence rate. The adaptive resonance theory model was not successful because 

such a model puts a stringent condition which, translated to driver behavior level, 

requires that different drivers should take the same steering decision for the same 

scenario.  

Neusser [175] studied the driver's handling properties through a record of a `perfect' 

driver's 50,000 steering behavior. They used a three-layer feed forward network which 

includes 21 neurons. There were five inputs to the network, namely vehicle longitudinal 

velocity, vehicle heading angle, road curvature, road width and lateral deviation. It was 

demonstrated that the control accuracy was higher than the conventional controllers. 

MacAdam and Johnson [150] demonstrated the use of elementary neural networks (a 

two-layer back propagation with adaptive learning rate and momentum) to represent the 

driver steering behavior in double lane change man oeuvre and S-curve man oeuvre. Due 

to the limited data source available for neural networks, it was concluded that the 

adaptive nature of neural networks should be used for representing driver steering 

behavior under a variety of operation scenarios.  

An and Harris [4] adopted a Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) in 

developing an adaptive driver model for collision avoidance in the case of longitudinal 

lane following. The previous throttle angle, the vehicle's speed, range and range rate to 

the front vehicle were chosen as the inputs of the model, while the current throttle angle 

was chosen as the output of the driver model. The simulation results showed that the 

chosen input and output parameters were relevant parameters for modeling the driver's 

behavior.  
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Other kinds of driver behavior in traffic regulation and control were also studied using a 

back propagation network, such as the driver's reaction to some specific signals, and the 

violation of red lights in urban environments [171].  

Hessburg and Tomizuka [97] developed a fuzzy logic controller for vehicle lateral guidance 

which consisted of three sub-controllers: preview, feedback and gain scheduling. The 

fuzzy preview controller perceived the curvature for each curved section of the reference 

track and then computed the required steering angle. The feedback controller generated 

the feedback steering angle based on the discrepancy between the current and the 

desired state variables. A trade off was made between these two control signals, and the 

final steering angle was given by the gain scheduling controller. It was reported that a 

considerable fluctuation existed in their system. 

3.3.2 Machine learning in distraction modeling 

The literature analysis shows that machine learning techniques are both applied in 

directly measuring distraction and cognitive workload, that is an “indirect” indication of 

distraction.  

Machine learning copes with the design of algorithms that encode inductive mechanisms 

in order to obtain solutions to broad classes of problems directly from examples. ML is 

essentially data-driven and is fundamentally different from traditional AI such as expert 

systems where rules are extracted mainly by human experts [253].  

Generally speaking, driver workload estimation (DWE) requires knowledge about the 

driver’s workload limit, as well as the level of workload from all sources, monitoring the 

driver and the driving environment in real-time and acquiring the knowledge of driver’s 

workload continuously. Driver workload is and internal status and it is not directly 

observable [253].  

Nowadays there are four major categories of cognitive workload assessment methods in 

present day practice [102]. They are: 

• primary task performance measures 

• secondary task performance measures 

• subjective measures 
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• physiological measures.  

Since workload estimation should be measured in real-time and non-intrusively, only 

primary and secondary task performance measures and physiological measures are 

appropriate. Despite the deep interest and the wide effort on DWE studies, a robust DWE 

system is still very difficult to build. A feasible solution proposed by the literature is DWE 

architecture based on mature machine learning techniques [253].  

At the same time nowadays technologies are able to detect driver distraction or cognitive 

workload and adapt in-vehicle systems accordingly to mitigate such distractions, 

nevertheless few studies have been carried out that apply machine learning (ML) 

techniques to distraction detection. 

In order to identify driver’s cognitive status from the observations of the driver’s behavior 

a possibility is to firstly analyze the correlation between various features, such as lane 

position deviation, and driver’s workload. As for distraction assessment (for a discussed 

case study, see paragraph 5.2), the features are usually selected according to the prior 

understanding of human behaviors and then tested upon well-designed experiments. The 

features can be analyzed simultaneously [8] or individually [155]. On the basis of the 

experimental results, models are designed to generate workload index by combining a 

few features of high correlation.  

Zhang [253] refers to the above methodology as manual analysis and modeling and the 

manual DWE design process is shown in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4 The manual DWE design process [253] 

Despite of the respective successes of these researches there are difficulties yet in 

developing a robust cognitive workload estimator, for several reasons. On one hand the 

existing data analysis methods rely very much on the domain knowledge in the field of 

human behavior and up to known there are still hidden aspects of the relationship 

between evident human behavior and cognitive activities, hence the design of workload 

estimation models based on an incomplete domain knowledge is really complex.  

As second reason Zhang [253] highlights that manual data analysis and modeling are not 

efficient. Until now, a very large number of features related to driver’s cognitive workload 

have been studied. A little list of them contains: lane position deviation, the number of 

lane departure, lane departure durations, speed deviation, lateral deviation, steering 

hold, zero-crossing and steering reversal rate, brake pressure, the number of brake 

presses, and vehicle headway.  

Of course because of the fast advancing sensing technology, the list is quickly expanding. 

It has been realized that while each individual feature may not index workload well under 

various scenarios, the fusion of multiple features tends to provide better overall 

performance. As a consequence the manual models tend to be relatively simple, such as 

the linear regression models, or narrowly scoped by covering a small number of features. 

Moreover it would be expensive and time-consuming to iteratively design models over a 

large number of features and validate models on a huge data set. 

Third, whether during the analysis of the correlation between the observations of driver's 

behavior and driver's workload level, a feature is showing low correlation with the 

workload levels, this doesn’t mean necessarily that it is a bad workload indicator. For 

example, driver's eye fixation duration is one of the most widely studied features for 

workload estimation, but in the literature there are contradictory findings about the 

relation between workload level and fixation duration. Some studies explain positive 

correlation [203], while others show negative correlation [200] [54]. That said, fixation 

duration is not necessarily a bad workload indicator. That means rather that the average 

the probability distribution function of fixation duration under high workload is multi-

modal. On this basis, standard Bayesian analysis will tell the probability of high workload 

given the fixation duration. 
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Literature shows successfully examples of the application of ML technology in the context 

of driver behavior modeling. Kraiss [132] illustrated that a neural network could be 

trained to emulate an algorithmic vehicle controller and that individual driving 

characteristics were identifiable from the input/output relations of a trained network. 

Forbes et.al. [76] used dynamic probabilistic networks to learn the behavior of vehicle 

controllers that simulate good drivers. Pentland and Liu [193] showed that human driving 

actions, such as turning, stopping, and changing lane, can be accurately recognized very 

soon after the beginning of the action using Markov Dynamic Model (MDM). Oliver and 

Pentland [182] described a Hidden Markov Model-based framework to predict the most 

likely maneuvers of human drivers in realistic driving scenarios.  

Despite the positive results of these works, there have been very few studies that uses machine learning 

technology on DWE. Zhang [253] proposed a learning based DWE design process. In this process the 

whole set of features are considered simultaneously, using machine-learning techniques to tune the DWE 

module, and deriving an optimized model to index workload, instead of analyzing the significance of 

individual features or a small set of features. The learning-based DWE design process is depicted  in  

Figure 5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 The learning-based DWE design process [253]  
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are meant for analyzing huge amounts of data, discovering patterns, and extracting 

relationships. Moreover, this change makes it possible for a DWE system to adapt to 

individual drivers.  

Other two interesting works on the use of ML techniques in the field of driver’s 

distraction assessment are those of Liang and colleagues [147] and the ones of Kutila 

[133] [134]. 

The main goal of Liang and colleagues [147] is to detect driver distraction exploring the 

change of eye movements and driving performances, in order to accordingly adapt in-

vehicle systems. The results can be employed in real-time to detect driver’s cognitive 

distraction, since they demonstrate that eye movements and simple measures of driving 

performance can be used to detect driver distraction in real time.  

The author applied Support Vector Machines (SVMs), which is a data mining method, to 

develop a real-time approach for detecting cognitive distraction using drivers' eye 

movements and driving performance data. During the empirical experiment, drivers were 

asked to perform a secondary task while driving. Standard deviation of steering wheel 

position, mean of steering error and standard deviation of lane position were collected as 

driving measures. The data were used to train and test both SVM and logistic regression 

models, and three different model characteristics were investigated: how distraction was 

defined, which data were input to the model, and how the input data were summarized. 

The Radial Basis Function (RBF) was selected as the kernel function for the SVM model 

The results show that the SVM models were able to detect driver distraction with an 

average accuracy of 81.1%, outperforming more traditional logistic regression models. In 

particular, the authors pointed out that: 

• SVM can fit linear and non-linear relationships, whereas logistic models can fit 

only linear models 

• SVM methods minimize the upper bound of generalization error during training, 

whereas logistic models only minimize training errors. This makes SVM more 

robust, since over-fitting is less probable than with logistic regression. 

With the same training dataset, response bias of the SVM method can be adjusted to 

increase performances by choosing parameter value before training, regardless of the 

number of training instances in each class (“distraction”, “no-distraction”). While the 
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response of logistic models largely depends on the ratio of training instances of the two 

classes in the dataset, because logistic methods minimize training errors [233]. 

It is important to remark that the discrepancy between the experimental data and reality 

recommend some prudence in generalizing the results. Furthermore, they used SVM with 

RBF as Kernel function, but it could be also interesting to explore several kernels, or to 

use different ML techniques, like HMM and ANN, in order to compare the results for the 

same dataset [233]. 

Kutila and colleagues [133] [110] [134] [135] studied the feasibility of techniques and 

methods for monitoring the driver’s momentary distraction. They used simultaneously 

multiple signals: image processing and lane-keeping, measuring namely gaze, head and 

lane related parameters. To address this aim, the authors’ adopted Support Vector 

Machines (SVMs) as classifier, because they are able to generalize well and their 

classification performance does not depend on the task or data at hand5. Moreover, 

SVMs adapt nicely to nonlinear as well as multidimensional data [233]. 

Although Support Vector Machines are a promising approach for driver distraction 

detection, other data mining/machine learning approaches may provide a 

complementary or even potentially more effective method of detecting distraction. 

During the first part of the SAVE-IT project, the use of Bayesian Network was investigated 

to predict driver’s behaviour by utilising eye movement, but with a limited success.  

The input parameters of the SAVE-IT classifier were eye movements and advanced eye 

based measurements like saccades, fixation duration and blinking [233].  

In a comparison between static BN (SBN) and dynamic BN (DBN) [146] the result was that 

DBN models were more sensitive than SBN models, but there were no significant 

differences in accuracy and response bias. Nevertheless, the DBNs, which model time-

dependent relationships between drivers’ behavior and cognitive state, produced the 

most accurate and sensitive models, compared to SVM and SBN models. This indicates 

that changes in drivers’ eye movements and driving performance along time are 

important predictors of cognitive distraction. In the meanwhile, the SVM models detected 

driver cognitive distraction more accurately than the SBN models. This implies that the 

                                                      

5 This is also the reason why they have been fairly successful in different kinds of tasks such as text 

categorization, tumor classification, eye and pedestrian detection.  
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SVM learning technique has advantages over the BN technique. Both these approaches 

(BN and SVM) aim at real-time detection, but there will still be an unavoidable lag from 

when the driver’s cognitive state changes until the model recognizes such a change.  

As general consideration, regardless of the chosen approach, it is important to remark 

that, since the detection of cognitive distraction is a demanding procedure, it requires a 

robust data fusion system. The real challenge is to integrate multiple data streams, 

including eye movements and driving performance, in a logical manner to infer the 

driver’s cognitive state. Data fusion systems can align data sets, correlate relative 

variables, and combine the data to make detection or classification decisions [245]. 

Moreover data fusion can take place at different levels of abstraction. For instance, 

sensor data are aggregated to measure driver performance at the most concrete level. 

These performance measures can then be applied in the characterization of the driver 

behavior at higher levels of abstraction, such as at the level of maneuvers. The fusion 

systems can also constantly refine the estimates made at each level along time, allowing a 

real-time estimation of cognitive distraction [233].  

The empirical results of the use of ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems) and 

NN (Neural Network) in modelling distraction will be presented in Chapter 5 (see 

paragraph 5.2 for details). 
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Chapter 4 

Integration of a driver behavior 

model into a cognitive architecture 

4.1 Cognitive architecture: research issues and 

challenges in HCI. 

This paragraph is aimed to understand which are the literature bases that may lead 

toward an integration of a driver behavior model into a cognitive architecture, in order to 

design effective preventive safety systems. 

A preventive safety system is composed by three essential aspects: 

1. adaptation  

2. driver status assessment 

3. maneuvers recognition 

These three elements should be integrated into the cognitive architecture that stands 

ADAS design up and in chapter 5 will be examined the empirical results about the 

implementation of each of the three abovementioned aspects The positive feedback of 

these results pave the way for the integration of these three aspects  into a unique 

cognitive architecture, that will be depicted in the conclusions of this thesis work. 
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Before getting the bottom of the matter, it will be considered what is a cognitive 

architecture and why cognitive architecture is relevant for Human Computer Interaction 

(HCI), considering also some of the past use of cognitive architectures in HCI research 

The importance of the research on cognitive architectures is strictly related to the 

achievement of a central goal of artificial intelligence and cognitive science: the creation 

and understanding of synthetic agents that support the same capabilities as humans 

[142]. This aim finds a practical and crucial application in the automotive domain and in 

ADAS design. 

As explained in the Adaptive Automation state of art (see paragraph 2.3.1.1), the new 

frontiers of automotive research in preventive safety system is the developing of the 

“horse”, that is a some sort of co-pilot able to assess the driving context, the driver’s 

status and the undertaken maneuver, in order to detect a dangerous situation and 

intervene in the driving task, assuring safety conditions. In this way the horse is a 

“synthetic agents that support the same capabilities as humans”. Its cognitive 

architecture “specifies the underlying infrastructure for an intelligent system” [142].  

In few words, an architecture includes those aspects of a cognitive agent that are 

constant over time and across different application domains. These usually include [142]: 

1. the short-term and long-term memories that store content about the agent’s 

beliefs, goals, and knowledge; 

2. the representation of elements that are contained in these memories and their 

organization into larger-scale mental structures;  

3. the functional processes that operate on these structures, including the 

performance mechanisms that utilize them and the learning mechanisms that 

alter them. 

Since the contents of an agent’s memories can change over time, Langlay [142] precise 

that knowledge and beliefs are not considered to be part of that agent’s architecture. 

They are just different programs running on the same computer architecture. In this way 

different knowledge bases and beliefs can be interpreted by the same cognitive 

architecture. The author propose a direct analogy with a building’s architecture: “which 

consists of permanent features like its foundation, roof, and rooms, rather than its 

furniture and appliances, which one can move or replace. As we will see, alternative 
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cognitive architectures can differ in the specific assumptions they make about these 

issues, just as distinct buildings differ in their layouts”.  

In fact, Byrne [31] specifies that cognitive architecture is a broad theory of human 

cognition based on a wide selection of human experimental data, and implemented as a 

running computer simulation program, while Young [78][210] defines a cognitive 

architecture as an embodiment of “a scientific hypothesis about those aspects of human 

cognition that are relatively constant over time and relatively independent of task”6 

A cognitive architecture alone cannot do anything, it has to be supplied with the 

knowledge needed to perform a particular task. The combination of an architecture and a 

particular set of knowledge is generally referred to as a model. In general, it is possible to 

construct more than one model for any particular task. The specific knowledge 

incorporated into a particular model is determined by the modeler.  

Another centrally important feature of cognitive architectures is that model of a task 

constructed in a cognitive architecture is runnable and produces a sequence of behaviors. 

These behavior sequences can be compared with the sequences produced by human 

users, also to help assess the quality of a particular model.   

Another feature of many architectures is that they enable the creation of quantitative 

models. Models based on cognitive architectures can produce in facts execution times, 

error rates, and even learning curves. This is a major strength of cognitive architectures as 

an approach to certain kinds of HCI problems. 

Cognitive architectures are relevant to usability as an engineering discipline, have several 

HCI-relevant applications in computing systems, and serve an important role in HCI as a 

theoretical science, because, as stated above, computational models based on cognitive 

architectures have the potential to provide detailed quantitative answers, and for more 

than just execution times. Error rates, transfer of knowledge, learning rates, and other 

                                                      

6 Cognitive architectures differ from traditional research in psychology that include attention, memory, 

problem solving, decision making, learning, and so on. Psychology follows a divide-and-conquer strategy 

that tends to generate highly specific theories of a very limited range of phenomena. This limits the 

usefulness of such theories for an applied domain like HCI where users employ a wide range of cognitive 

capabilities in even simple tasks. Instead of asking “how can we describe this isolated phenomenon?” 

people working on cognitive architectures can ask “how does this phenomenon fit in with what we already 

know about other aspects of cognition?” [29]. 
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kinds of performance measures are all metrics than can often be provided by 

architecture-based models. Even if such models are not always precisely accurate in an 

absolute sense, they may still be useful in a comparative sense [31] [30]. The author 

proposes the following  example: if a usability engineer is comparing interface A with 

interface B and the model at his or her disposal does not accurately predict the absolute 

times to complete some set of benchmark tasks, it may still accurately capture the 

difference between the two interfaces, which may be more than enough.  

Computational models can, in principle, act as surrogate users in usability testing, even 

for special populations. For example, access to certain populations such astronauts, pilot 

or an air traffic controller may be difficult or expensive, and bringing them in for repeated 

usability tests may be not possible. Re-running a model to assess a change made for 

example to the user interface should be easier than performing a new usability test for 

each iteration of the system. With a quantitatively realistic model of the human in the 

loop, this is possible, since execution times and error rates are reproducible. There is 

another HCI-relevant application for high-fidelity cognitive models: populating of expert 

users simulated worlds or situations, for example, in training an F-16 fighter pilot or in 

video games [31].  

Equally importantly, computational models have the capacity to be reactive in real time, 

that is a crucial features for time-critical tasks. 

In some ways, cognitive architectures constitute the antithesis of expert systems, which 

provide skilled behavior in narrowly defined contexts [142]. 

Despite the multiple application of Cognitive Architecture, additional research is needed. 

On one hand artificial intelligence and cognitive science have evolved, but fragmented 

into a number of well-defined sub-disciplines, on the other hand commercial and 

government applications increasingly require integrated systems that exhibit intelligent 

behavior, not just improvements to the components of such systems [142]. It is the case 

of automotive domain and ADAS application.  

This demand can be met by an increased focus on architectures that support complex 

cognitive behavior across a broad range of relevant tasks, that in the case of ADAS are 

adaptation, driver status assessment, maneuver recognition. 
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4.1.1 Example of Past Cognitive Architecture 

The total history of cognitive architectures and HCI is too long to be adequately 

described. In this paragraph some concrete examples reported in the literature will be 

considered. Not all of them are as complete cognitive architectures, but they influenced 

their development and use in HCI. 

4.1.1.1  The Model Human Processor (MHP)  

The Model Human Processor (MHP) and GOMS derives from the psychology of Human-

Computer Interaction: they are not running cognitive architectures, but they share the 

same intention and as a consequence they influence the development of current 

cognitive architectures [31].  

The MHP represents a synthesis of the literature on cognitive psychology and human 

performance and sketches the framework around which a cognitive architecture could be 

implemented [31]. In this system, there are three processors: one cognitive, one 

perceptual, and one motor. In some cases the system behaves essentially serially (see 

Figure 6). For instance, in order for the system to press a key in response to the 

appearance of a light, the perceptual processor must detect the appearance of the light 

and transmit this information to the cognitive processor. The cognitive processor’s job is 

to decide what the appropriate response should be, and then transmit that to the motor 

processor, which is responsible for actually executing the appropriate motor command. In 

this situation, the processors act serially, one after another. However, in more complex 

tasks such as transcription typing, all three processors will often be working in parallel 

[45].  
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Figure 6 The Model Human Processor (MHP) diagram [45] 

This method uses experimental times to calculate cognitive and motor processing time. 

The value of the human processor model is that it allows a system designer to predict the 

performance with respect to time it takes a person to complete a task without performing 

experiments. Other modeling methods include inspection methods, inquiry methods, 

prototyping methods, and testing methods. 

The human processor model uses the cognitive, perceptual, and motor processors along 

with the visual image, working memory, and long term memory storages. Each processor 

has a cycle time and each memory has a decay time. By following the connections 

represented in the diagram (see Figure 6), along with the associated cycle or decay times 

(see Table 9), the time it takes a user to perform a certain task can be calculated [45].  

Table 9 Cycle and decay time [45] 
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PARAMETER MEAN RANGE 

Eye movement time 230 ms 70-700 ms 

Decay half-life of visual image storage 200 ms 90-1000 ms 

Visual Capacity 17 letters 7-17 letters 

Decay half-life of auditory storage 1500 ms 90-3500 ms 

Auditory Capacity 5 letters 4.4-6.2 letters 

Perceptual processor cycle time 100 ms 50-200 ms 

Cognitive processor cycle time 70 ms 25-170 ms 

Motor processor cycle time 70 ms 30-100 ms 

Effective working memory capacity 7 chunks 5-9 chunks 

Pure working memory capacity 3 chunks 2.5-4.2 chunks 

Decay half-life of working memory 7 sec 5-226 sec 

Decay half-life of 1 chunk working memory 73 sec 73-226 sec 

Decay half-life of 3 chunks working memory 7 sec 5-34 sec 

The calculations depend on the ability to break down every step of a task into the basic 

process level. The more detailed the analysis the more accurate the model will be to 

predict human performance. The method for determining processes can be broken down 

into the following steps [45]. 

• Write out main steps based on: a working prototype, simulation, step by step 

walk-through of all steps 

• Clearly identify the specific task and method to accomplish that task 

• For each final step identify sub-levels down to a basic process (in the diagram or 

chart below) 

• Convert into pseudo code (writing out methods for each step) 

• List all assumptions (will be helpful as multiple iterations are completed) 

• Determine time of each operation (based on the table below) 

• Determine if operation times should be adjusted (slower for elderly, disability, 

unfamiliarity, etc.) 

• Sum up execution times 

• Iterate as needed and check with prototyping if possible 
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4.1.2 GOMS (goals, operators, methods, and selection 

rules) 

Another concept that has been highly influential throughout HCI and computational 

modelers: this is GOMS, which stands for goals, operators, methods, and selection rules. 

GOMS is a framework for task analysis that describes routine cognitive skills in terms of 

the listed four components. Routine cognitive skills are those where the user knows what 

the task is and how to do the task without doing any problem solving (i.e . text editing 

with a familiar editor) [45] [31]. 

A GOMS analysis of a task describes the hierarchical procedural knowledge a person must 

have to successfully complete that task. Based on that, and the sequence of operators 

that must be executed, it is possible to make quantitative predictions about the execution 

time for a particular task. Other analyses, such as predictions of error, functionality 

coverage, and learning time are also sometimes possible. The core point and the relation 

to cognitive architectures is that GOMS analysis is originally based on a production rule 

(IF-THEN condition-action pairs) analysis [31].  

This representation typically consists of a set of loosely-structured data elements such as 

propositions or attribute-value pairs. This set is called the “working memory” or 

“declarative memory.” The actions may be high-level (e.g., “turn left”) or the can modify 

the contents of declarative memory, which usually means that a different production or 

productions will match on the next cycle [31]. At this abstract and symbolic level, 

production systems are Turing complete and thus can compute anything that is 

computable [176], thus, they should be flexible enough to model the wide array of 

computations performed by the human cognitive system. 

This is relevant to cognitive architectures because most cognitive architectures are (or 

contain) production systems. GOMS was actually abstracted from production rule 

analysis. Moreover for routine cognitive skills, the structure of the productions was quite 

similar across tasks and a more abstract representation was possible[45]. Therefore, 

translating a GOMS analysis into production rules, the language of most cognitive 

architectures, is usually straightforward. Vice versa it is quite simple to derive a GOMS 
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analysis from the set of productions used to model the task and influenced the evolution 

of research on cognitive architecture and HCI [31] 

4.1.3 Cognitive Complexity Theory (CCT) 

Cognitive complexity theory [30][29] is a psychological theory of transfer of training 

applied to HCI. That is, how much is the knowledge gained from using the old interface 

“transferred” to using the new interface?  

The major points of CCT are: 

• Knowledge of the procedures that people need to execute to perform routine 

tasks can be represented with production rules. The relevant production rules can 

be generated based on a GOMS analysis of the task to be modeled. 

• The complexity of a task will be reflected in the number and content of the 

production rules. When certain conventions are adopted about the style of those 

production rules, complexity is reflected almost entirely in the number of rules. 

• The time it takes to execute a procedure can be predicted with a production 

system that interprets those rules along with a set of typical operator times.  

• The time it takes to learn a task is a function of the number of new rules that the 

user must learn.   

• Some predictions about errors and speedup with practice can also be gleaned 

from the contents of the production rules. 

 

The necessary knowledge, and thus the production rules for representing it, are a 

function both of the task from the user point of view and the interface provided to 

accomplish the task. It should be noticed that CCT models, like a GOMS analysis, exclude 

to model many details of user behavior. For example anything that falls outside the 

domain of procedural knowledge (how-to-do-it knowledge). CCT models also do not 

include any model of the perceptual processes required by users. In spite of these 

limitations numerous laboratory experiments provide empirical support for many of the 

claims of CCT [30][29]. 
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4.1.3.1  CAPS 

CAPS (collaborative activation-based production system) is a cognitive architecture 

designed to model individual differences in working memory (WM) capacity and the 

effects of working memory load.  

Like most other production systems, CAPS contains two kinds of knowledge, declarative 

memory and productions. Declarative memory elements in CAPS also have associated 

with them an activation value, and elements below a threshold level of activation cannot 

be matched by productions’ IF sides. Additionally, unlike most other production systems, 

the THEN side of a CAPS production may request that the activation of an element be 

incremented. For this to be truly useful in modeling working memory, there is a limit to 

the total amount of activation available across all elements. If the total activation exceeds 

this limit, then all elements lose some activation to bring the total back within the limit. 

This provides a mechanism for simulating human working memory limitations [31]. 

4.1.4 Example of Current Cognitive Architecture 

There are currently cognitive architectures that are being actively developed, updated, 

and applied to HCI-oriented tasks. Three of the four most prominent are production 

systems, or rather are centrally built around production systems. They are Soar, EPIC, and 

ACT-R (particularly ACT-R/PM). While all contain production rules, the level of granularity 

of an individual production rule varies considerably from architecture to architecture. All 

of them have been influenced by the MHP.  

4.1.4.1 LICAI/CoLiDeS 

Previous cognitive architecture assumes that the users being modeled are relatively 

skilled with the specific interface being used: in fact a poor job of modeling relatively raw 

novices has been done. One of the main goals of LICAI [126] is instead addressing this 

concern. The paradigm question addressed by LICAI is “how do users explore a new 

interface?” [31]. 
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LICAI is a good example of a non-production system architecture and has been used in an 

HCI context. Unlike the other architectures discussed, LICAI’s central control mechanisms 

are not based on a production system. Instead, LICAI is built around an architecture 

originally designed to model human discourse comprehension, construction-integration 

(C-I) [123]. Like production systems, C-I’s operation is cyclic. Nevertheless, what happens 

on those cycles is somewhat different than what happens in a production system [31].  

Each cycle is divided into two phases, construction and integration. In the construction 

phase, an initial input is fed into a weakly-constrained rule-based process which 

generates a network of propositions. Items in the network are linked on the basis of their 

argument overlap. In the following integration phase, activation propagates through the 

network in a neural network-like fashion. Fundamentally, this phase is a constraint-

satisfaction phase, which is used to select one of the propositions in the network as the 

“preferred” one. Action representations will be added to the network during the 

construction phase, and an action will be selected during the integration phase. The 

action will be performed, and the next cycle initiated. Various C-I models have used this 

basic process to select things other than actions. The original CI system used these cycles 

to select between different interpretations of sentences [31].  

There are three main kinds of cycles in LICAI: one type selects actions, one generates 

goals, and one selects goals. This is in contrast to how most HCI tasks have been modeled 

in production system architectures; in such systems, the goals are usually included in the 

knowledge given to the system. LICAI is an excellent mean for capturing many of the 

empirical regularities in exploratory learning of a GUI interface. This is an important issue 

for many interfaces, particularly any interface that is aimed at a walk-up-and-use 

audience (i.e. ATM) [31]. 

In recent times, LICAI has been updated and renamed to CoLiDeS (Comprehension based 

Linked model of Deliberate Search) [127]with a more robust attentional mechanism and a 

much more sophisticated notion of semantic similarity based on Latent Semantic Analysis 

(LSA) [136].   
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4.1.4.2 Soar 

The development of Soar is generally credited to Allan Newell [176] and Soar has been 

used to model a wide variety of human cognitive activity from syllogistic reasoning [196] 

to flying combat aircraft in simulated wargames [113]. Soar was Newell’s candidate 

“unified theory of cognition” and was the first computational theory to be offered as 

such. 

The guiding principle behind the design of Soar is the Problem Space Principle (from the 

Model Human Processor). Soar casts all cognitive activity as occurring in a problem space, 

which consists of a number of states. States are transformed through the application of 

operators. Also Soar’s operation is cyclic, but the central cycle in Soar’s operation is called 

“decision cycle”. Basically, on each decision cycle, Soar answers the question “what do I 

do next?” Soar does this in two phases. First, all productions that match the current 

contents of declarative memory fire. This usually causes changes in declarative memory, 

so other productions may now match. Those productions are allowed to fire, and this 

continues until no new productions fire. At this time, the decision procedure gets 

executed, in which Soar examines a special kind of declarative memory element, the 

preference. Preferences are statements about possible actions, Soar examines the 

available preferences and selects an action. Thus, each decision cycle may contain many 

production cycles [31].  

Other than the ubiquitous application of the problem space principle, Soar’s most 

defining characteristics come from two mechanisms developed specifically in Soar, 

universal subgoaling and a general-purpose learning mechanism [31].  

In this decision process there is no guarantee to have an unambiguous set of preferences 

to work with. If the decision procedure is unable to select an action, an impasse occurs. 

Rather than halting or entering a failure state, Soar sets up a new state in a new problem 

space with the goal of resolving the impasse. In the course of resolving one impasse, Soar 

may encounter another impasse and create another new problem space, a nd so on. As 

long as the system is provided with some fairly generic knowledge about resolving 

degenerate cases (e.g. if all else fails, the choose is random), this universal subgoaling 

allows Soar to continue even in cases where there is little knowledge. Learning in Soar is a 
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by-product of universal subgoaling. Whenever an impasse is resolved, Soar creates a new 

production rule [31]. 

Soar has also been used to implement models of exploratory learning. In particular, Soar 

is more focussed on learning than any of the other systems, and learnability is clearly an 

important property for many user interfaces. Second, it is known that Soar models scale 

up to very complex tasks, that have not been modeled in other architectures [31]. 

4.1.4.3 EPIC 

Models discussed up to know have been almost purely cognitive models. That is, the 

perception and action parts of the models have been handled in an indirect, abstract way. 

These models focus only on the cognition involved, even if the original formulation of the 

MHP included processors for perception and motor control. And, in fact, user interfaces 

have also moved from having almost exclusively cognitive demands to relying much more 

heavily on perceptual-motor capabilities. This is one of the hallmarks of the GUI, the shift 

to visual processing and direct manipulation rather than reliance on complex composition 

of commands. 

EPIC was instead explicitly designed to pair high-fidelity models of perception and motor 

mechanisms with a production system. Constructing a model in EPIC thus requires 

specification of both the knowledge needed in the form of production rules as well as 

some relevant perceptual-motor parameters. There are several processors and two types 

of parameters in EPIC: standard, which are system parameters believed to be fixed across 

all tasks, and typical, which are free to vary across task situations, but have more-or less 

conventional values. All the processors in EPIC run in parallel with one another. More 

specifically, what is modeled in each of the processors is primarily time course [31].  

On the motor side, EPIC each movement includes a preparation phase and an execution 

phase. The time to prepare a movement is dependent on the number of movement 

features that must be prepared for each movement and the features of the last 

movement prepared. Features that have been prepared for the previous movement can 

sometimes be re-used, saving time. EPIC can make repeated identical movements rapidly 

because there is no feature preparation time necessary if the movements are identical. If 

they are not identical, the amount of savings is a function of how different the current 
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movement is from the previous one. The execution time for a movement corresponds 

roughly to the time it physically takes to execute the movement [31]. 

EPIC’s Cognitive Processor is a production system, the same one that was used for the 

earlier CCT work. One highly salient feature of this system is that multiple rules are 

allowed to fire on a production cycle. Productions in this system are at a much higher 

grain size than productions in Soar, which gives EPIC a highly parallel quality at all levels. 

That is, all the processors work in parallel and EPIC’s cognitive processor is itself capable 

of parallel processing. As a consequence EPIC is particularly effective in multiple-task 

situations. But as for human beings, many of the perceptual-motor processors are 

effectively serial [31].  

It is interesting to remark that multiple-task issues have been poorly modeled before 

EPIC. One of the first major applications of EPIC was to a deceptively simple dual-task 

paradigm known as the psychological refractory period (PRP) [159]: in this task, 

laboratory subjects are typically confronted with two choice reaction time tasks. What 

the EPIC models of these experiments show is that people’s low-level strategies for 

scheduling the tasks play a large role in determining performance in this simple paradigm 

[31]. 

EPIC has also been used to model some of the classic psychological results from the short-

term memory literature [121]. This concerns the question of how much people can 

remember when they repeat a string of words (or numbers) to themselves. EPIC has been 

the first serious quantitative model of this process (called “articulatory rehearsal” in the 

psychology literature). An accurate model of this process is clearly important in HCI 

applications, as many interfaces force people to remember many things over short 

periods and rehearsal is a likely response to that demand.  

EPIC has been used to model several tasks relevant for HCI: menu selection, telephone 

assistance operators (TAOs). While LICAI and Soar have not been adequately equipped to 

deal more refined perception and action components, EPIC does not include any learning 

mechanisms. Like other production system models, EPIC provides a certain amount of 

freedom to the modeler in model construction and the production rule model may be 

derived from another structured representation such as a GOMS model [31]. 
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4.1.4.4  ACT-R 

ACT-R 6 [6] is organized into a set of modules, each of which processes a different type of 

information. These include [142]: 

• sensory modules for visual processing 

• motor modules for action 

• an intentional module for goals 

• a declarative module for long-term declarative knowledge.  

Each module has an associated buffer that holds a relational declarative structure 

(chunk). ACT-R’s short-term memory consist of the whole set of these buffers. The 

production rules included in the long-term memory coordinate the processing of the 

modules. The conditions of each production test chunks in the short-term buffers, while 

its actions modify the buffers upon application. Some changes transform existing 

structures, while others initiate actions in the associated modules, such as executing a 

motor command or retrieving a chunk from long-term declarative memory. Each 

declarative chunk has an associated base activation that reflects its past usage and 

influences its retrieval from long-term memory, while each production has an expected 

cost (in terms of time needed to achieve goals) and probability of success [142].  

On every cycle, ACT decides which productions match against the contents of short-term 

memory. This retrieval process is influenced by the base activation for each chunk it 

matches. ACT computes the utility for each matched production as the difference 

between its expected benefit (the desirability of its goal times its probability of success) 

and its expected cost. The system selects the production with the highest utility (after 

adding noise to this score) and executes its actions. The new situation leads new 

productions to match and fire, so that the cycle continues. Learning occurs in ACT-R at 

both structural and statistical levels . 

ACT-R has played a central role in tutoring systems [130], and it has also been used to 

control mobile robots that interact with humans [240]. 
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4.1.4.5 Icarus 

Icarus is a more recent architecture [141] based on two distinct forms of knowledge: 

• Concepts describe classes of environmental situations in terms of other concepts 

• Skills specify how to realize goals by decomposing them into ordered sub-goals.  

Both concepts and skills involve relations among objects, and both require a hierarchical 

organization on long-term memory, starting from perceptions until executable actions.  

Basically Icarus interpreter works on a recognize-act cycle. Time by time, the architecture 

places descriptions of noticeable objects into a perceptual buffer. The system compares 

primitive concepts to these percepts and adds matched instances to short-term memory 

as beliefs. These in turn trigger matches of higher-level concepts, with the process 

continuing until Icarus infers all deductively implied beliefs. Next, starting from a top-level 

goal, it finds a descending path through the skill hierarchy in which each sub-skill has 

satisfied conditions. When a path finishes in a primitive skill with executable actions, the 

architecture applies these actions to affect the environment. This leads to new percepts, 

changes in beliefs, and reactive implementation of additional skill paths to achieve the 

agent’s goals.  

If Icarus finds a non applicable path through the skill hierarchy that is relevant to a top-

level goal, it turns to a problem solving strategy, using a variant of means-ends analysis. 

When the problem solver achieves a goal, Icarus creates a new skill indexed by that goal 

and with one or more ordered sub-goals that are based on the problem solution, to be 

used whether the system may encounter similar problems in the future [140].  

Researchers use Icarus to develop agents for domains that encompass a combination of 

inference, execution, problem solving, and learning as logistics planning, controlling 

synthetic characters in simulated virtual environments, including ones that involve urban 

driving [139] and first person shooter scenarios [39]. Up to now there is an effort to link 

Icarus to physical robots that carry out joint activities with humans. 
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4.2 Driver behavior model and cognitive 

architecture: a feasible integration 

As stated in the introduction of this chapter, a preventive safety systems is composed by 

three essential aspects, adaptation, driver status assessment, maneuvers recognition, 

that can be defined as lower-level control behaviors. Driver status assessment and 

maneuvers recognition can be considered as lower-level models of control, while 

adaptation strategies are a higher-level model of cognitive processing and decision 

making. 

What should be done is to effectively combine the lower-level models of control with the 

higher-level model of cognitive processing and decision making. The higher-level cognitive 

components of such an integrated driver model are responsible for maintaining situation 

awareness, determining strategies for navigation, deciding when to initiate and terminate 

maneuvers, and managing other tasks that are not immediately relevant to the primary 

driving task (e.g. filtering the incoming phone calls) [214]. 

An integrated driver model needs task prioritization and attention management to handle 

the multitasking nature of the driving task [34]. The challenge is to find the best suited 

computational framework for tying together existing lower-level control models with 

higher-level goal setting, maintaining the parameters and constraints of cognition (e.g., 

memory and forgetting effects, errors, attention allocation) and of visual-motor 

performance (e.g., manual control actions, eye movements). 

Considering that a cognitive architecture is a theory of human cognition and perceptual-

motor actions that provides a rigorous framework for building, running, and testing 

computational models of behavior, they are suitable for the developing of a driver 

integrated model. By developing a model of driving in a cognitive architecture, the model 

inherits all the cognitive and perceptual-motor predictions of the architecture and allows 

for more psychologically plausible models of behavior. The model also produces 

quantitative predictions about control and perceptual behavior that can be compared 

directly to observed driver behavior (e.g., steering and eye-movement data). 

Consequently, the model provides a theoretical understanding of driving behavior, a 
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practical formalization of driver intentions for intelligent vehicle support systems, or a 

test-bed to predict the effect of various in-car systems on driver behavior [214]. 

As it has been explained in previous paragraphs, cognitive architectures generally rely on 

a central cognitive processor to maintain a mental model and make decisions about 

higher-level strategies to execute. This processor communicates with numerous 

perceptual and motor processors that run in parallel with the cognitive processor, 

executing requested commands from cognition and communicating sensory input to 

cognition [214].  

Any model developed in a cognitive architecture should tie both cognitive and 

perceptual-motor aspects of behavior. As a consequence, this feature really facilitates the 

integration of lower-level control models, such as for lateral or longitudinal control, with 

higher-level decision making models that act upon the current situation and the current 

needs and desires of the driver, such as and adaptation strategy that acts as an horse. 

Cognitive architectures allow to implement this conceptual model as a computational 

predictive model.  

The other important benefit of cognitive architectures is the possibility to model common 

psychophysical phenomena. For instance, cognitive architectures typically have a 

mechanism for modeling how people store, recall, and sometimes forget information; 

how people execute manual motor control for typing and other tasks; and how people 

move their eyes to visual targets and encode the perceived information [214]. This is of 

paramount importance for the driving distraction assessment, since  

Thanks to cognitive architecture it is possible to develop behavioral models for complex 

domains, such as driving. Salvucci and colleagues [214]notice that several of the most 

important phenomena successfully modeled by cognitive architectures might be 

addressed in driving:  

• individual variability: Architectures allow for several types of variability ranging 

from simple errors to statistical variations in higher-level cognitive strategies. The 

parameters involved in such variability could be tuned in driver models to 

represent different classes or types of drivers (e.g., younger versus older, passive 

versus aggressive). 
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• satisfying behavior: Most part of architectures do not guarantee optimal 

performance, but rather perform to a "satisfying" threshold above which any 

performance is acceptable, as occurs in real driver behavior, that is often 

satisfying rather than optimal [33] [34] 

• attention and attentional capacity: The amount of information drivers can 

process through visual attention is much more limited than the huge quantity of 

things and events that are present in their field of view. Moreover to process such 

information they requires movement of attention between salient regions of the 

view. Architectures help to describe how much information can be processed, 

how quickly it is processed, and how this processing may interfere with other 

driving tasks. 

• working memory load: Architectures typically include limits on the amount of 

information that can be mentally stored and processed during a given time period. 

Such limits help to describe and analyze cognitive limitations in dealing with heavy 

multitasking with multiple tasks or instruments (e.g., a cell phone or navigation 

device). 

• seriality versus parallelism: The necessity of multitasking during driving focuses 

on the important issue of how much processing (visual, motor, and cognitive) can 

be done in parallel and how much must be done serially. Architectures with 

limited parallelism and primarily sequential execution is best suited to account for 

human behavior, constraining in this way the structure of driver models and 

capturing certain aspects of driver limitations. 

• workload: Generally speaking, architectures have some interpretation of 

multitasking workload for their particular parameters and constraints, allowing a 

given driver model to predict effects on mental and physical workload on the basis 

of different settings of these parameters for different individuals and situations.  

Salvucci and colleagues [214] precise also that that the above aspects of behavior may be 

relatively interdependent, as a conseuence another advantage of a cognitive architecture 

is that it allows for rigorous exploration of the interactions between any combination of 

these factors.
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4.3 Cognitive framework in the automotive 

domain: the Joint Driver-Vehicle-

Environment Model 

During last years, in the automotive domain, a framework that is being investigated for 

the integration of the driver model is the DVE (Driver – Vehicle – Environment). In fact, in 

order to enable higher-level model of cognitive processing and decision making, such as 

adaptive automations strategies, techniques for real-time driver-vehicle-environment 

monitoring and driver identification (lower-level control behavior models) are needed. 

This includes obtaining real-time information on the traffic environment state, the vehicle 

state/ activity and the driver characteristics and behaviour, to be computed in order to 

trigger the adaptive automation strategy. The information required for computing these 

parameters may be obtained from a set of onboard sensors, including: 

1. Input control sensors (e.g. steering wheel angle sensor, pedal position sensor) 

2. Driver sensors (head-/eye movement tracker, eyelid closure tracker, seat pressure 

sensors, posture sensors, steering wheel grip sensors, heart rate sensors etc.) 

3. Environment sensors (radar, laser, IR, GPS-map database etc.) 

4. Vehicle dynamic state sensors (speed sensors, accelerometers, yaw rate sensors). 

The overall model of the Driver, Vehicle and Environment (DVE Model) is based on the 

concept of the “joint” cognitive system, where the dynamic interactions between driver, 

vehicle and environment are represented in a harmonized and integrated manner [236].  

The general DVE scheme is the following: 
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Figure 7 Driver-Vehicle-Environment (DVE) conceptual scheme 

In other words, such a model has the purpose to represent the interaction between 

Driver-Vehicle-Environment, considering the essential correlations among some 

independent variables properly selected. Moreover, it enables the prediction of driver 

behaviour under dynamic and rapidly changing conditions. The DVE framework can be 

considered more or less, with proper adjustments, as an application of a SOAR-type 

architecture 

Such model aims at presenting this DVE interaction in a simple and fast running manner, 

which retains the essential correlations between the independent variables and enables 

to predict the driver’s behaviour in dynamic and rapidly changing conditions.  

The DVE framework architecture is based on the concept of parameters which enable the 

consideration of dynamic behaviour and interaction between the three components of 

the DVE system (that is the driver, the vehicle and the environment), as well as the 

simulation of the error making process.  

So, using the concept of parameters, this model is focused on the driver’s cognitive and 

behavioural performances. Several parameters are regarded as the basic elements 

affecting behaviour: they are evaluated by means of observable / calculated variables at 

each time-interval of the DVE interaction [236].  

The following figure illustrates the situation: 
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Figure 8 DVE frame work architecture 

As shown in, the I/O devices (sensors and user interfaces) collects parameters about the 

driver-vehicle-environment status. Each driver applications (i.e. Adas, Navigation system, 

mobile phone pairing system, vehicle autodiagnosis service, ecc.) pick the parameter they 

need up and they match them with the rule engine. The automation strategy that will be 

implemented (for istance: preventive safety action, navigation route guidance, phone call 

filtering, HMI context adaptation) considering the thresholds about each considered 

parameter. 

Nowadays there are two different type of DVE: behavioural and analytical. The first one is 

a driver behavior model that has application into driving simulations. The second one is 

used both for simulation and tests on real vehicles (demonstrators) and is able to detect 

the driver-vehicle-environment status and to launch properly adaptation strategies. As a 

consequence there are two different ways to assess automation effectiveness, using  

1. a behavioral model in a simulation environment, in order to test the application 

under development 

2. a analytical model able to recognize the real user’s driving behavior and to 

evaluate her/his reaction related to the implemented automation strategy 

Concerning the design of algorithms used to represent the Driver behaviour, previous and 

ongoing studies propose different approaches based on the real-time monitoring of the 

drivers’ performance (e.g. variation of the position on the road, speed, steering wheel 

I/O device 

Driving 
applications 

DVE modules 

Rule engine 
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movements) or the drivers’ physiological status performing primary and secondary tasks 

(e.g. eye gaze, eye movements, heart frequency variation, galvanic skin response, etc.).  

Basing on these information, these approaches allow to predict specific drivers’ profiles 

(e.g. stressed, aggressive, tired, distracted, high workload etc.) and are developed 

following machine learning approaches. Thanks to machine learning, information on 

drivers’ profile can be automatically extracted from data, by computational and statistical 

methods applied to observable information (e.g. drivers’ performance data).  

In the case of the driver , the high level parameters contained in the DVE module are [41]: 

• Experience/competence (EXP): the accumulation of knowledge or skills that result 

from direct participation in the driving activity; 

• Attitudes/personality (ATT): a complex mental state involving beliefs, feelings and 

dispositions to act in certain ways; 

• Task Demand (TD): the demands of the process of achieving a specific and 

measurable goal using a prescribed method; 

• Driver State (DS): Driver physical and mental ability to drive (fatigue, sleepiness…);  

• Situation Awareness/Alertness (SA): perception of the elements in the 

environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their 

meaning and the projection of their status in the near future.  

A subset of this parameters are a priori defined, following literature indications. The other 

ones are computed on-line.  

On such premises, an experiment has been carried out at the driving simulator of the 

University of Modena and Reggio Emilia [236] (the detailed discussion will be presented in 

paragraph 5.2). The parameter on-line computed is Task Demand (TD). The main 

objective of the tests , was to collect data from real-drivers in order to analyse the 

driver’s behaviour and, based on this, the possible variation of specific driver model 

parameters and related variables.  

These parameters were modeled through Fuzzy relationships [231]: the tuning and 

validation of these relationships was carried out following an ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-

Fuzzy Inference System) and a Neural Network approach.  
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ANFIS is a fuzzy inference system (FIS) in the framework of adaptive networks [114], 

hance ANFIS can be considered as a basis for constructing a set of fuzzy “if-then” rules 

with appropriate membership functions (functions representing the degree of thruth as 

an extention of evaluation), in order to generate the stipulated pairs of inputs/outputs 

and to take into account the human knowledge, by using a hybrid learning procedure.  

An Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) system is an information processing paradigm 

inspired by the human brain and it consists in a large number of highly interconnected 

processing elements, working together to cope with specific problems (for details, see 

[92]. With regard to the biological inspiration, the brain consists of a large number 

(approximately 1011) of highly connected elements (approximately 104 connections per 

element) called neurons [236].  

Although ANN is very far from approaching the complexity of human brain there are two 

key similarities between biological and artificial neural networks [236].  

1 The building blocks of both networks are computational devices (although artificial 

neurons are much simpler than biological neurons) highly interconnected.  

2 The connections between neurons determine the function of the network. 

Hence ANN are non-linear information processing devices, built from interconnected 

elementary processing units, called neurons (which make the processing task). The signals 

are transmitted by connection links, possessing an associated weight, which is multiplied 

along with the incoming signal (the input of the net) for any typical neural net. So the 

output signal is obtained by applying activations to the net input [236].  

Summing up, it is possible to say that an ANN is characterised by: 

1 An architecture (connection between neurons) 

2 Training or learning (determining weights on the connections) 

3 Activation function 

The goal of the driving experiment was to provide reliable data for driver’s model 

parameters learning and validation. 

According to a literature analysis [236] ANFIS and Neural Network approaches have been 

chosen for modeling the cognitive aspects of a driver, as it is requested in the DVE 
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framework. Moreover, it has been taken into consideration that the final goal is to get an 

online method of parameters estimation, directly on-board vehicle. Usually in literature, 

indicators describing drivers’ behavior and cognitive status are post-processed for 

research and analysis purposes, e.g. to evaluate drivers’ behavioral/cognitive change due 

to the variation of environmental conditions or drivers’ status. Here, the aim was the 

development of DVE model parameters called Task Demand and Distraction (i.e. a 

component of the Driver Status parameter) able to infer the increase of drivers’ cognitive 

impairment and visual attention allocation on the basis of drivers’ behavioral data 

available on the vehicle network. 

In this research, ANFIS and Neural-Network Toolboxes of MATLAB, (www.matworks.com) 

has been used, since it provides quite simple tools to manage the implementation of an 

ANFIS and NN applications. In fact, the case examined in the proposed study, deals with 

those modeling situations, where membership functions cannot be discerned simply from 

looking at data or alternatively, the fitting function has to be learnt by data. Rather than 

modeling membership function arbitrarily, membership functions can be tailored to the 

input/output data in order to account for the variations in the data values. This is the 

reason why a neuro-adaptive learning technique has been chosen. This technique works 

similarly to that of neural networks: it provides a method for the fuzzy modelling 

procedure to learn information about a data set. Then, a Fuzzy Logic System computes 

the membership function values that best allow the associated fuzzy inference system to 

track the given input/output data. Particularly in our case, membership function values 

are tuned (adjusted) using either a back-propagation algorithm alone or in combination 

with a least squares type of method [236]. 

In a Neural Network approach, data (collected from the experiments at driving simulator) 

are presented to the network for training and checking; then the testing (validation) is 

performed on a new set of data, in order to check the results for the classification and 

regression task. 

With reference to the parameters characterizing the DVE framework (as described 

before), in the experiment of the Modena and Reggio Emilia University the above 

mentioned Machine Learning approaches have been applied to the design of Task 

Demand (TD) and Distraction (DIS) indexes.  
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Task Demand is defined as a dynamic parameter associated with the concept of how 

demanding is a driving task for the user. In its first formulation, Task Demand (TD) was 

defined as a Fuzzy model with values High, Acceptable, and Low, correlated to [236]: 

• Density Of Traffic (DOT); 

• Road Visibility (VIS). 

The tuning and validation of TD parameter was applied to its first Fuzzy formulation. In 

order to evaluate also alternative formulations of TD, other variable as inputs were 

collected during the driving experiment. In particular [236]: 

• Standard Deviation of Steering Angle (SDSA) 

• Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP) 

• Mean Time to Line Crossing (Mean TLC) 

• Deceleration Jerk (DJ) 

Also in the case of Distraction (DIS) assessment was firstly defined a Fuzzy model 

associated to two variables [236]:  

• DOT and  

• number of active on-board indicators (IVIS). 

As defined for TD, also for this parameter other input variables were considered for 

alternative formulations of Distraction, as listed below [236]. 

• Standard deviation of Speed (SDSPEED) 

• Standard Deviation of Steering Angle (SDSA) 

• Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP) 

• Standard Deviation of Lateral Acceleration (SDLA) 

• Deceleration Jerk (DJ) 

In the tuning and validation process followed towards a Machine Learning approach TD 

and DIS inputs should be mapped to outputs by modifying the rules and membership 

functions values of the related Fuzzy model [236]. 

About the target outputs, the reference variables chosen for the training phase of ML are: 
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• Steering Reversal Rate (SRR) for Task Demand  

• The time spent by the driver watching the secondary task (IVIS). 

These variables have been selected from literature because they are considered off-line 

validators of Task Demand and Distraction. According to [65], SRR could be considered as 

a measure of primary Task Demand: the analysis conducted by De Waard of several 

studies pointed out that in complext tests where the environment changes, SRR is able to 

monitor the drivers’ impairment in lateral tracking control and the level of Task Demand. 

The indicator based on the time spent by the driver watching the secondary task was 

computed according to [154] and it measures the drivers’ gaze focused on the display 

where the secondary task is displayed. A pre-test has been conducted on a sample of 

expert drivers in order to evaluate the minimum time needed to complete the secondary 

visual task. This time has been set to 2 seconds; during the simulator experiments, a time 

gaze higher than 2 seconds denoted a distracted driver. 

For the other parameter selected for our tuning and validation analysis, the DIS, it is 

defined as the cognitive load or visual attention shift away from the road ahead, induced 

by an external event or a secondary task. DIS is of paramount importance, since it is 

related to the Situational Awareness (together with Task Demand and Driver’s State) and 

in particular to the effects of the use of IVIS (In Vehicle Information Systems) on driver’s 

behavior [236]. The results of the experiment will be illustrated and discussed in chapter 

5 (see paragraph 5.2).  
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Chapter 5 

The Implementation of adaptation, 

driver status and maneuvers 

recognition strategies: empirical 

results. 

5.1 Improving driving performance by 

adaptation: the Force Feedback steering 

wheel 

In this chapter will be described the empirical results obtained during the PhD experience, 

in collaboration with the HMI Group of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. Each 

characterizing aspect of a preventive safety system (adaptation, driver status, maneuvers 

recognition) has been implemented in a different project, giving the empirical evidence 

that the adopted approach is correct and promisign. On this encouraging results, a 

consideration about the integration of these aspect in a cognitive architecture will be 

proposed in chapter 6. 

In the following paragraphs, the effects on driver’s workload (that is an indirect measure 

of distraction) of an adaptation strategy applied to the steering wheel are presented.  
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The Steering-Wheel (SW) represents since the beginning of the automobile’s history the 

crucial drivers’ control. Its layout is quite resistant since after more that one century is 

almost unchanged. Nevertheless, it has been the subject of many studies from all the 

technical and scientific disciplines that operate in the automotive domain. Among these 

studies, a relevant role has been played by the investigations come from the Human 

Factors Engineering (HFE). Since the first studies, it has been clear that the SW is a 

“treasure” of information relating to the drivers’ status and driving task. From the 1970 to 

today, several works [157], [185], [156] [238] studied the driver status turning the 

steering angle into the frequency domain. They found, for example, that the frequency 

ranged between 0.35 and 0.6 Hz is sensitive to variations in both primary and secondary 

task load. In another study [244], it has been found that the steering wheel angle 

frequency is sensitive to driver workload.  

Thanks to the technological development, the SW control systems has become more and 

more sophisticated. In particular, because of a deeper integration between mechanics 

and electronic engineering, the SW has acquiring an active role in the vehicle control. For 

instance, the SW Force Feedback (FF) can be adapted to vehicles’ dynamics as the lateral 

acceleration, the steering angle, the yaw rate, etc. In the meanwhile, some automation 

can be introduced as self-aligning, compensation of steering error in case a side-slip is 

imminent, rollover avoidance through an Active Steering (AS) technology, steering gear 

ratio variation to improve the vehicle handling control and vehicle dynamics, etc.. These 

changes have a crucial impact on the driving task and they could significantly affect the 

drivers. For this reasons and from the human factors point of view, many researches have 

analyzed and benchmarked the impact of different types of FF and AS towards the 

vehicles’ maneuverability, the driving performances and safety, the steering accuracy, the 

drivers’ feeling and their cognitive workload. For instance, as stated in [23], the drivers 

clearly prefer different SW reactions at different vehicle speed. In particular, also 

according with the [84] findings, a relevant improvement of drivers’ performances has 

been observed if the SW torque increases according to the vehicle speed. On the other 

hand, [244] demonstrated that the more the drivers are experienced, the more the 

cognitive load tend to keep low. In [244] it is adopted an index named SAR (Steering 

Action Rate) to measure the impact of cognitive load; SAR counts the SW movements per 

second over a certain steering turning speed. Nowadays, with the first prototypes of the 

so-called Steer-By-Wire (SBW), a significant improvement could dramatically update the 

SW functionality, This innovative steering system only use an electrical signal to 
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communicate with the front-wheels, fully or quasi replacing the pinion-rack [64] [109] 

[91] [250] [249] [104] [254] [11] [17]. Therefore, the FF, the steering stiffness and the 

entire steering behaviour can be provided artificially [219], with the unprecedented 

possibility to tailor these factors to the driving conditions, the drivers’ profile, status , etc. 

In other words, the right SW functionality per each drivers and phase of the driving task.  

In the following the application of a context-dependent force-feedback steering wheel 

aimed at enhancing drivers’ on-road performances is presented. Thank to the results of 

the experiment conducted with the driving simulator of the University of Modena and 

Reggio Emilia7 [165], it is possible to assess that when using a haptic assist steering wheel 

rather than a traditional passive steering wheel, drivers are better able to follow a 

reference path and at the same time, they required fewer visual cues [83].  

5.1.1 Investigating the effects of the Force Feedback 

steering wheel 

Driving a car is usually considered a visual-guided task, where drivers are asked to couple 

their visual perception of the context with actions on the vehicle trajectory [166]. 

In the case of steering, drivers should translate their visual perception of vehicle speed, 

position, road geometries and presence of obstacles in steering wheel movements. For a 

decade researchers [23] have been finding that the presence of haptic feedback on the 

steering wheel could help drivers to perform a visually-guided task by providing relevant 

information like vehicle speed and trajectory.  

The effect of steering torque and steering gain on the driver’s feeling can be investigated 

by using some objective measurement parameters, as showed in [53]. The researcher 

highlight three main conclusions [53]: 

                                                      

7
 The experiment with the driving simulator has been conducted within the Italian Regional Project (PRITT) 

named Mectron 
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1. “The driver’s good feeling is influenced by two factors, namely the steering torque 

magnitude and steering torque delay to driver’s steer input. Firstly, steering torque 

magnitude is related to driver’s physical effort, and its optimum value depends on 

driver’s individual physical capability. Secondly, steering torque delay is related to 

driver’s mental effort, where minimum delay is desirable. Driver’s driving manner is 

considered to have an influence on driver’s ability to adapt to larger steering torque 

delay”. 

2. “Higher steering gain (smaller overall steering gear ratio) reduces the driver’s physical 

effort in terms of amount of steer angle and steer velocity required to complete the 

lane change task, and thus contributes to driver’s ease of driving”. 

3. “It is assumed that the amount of steering torque desired by the driver remains the 

same for a particular driving task”. 

Many studies showed also how performance varied as a function of the type of road used 

in the test (e.g. highway, rural road, urban road – [151][100]) or the specific driving task 

(e.g. car following, lane change -[215]). 

In more recent years, other studies found that drivers performance could be affected by 

the specific type of road or force feedback reproduced by the steering wheel [237] [120] 

[156] [168]. This suggests that performances could be improved by reproducing on the 

steering wheel the most suitable force feedback for a specific driving context. Some 

studies showed how adding vehicle behavior feedback (e.g. lateral acceleration, yaw rate) 

on the steering wheel provides steering reactivity torque with maneuverability superior 

to that of a conventional control [120] [156]. 

During one of the latest research of the HMI group of University of Modena and Reggio 

Emilia [166] six force feedback had been compared among three different driving 

contexts. Results suggested that the effect of the type of force feedback in terms of 

drivers’ performance could depend on the specific context. 

Starting from this findings, during the PhD experience, a Context-Dependant Steering 

Wheel force feedback (CDSW) was developed, able to provide to the driver the most 

suitable feeling of the vehicle dynamics according to the driven context. The CDSW 

software has been on the haptic steering wheel of a driving simulator; finally, it has been 

tested to evaluate the effects on drivers’ performances compared with a traditional 

steering wheel [162]. 
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The experiment conducted in [166] has been repeated in a more recent report [170], 

whose main results will be explained in the following. In fact, during the last experiment 

authors found that for each context, at least one force feedback algorithm allowed 

drivers to better perform the driving task.  

The force-feedback algorithms used for the development of the CDSW and the 

correspondent scenario where they are activated had been selected from a previous 

study [170]. In that study a driving experiment has been conducted on eighteen 

participants, divided into six groups (3 participants/group) and each group was asked to 

drive using a specific force-feedback reproduced by a haptic steering wheel: 

• Three force-feedback based on a steering angle (two linear and one parabolic 

simulating the self aligning moment of the tyre); 

• three based on the vehicle dynamic (speed, lateral acceleration and yaw rate). 

Three different scenarios were used: urban road, rural road and freeway.  

Force-feedback were reproduced by a haptic steering wheel installed on a driving 

simulator. By means of HFC (High Frequency Component of steering angle – [184] drivers’ 

performance has been evaluated. The ANOVA (ANalysis of VAriance) with scenario as 

within-subject variable and FF dynamic as between-subjects variable showed a main 

effect of scenario (p<.0.001). The effect of force-feedback significantly interacted with 

scenario (p<0.001). In particular, lower values of HCF have been founded in the following 

conditions: 

• freeway: force feedback proportional to tyres self alignment force, simulated with a 

proportional to steering angle function with a coefficient of  0.052 deg/Nm; 

• urban road: like highway but with a coefficient of  0.285 deg/Nm; 

• rural road: proportional to vehicle lateral acceleration. 

5.1.1.1 The Context Dependant Steering Wheel: testing 

the adaptation strategy 

During the Context Dependant Steering Wheel design we implemented the best 

performing algorithms into our Context-Dependant Steering Wheel force feedback 
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(CDSW) software. We reproduced the CDSW with Matlab Simulink and Stateflow8 

because this software could be easily interfaced with the haptic steering wheel of the 

driving simulator we used to test its efficacy. Information on vehicle dynamic needed to 

compute each algorithm were available on the software of the simulator, as well as data 

needed to recognized the context [165]. 

 

Figure 9 CDSW implemented on the driving simulator [165] 

While driving, a GPS (or the most suitable navigation system) identifies the scenario (e.g. 

freeway); then, according to the type of FF and scenario, a steering control unit selects 

and reproduces the pre-loaded best-performing FF. This solution could be easily 

implemented on a Steer-By-Wire (SBW) system, that is a steering wheel electronically-

controlled, and without mechanical junctions between the front wheels and the steering 

control. The CDSW also includes a smooth transition function (see the bottom of the 

figure below) from a force feedback algorithm (FF1, FF2, FF3) to the next expected for the 

recognized context the driver is going to drive. This strategy provides a linear 

interpolation between two consecutive algorithms which enable the CDSW to move to 

the next expected force feedback algorithm in a defined distance interval. The strategy 

has been evaluated by a team of developer and ergonomic experts before implementing 

it on the final system [165]. 

                                                      

8
 www.mathworks.com 
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Figure 10 Interpolation between consecutive Force-Feedback (FF) [165].  

The final system represents an adaptive steering wheel that dynamically and smoothly 

changes the force feedback when the driver move from a context  to another. The aim of 

this device is to improve drivers’ performance and perception of the driving task, by 

providing the most relevant information on vehicle dynamic drivers need in a specific 

context.  

The purpose of the previous test to was evaluate whether driving performance could be 

improved by six different-steering Force-Feedback (FF) dynamics in different driving 

scenarios. The test described in this work aimed to assess the performances of the drivers 

with and without the use of the CDSW in a driving context that changes, in terms of road 

scenario. Our objective was to confirm that providing a force-feedback based on 

information from vehicle dynamic (i.e. angle of steering and lateral acceleration) can 

improve drivers’ behaviour in the lateral control of the car, taking into account [165]. As a 

recent study [83] showed by a user test on a fixed-base driving simulator, a path following 

task can be improved by using a motorized steering wheel. The test results indicated that 

the haptic assist through the steering wheel improves lane keeping by at least 30% 

reduces visual demand by 29% (p<0.0001) and improves reaction time by 18 ms 

(p=0.0009). 

Twelve participants in the age between 22 and 42 years old with a 4 year driving 

experience have been involved in the preliminary evaluation of the CDSW efficacy in a 

test a driving . We asked drivers to drive for 15 minutes in a scenario with three 

consecutive driving context, respectively freeway, rural and urban road. Six drivers drove 

Urban Rural Freeway 

FF1 

FF2 

FF3 
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with a traditional steering wheel force feedback (control group); the other six drove with 

the CDSW system [165] [162]. Performance have been evaluated by mean of indicators 

previously used in [239][238] [166] [170], based on vehicle lateral deviation and steering 

wheel angle variability, namely: 

• Standard deviation of Steering Angle; 

• Standard deviation of Time To line Crossing [184]; 

• High Frequency Component of steering angle (HFS): this index represents the ratio 

between high frequency steering components (above 0,3Hz) and steering 

components having frequencies between DC and 0,6Hz as bandwidth. It represents a 

measure of lateral driving performance (the lower is the number of correction, the 

higher the performance is). 

Data needed to the computation of each indicator have been recorded by the simulator 

during the experiment at a frequency of 20Hz. Code snippet related to the first two 

indicators will be described in next paragraph (see par. 5.2.1). 

Concerning the High Frequency component of Steering angle (HFS), the picture below 

shows the correspondent Matlab™ Simulink model. 
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Figure 11 The Matlab™ Simulink model concerning the High Frequency component of Steering angle (HFS) 

HFS is computed on the steering angle variable passed at a user-defined time sample to 

the model by Matlab™ workspace: labels in the bottom of the picture show the steps 

related to HFS computation and described in the previous bullet. 

Driver performance was submitted to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with scenario as 

within-subject variable and drivers’ group as between-subjects variable. The analysis 

confirmed the main effect on scenario as showed in [170] for all the indicators, with a 

significance different for each indicator. Furthermore, it was also found a significant 

difference between the two groups, specifically pointing in favor of the CDSW. The 

following table shows the results concerning Standard Deviation of steering angle [165]. 

P - scenario P – drivers’ 

group 

0.0194  0.0106 

Table 10 p-values of the Standard Deviation of steering angle, with reference to the scenario and drivers' 

group [165]. 
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The following figure shows the observed mean values of Standard Deviation of steering 

angle of each participant belonging to the different groups. The left side of the figure 

represents the between-subjects analysis conducted with reference to the group factor, 

while in the right side the interaction between group and scenario is considered. Both 

condition highlight the differences in performance driving with and without the CDSW 

[165]. 

 

Figure 12 Drivers' group performances measured with Standard Deviation of steering angle [165]. 

Both the test had confirmed the hypothesis of this work: the driving performance 

significantly improved when the system activated the FF model. The model is particularly 

effective in the urban road. These results had been evaluated considering also that the 

transition strategy among force-feedback models was not intrusive in the vehicle control. 

Evaluating the results of our test referring to the augmented cognition field, we may 

agree that observations confirm the essential role of coherent haptic information for 

driving real cars and simulators, and also suggest the existence of driver adaptation 

mechanisms in steering control. As other researchers stated, driver behavior adaptation 

can occur efficiently for a range of steering force feedback configurations, but this range 

is limited by certain acceptability limits [239][238]. 

We interpreted our results comparing them with data arose from other studies in the 

literature [227] and the conclusions suggested that, using an intelligent, haptic steering 

wheel rather than a traditional passive steering wheel, drivers are better able to closely 

follow a reference path while requiring fewer visual cues 

. 
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5.2 Assessing driver’s status: how to improve 

adaptation by driver’s model trigger. 

Data on driver, vehicle and environment provided by on-board devices (e.g. radars and 

sensors for vehicle dynamic and road characteristics detection) represent a feasible way 

to derive the level of distraction. This data can be recorded in real-time during driving. 

This kind of approach has been followed by the HMI Group of University of Modena and 

Reggio Emilia during the Aide project. 

AIDE stands for Adaptive Integrated Driver-vehicle InterfacE and it was a project funded 

whitin the Sixt Framework Program by the European Commission (www.aide-eu.org).  

Its aim was to generate the knowledge and develop methodologies and human-machine 

interface technologies required for safe and efficient integration of ADAS, IVIS and nomad 

devices into the driving environment. Specifically, the project was aimed at designing, 

developing and validating a generic Adaptive Integrated Driver-vehicle InterfacE (AIDE) 

able to employ innovative concepts and technologies in order to:  

1. maximise the efficiency, and hence the safety benefits, of advanced driver 

assistance systems,  

2. minimise the level of workload and distraction imposed by in-vehicle information 

systems and nomad devices  

3. enable the potential benefits of new in-vehicle technologies and nomad devices 

in terms of mobility and comfort, without compromising safety.  

During this work, we selected these data as inputs of the drivers’ distraction model, 

basing on expert opinion and literature. As for the target to be used to train, validate and 

test the distraction model following machine learning techniques, we adopted the time 

spent by the driver watching the secondary task, according to [154]. This measures the 

time drivers’ gaze is focused on the display where the secondary task is displayed. As 

described in the DVE model in the previous chapter (see paragraph 4.3), this time has 

been set to 2 seconds; during the simulator experiments, a time gaze higher than 2 

seconds denoted a distracted driver. 
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The first formulation of the model has been developed using a Fuzzy Inference System 

[213]. This approach required to define: 

• Model inputs; 

• Model target; 

• Mathematical relationships between inputs and target. 

Model inputs have been defined as follows [235]: 

• Level of difficulty of an IVIS (In-Vehicle Information System) reproducing a visual 

research task: the secondary task we reproduced was the SUrrugate Research Task 

[154] emulating the research task of a car navigator system (e.g. to find a destination 

on the touch screen of a navigator). 

• Level of traffic density according to [13] driver distraction from the primary task, due 

to the activation and interaction with on-board devices could increase with the level 

of traffic density. 

Relationships have been defined using the machine learning techniques that, basing on 

inputs and target data recorded during a simulator experiment further described, tried to 

map inputs to the target following three steps: training, validation and testing.  

In the first two steps the model of distraction is created: in the latter the model is tested, 

that is, it tries to predict the target basing on new inputs data. The performances of this 

prediction have been assessed using two specific indicator, namely MSE (Mean Square 

Error) and RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), able to measure the differences between the 

prediction done by the trained and validated distraction model and the target . 

Other formulations of distraction have been developed by combining several inputs in 

order to find the model with highest performance (i.e. RMSE, MSE) values. Inputs have 

been selected among a set of on-line measures which could describe drivers’ behaviour 

impairment on the road due to the interaction with a secondary task [185]: 

• Standard deviation of Speed (SDSPEED); 

• Standard Deviation of Steering Angle (SDSA); 

• Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP); 

• Standard Deviation of Lateral Acceleration (SDSA); 
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• Mean Time to Line Crossing (MTLC); 

• Deceleration Jerk (DJ): is the amount of decelerations per kilometer having a jerk peak 

above 10 m/s3. ). It is a measure of longitudinal driving performance: the higher is the 

value, the lower drivers’ performances are; 

• Steering Reversal Rate (SRR): is defined as the number of changes in steering wheel 

direction per minute [turns/minute]. An angle difference of around 2 o between 

steering end values is required for the reversal to count. 

A driving experiment has been conducted on a driving simulator involving twelve 

participants in the age between 19 and 40 years [235]. Drivers have been divided into two 

groups, six experienced and six novice, basing on the following criteria: 

• experienced: percentage of kilometer/year driven on familiar roads less than 50% of 

the amount; 

• novice: percentage of kilometer/year driven on familiar roads more than 50% of the 

amount. 

Both groups were supposed to drive a car on at least 4 days per week, and to drive at 

least 10.000 kms per year. Subjects were asked to drive along the simulated track, 

respecting road rules and to perform a secondary detection task when required to. 

Participants were instructed to perform both tasks as rapidly and accurately as possible, 

still keeping safety as the highest priority. Before the test, drivers had to drive for up to 10 

minutes on a section of the test scenario, in order to acquire familiarity with the simulator 

and the experimental tasks. 

For the secondary task, an LCD monitor was placed nearby the driver’s seat, randomly 

presenting visual stimuli at two different levels of cluttering, associated to different 

degrees of task difficulty; a touch screen allowed the user to call whether a target 

stimulus was presented on the left or right side of the screen. The task reproduced on the 

screen is the SUrrugate Research Task (SURT) introduced by [154]. 
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Figure 13 SURT task inducing distraction on the driving simulator 

Participants had to drive for 24 kms on the same track that was articulated into nine 

sections, each one 2750 meters long, corresponding to different driving conditions. Each 

condition was defined by combining different values of the relevant inputs selected for 

the first formulation of distractions [235]. 

 Conditions 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Visibility L M H H L L M H M 
Traffic density M H H M H L L L M 
SURT N L H N L H N L N 

Table 11 Driving conditions (1, 2.., 9), inputs (visibility, traffic density, SURT) and values: (L)ow, (M)edium, 

(H)igh, (N)o task [235]. 

During the tests all data concerning the computation of inputs and target values for the 

modeling of drivers’ distraction (i.e. visibility, traffic density, time the eyes where 

watching the SURT, speed, steering angle, lateral position and acceleration) have been 

recorded at a frequency of 20Hz. 

Input and target data of the two groups have been submitted to the training, validation 

and testing of the distraction model as a whole. 

We decided to focus on the following combination of inputs/output, mostly composed by 

lateral performance inputs (according to literature they reflect distraction effect on road 

behaviour); 

• inputs: SDSPEED, SDLA, SDSA, SDLP. 

• target: time of drivers’ eyes on the SURT . 
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5.2.1 Inputs and target output indicators for driver 

model training and testing: Matlab™ coding 

The development of the ANFIS an NN models for Distraction classification has been 

conducted in the Matlab™ environment. 

Inputs and output measures used for the modeling of the corresponding Fuzzy Inference 

System and the FeedForward Network have been computed on data recorded during the 

above mentioned experiments.  

Data have been recorded at a frequency of 20Hz (0.05 sec) as tabulated-text files and 

imported in Matlab™ for post-processing analysis of the above mentioned measures. 

Measures has been coded in m-files as follows: 

Function name: Main file 

Description: importing tabulated-txt files where drivers’ behavioural data have been 

recorded during simulator tests. 

Code snippet  

%Main 
function main() 
% Dataset read from txt files are stored in the "da taset" variable. 
% Then, for each subject, the following functions ( computing inputs and 
outputs for ANFIS and NN)  
% are applied to the currespondant columns of the d ataset: 
% - Standard deviation of Speed (SDSPEED) 
% - Standard Deviation of Steering Angle (SDSA) 
% - Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP) 
% - Standard Deviation of Lateral Acceleration (SDL A) 
% - Deceleration Jerk (DJ)  
% - Mean Time to Line Crossing (Mean TLC) 
% - Steering Reversal Rate (SRR) 
% - Distraction (DIS) 
% 
% A time frame window ( with a 0.05 sec step) has b een defined: in this 
frame, standard deviations and means for each are %  computed. 
% This time frame has been set to 3 seconds. 
% 
%Variables 
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sbjNumber = 20;   % number of subjects involved in the test 
fileName = '';   % name of the txt file where recor ded data 
are stored 
timeStep = 0.05;   % sample rate of the data record ed from the 
simulator (20Hz) 
timeFrame = 3;   % time frame window of 3 seconds i n which 
indicators values are computed   
 
DISTRACTION_timeLimit  = 2;  % time upper bound ind icating whether 
a driver is distracted or not. 
SRR_peakSensitivity = 10;  % number of sample the S RR algorithm 
uses to detect steering variation peaks 
SRR_treshold = 2;   % number of degree of steering angle over 
which an SRR is detected 
 
%Loading data from txt files 
while (i==sbjNumber) 
 fileName = strcat('subject', num2str(i), '.txt'); %filename of 
the dataset 
 dataset{1,i}  =dlmread(fileName, '\t', 1, 0); %loa d of the dataset 
in a cell array (Matlab struct variable) 
  
 %Storing of column variables needed to compute the  input/output 
indicators for each "i" subject 
  
 %Vehicle speed [m/sec] 
 %Storing of the "speed" variable as a column of va riable "speed(i)" 
 speed(:,i)= dataset{1,i}(:, 1);  
  
  %Input: Standard deviation of speed for subject " i" 
  SDSPEED{1,i} = SDSPEEDFnc(speed(:,i), timeFrame);  
   
  %Input: Deceleration jerks for subject "i" 
  DJ{1,i} = DJFnc(speed(:,i), timeStep, timeFrame);  
  
 %Vehicle steering angle [deg] 
 %Storing of the "steeringAngle" variable as a colu mn of variable 
"steeringAngle(i)"  
 steeringAngle(:,i) = dataset{1,i}(:, 2);    
  
  %Input: Standard Deviation of Steering Angle (SDS A) for 
subject "i" 
  SDSA{1,i} = SDSAFnc(steeringAngle(:,i) ,timeFrame ); 
   
  %Output: Steering Reversal Rate (SRR) for subject  "i" 
  SRR{1,i} = SRRFnc(steeringAngle, SRR_peakSensitiv ity, 
SRR_treshold, timeFrame) ; 
 
  
 %Vehicle lateral position [m] 
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 %Storing of the "lateralPosition" variable as a co lumn of variable 
"lateralPosition(i)"  
 lateralPosition(:,i) = dataset{1,i}(:, 3);   
  
  %Standard Deviation of Lateral Position (SDLP) fo r subject "i" 
  SDLP{1,i} = SDLPFnc(lateralPosition(:,i), timeFra me); 
  
  %Standard Deviation of Lateral Acceleration (SDLA ) for subject "i" 
  SDLA{1,i} = SDLAFnc(lateralPosition(:,i), timeSte p, timeFrame); 
   

%Drivers' eyes on the secondary visual task {0,1}. "0" means "eyes on the 
road", "1"  

%means "eyes on the secondary task" 
 %Storing of the "eyesOnSecondaryTask" variable as a column of variable 
"eyesOnSecondaryTask(i)"  
 eyesOnSecondaryTask(:,i) = dataset{1,i}(:, 4);  
  
  %Output: Distraction (DIS) for subject "i" 
  DIS{1,i} = DISFnc(eyesOnSecondaryTask(:,i),DISTRA CTION_timeLimit, 
timeFrame); 
   
   clear fileName;  
   i++; 
end 

Function name:  SDSPEEDFnc(speed); 

Description: it returns the computed standard deviation of speed (speed). This function is 

similar to SDSA (Standard Deviation of Steering Angle), SDLP (Standard Deviation of 

Lateral Position) and Mean Time to Line Crossing (MTLC), then this code snippet is 

reported as example for all these indicators. 

Code snippet  

%Standard Deviation of Speed 
function [SDSPEED] = SDSPEEDFnc(speedIn, timeFrame)  
 
% speedIn [m/sec]: vehicle speed 
% timeFrame [sec]: time frame where standard deviat ion is computed. 
% SDSPEED = standard deviation vector  
 
% First, speedIn data are filtered with a second or der 
% Butterworth filter, with a cutoff frequency 
% of 0.6. Filtering is done to cut speed frequencie s variations 
% due to drivers' natural decelerating (e.g. becous e of a bend, or a  
% car ahead. 
 
  for i=1:size((speedIn),1) 
      if isnan(speedIn(i))==false && i>1 % Check wh ether there are 
NotANumber values in the dataset 
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        tempSpeedIn(i)=speedIn(i);  % If not,then t he value is 
stored in a temporary variable: tempSpeedIn 
   
   elseif isnan(speedIn(i))==true && i>1 
  tempSpeedIn(i)=speedIn(i-1);  % If not,then the v alue is 
stored in a temporary variable: tempSpeedIn 
      end 
  end 
    [B,A] = butter(2,0.6,'low');  % Butterworth fil ter 
coefficients ( "butter" is a Matlab function) 
    filteredSpeedIn = filter(B, A, tempSpeedIn); % speedIn values are 

filtered using the Butterworth coefficient. 
( %"filter" is a Matlab function) 

end 
 
 
% Then, the standard deviation of the speed is comp uted each timeFrame = 
3 sec 
 
j = 0; 
for i=1:size(filteredSpeedIn)  
 if (i>timeFrame) 
  SDSPEED(j) = std(filteredSpeedIn(i-timeFrame, i);  
  j=j+1; 
 end 
 
end 

Function name:  DJFnc(speedIn, timeStep, timeFrame); 

Description:  it returns the computed standard number of deceleration jerks in the 

defined timeFrame.  

Code snippet  

%Deceleration Jerks 
function [DJ] = DJFnc(speedIn, timeStep, timeFrame) ; 
 
% speedIn [m/sec]: vehicle speed 
% timeFrame [sec]: time frame where standard deviat ion is computed. 
% timeStep[sec] : 
% decelerationJerkLimit [m/sec^3]:value in m/sec^3 correspondent to a 
deceleration jerk. 
% DJ = number of deceleration jerks computed each t imeFrame 
 
decelerationJerkLimit = 10; 
 
% Butterworth filter applied to the speedIn values 
  for i=1:size((speedIn),1) 
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      if isnan(speedIn(i))==false && i>1  
        tempSpeedIn(i)=speedIn(i);    
   
   elseif isnan(speedIn(i))==true && i>1 
  tempSpeedIn(i)=speedIn(i-1);   
      end 
  end 
    [B,A] = butter(2,0.6,'low');   
    filteredSpeedIn = filter(B, A, tempSpeedIn);   
end 
 
% Then, the number of deceleration jerks each timeF rame = 3 sec 
  tmpDJ = []; 
  for i=1:length(speedIn(:,1)) 
    if i>=timeFrame 
 %computation of the time derivative of vehicle acc eleration. 
      if abs((speedIn(i)-2*speedIn(i-1)+speedIn(i-
2))/(timeStep^2))>=decelerationJerkLimit; 
   DJ(i,1) =  1; 
      else 
   DJ(i,1) =  0; 
      end 
    else 
   DJ(i,1) =  0; 
    end 
end 

Function name:  SRRFnc(steeringAngle, SRR_peakSensitivity, SRR_treshold, timeFrame) ; 

Description: it returns the computed standard Steering Reversal Rate in the defined 

timeframe. Reversal rate is calculated as follows. First, the steering signal is low pass 

filtered with a second order Butterworth low pass filter of cutoff frequency 0.6 Hz. Then, 

local minima and maxima are identified with a peak detection algorithm; within a moving 

window of timeFrame seconds length, the values have to increase/decrease 

monotonically towards the centre value to classify the centre value as a local maximum, 

and of course the opposite to be a minimum. Then the differences between adjacent 

minima and maxima are calculated. If the difference is larger or equal to the threshold 

value, then there is one reversal.  

Code snippet  

% SRR Steering Reversal Rate  
function [SRR]  = SRRFnc(steeringAngle, SRR_peakSen sitivity, 
SRR_treshold, timeFrame) ; 
 % steeringAngle = Steering Angle [deg]  
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 % SRR_peakSensitivity = Peak Detection Sensitivity . A peak detection 
matlab function is used to 
 % detect minimum e maximum peaks of steeringAngle in a defined 
timeFrame. Sensitivity is the delta  
 % between two consecutives values identifying a pe ak 
 % SRR_treshold [deg] = value of steeringAngle over  which a SRR is 
detected 
   
  
  %Buttherwort filter applied to the steeringAngle 
  [B,A] = butter(2,0.6,'low'); 
  steeringAngleFiltered = filter(B, A, steeringAngl e); 
     
  %Detection of minimum/maximum peaks of steeringAn gle 
  for j=1:size(steeringAngleFiltered) 
 if j>=timeFrame 
  %SAmax and SAmin detect the index of the 
steeringAngleFiltered where peaks are located 
  [SAmax, SAmin] = peak(steeringAngleFiltered(j-tim eFrame:j), 
SRR_peakSensitivity); 
   
  %Compose a unique array with Max and Min values 
  SApeaks = []; 
  maxInd = min(length(SAmax(:,1)), length(SAmin(:,1 ))); 
  for i=1:maxInd 
    SApeaks = [SApeaks; SAmax(i,1) SAmax(i,2); SAmi n(i,1) 
SAmin(i,2)]; 
  end 
   
  if length(SAmax(:,1))>length(SAmin(:,1)) 
    SApeaks = [SApeaks; SAmax(length(SAmax(:,1)),1)  
SAmax(length(SAmax(:,1)),2)]; 
    maxInd = maxInd + 1; 
  elseif length(SAmax(:,1))<length(SAmin(:,1)) 
    SApeaks = [SApeaks; SAmin(length(SAmin(:,1)),1)  
SAmin(length(SAmin(:,1)),2)];           
    maxInd = maxInd + 1; 
  end 
  %Calculate SRR 
  for i=1:(length(SApeaks)-1) 
    if ((SApeaks(i+1,2)-SApeaks(i,2))>Thresh)) 
   SRR(j) = 1; 
    else 
   SRR(j) = 0; 
    end 
     
  end 
  
 else 
  SRR(i) = 0; 
 end 
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 clear SAmax SAmin SApeaks maxInd; 
end 

Function name:  DISFnc(eyesOnSecondaryTask(:,i),DISTRACTION_timeLimit, timeFrame); 

Description:  it returns the computed value of distraction as number of time the eyes of 

the driver are not focused on the road for more than 2 seconds. 

Code snippet 

 % Distraction computation 
function [DIS] = DISFnc(eyesPos,DISTRACTION_timeLim it, timeFrame);%Date = 
02/11/2010   
 
% eyesPos {0,1}: eyes on the road (=0), 1 otherwise  
% DIS {0,1}: array of distraction values 
M = size(eyesOnSecondaryTask); 
 
for i = 1:M 
    if (i > 1 && (eyesPos(i) == 1 && eyesPos(i-1) = = 0)) 
        found = 1; 
    elseif (i > 1 && (eyesPos(i) == 0 && eyesPos(i- 1) == 1)) 
        found = 0; 
        count = 0; 
    end 
     
    if (found == 1 && eyesPos(i) == 1) 
        count = count + 1; 
    end 
    if count >= DISTRACTION_timeLimit 
        DIS(i) = 1; 
    else 
        DIS(i) = 0; 
    end 
    
end 

5.2.2 Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy inference system and Neural 

Network models of Task Demand and Distraction 

parameters: Matlab™ coding 

Parameters have been modeled using the anfisedit() (Matlab™ function to create and edit 

ANFIS networks) and nntool() (function to create and edit a Neural Network. 
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Before setting up the ANFIS and NN model, input and output data (above described) have 

been separated into two subsets; 60% of the data for the train and 40% for the test, as 

suggested by the Matlab environment. 

5.2.2.1 Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy inference model 

As an example, here below, a picture showing the ANFIS model created for the 

Distraction (on the top left) where yellow boxes are inputs to the Distraction model, the 

blue one is the target output (DIS). The model has been created using a Sugeno Fuzzy 

inference system: rules and membership functions have been modelled using the sub-

clustering technique [56].  

For the training of the model where the 60% of the data described in the section, after 

several training the following parameters for the clustering have been selected: 

• 9 membership functions for each input; 

• Range of inference: 0.5 

• Squash factor: 1.25 

• Accept ratio: 0.5 

• Reject ratio: 0.15 

These parameters allowed obtaining a model for Distraction classification with an 

approximate RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) of 0.12 while classifying new data in the 

testing phase (where the 40% of the dataset have been submitted).  

The pictures below describe the above mentioned phases: 

- top left pictures: Fuzzy Inference System of the Distraction model; 

- top right: rules (on the rows) and membership functions (in the boxes) for each 

input (first 4 columns) and output (last column) of the model obtained  after 

applying the clustering to the input variables. 

- bottom: the blue circles represents the target data of Distraction corresponding to 

the values of Steering Reversal Rate, while the red asterisks are the prediction 

done by the model.  
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Figure 14 The ANFIS model created for the Distraction assessment 

5.2.2.2 Neural Network model 

The same train and test dataset has been also submitted to the Matlab™ nntool() for the 

creation of a Neural Network based on the same combination of inputs/output. 

A two layer feed-forward Neural Network was developed. In the first layer (the hidden 

one) 20 neurons were created, while in the second layer (the visible one) 4 neurons. Each 

neuron of the visible layer corresponds to a different level of Distraction defined by a 

specific value of the target output (i.e. the DIS computed as in the previous code snippet). 

On the left side of the figure below, the scheme of the neural network where blue 

elements represent the hidden (left) and visible (right) neurons: bias and weight elements 

parameters associated to the inputs have been assigned automatically in the training 
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phase. Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer functions have been selected as transition 

functions between layers.  

On the right, a plot of the training, checking and testing phase of the developed 

Distraction neural network model; for each of this phase, the value of R (Regression - 

correlation) between inputs and output has been computed. Good correlations have 

been obtained also in the validation and test phase (R ~ 81%). 

In the bottom figure, the values (curves) of RMSE obtained in the training, validation and 

test phase of the model; the best value of RMSE (0.27) for the model has been obtained 

after few epochs (5). 
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Figure 15 On the left side of this

represent the hidden (left) and visible (right) neurons. On the right

and testing phase of the developed Distraction neural network model. In the bottom figure

(curves) of RMSE obtained in the training, validation and test phase of the model

The benefits of the adoption of a machine learning approach to model distraction can be 

highlighted as follows. In Figure 

model developed using the Feed

the prediction of the model before the training and validation phases (

Both figures show the values of the target output of the model (solid line 

distraction measured) and the prediction done by the two version of the model (circles) 

when new input data are p

The prediction of the trained and validated Neural Network model is more precise than 

the other one. 

Figure 16 Prediction (circles) done by the model of drivers’ distraction  before the training ad validation 
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represent the hidden (left) and visible (right) neurons. On the right side, a plot of the training, checking 

and testing phase of the developed Distraction neural network model. In the bottom figure

(curves) of RMSE obtained in the training, validation and test phase of the model

The benefits of the adoption of a machine learning approach to model distraction can be 

Figure 16 and the prediction of distraction values done by the 

model developed using the Feed-Forward Neural Network technique is compared with 

the prediction of the model before the training and validation phases (Figure 

Both figures show the values of the target output of the model (solid line 

distraction measured) and the prediction done by the two version of the model (circles) 

when new input data are provided. 

The prediction of the trained and validated Neural Network model is more precise than 

 

Prediction (circles) done by the model of drivers’ distraction  before the training ad validation 

phases vs target distraction values 

adaptation by driver’s 

model trigger. 

 where blue elements 

, a plot of the training, checking 

and testing phase of the developed Distraction neural network model. In the bottom figure, the values 

(curves) of RMSE obtained in the training, validation and test phase of the model. 

The benefits of the adoption of a machine learning approach to model distraction can be 

and the prediction of distraction values done by the 

Forward Neural Network technique is compared with 

Figure 17) .  

Both figures show the values of the target output of the model (solid line – the level of 

distraction measured) and the prediction done by the two version of the model (circles) 

The prediction of the trained and validated Neural Network model is more precise than 

Prediction (circles) done by the model of drivers’ distraction  before the training ad validation 
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Figure 17 Prediction (circles) done by the model of drivers’ distraction after the training and validation 

phases with the Feed

The values of the performance indicators (RMSE, MSE) obtained in the testing phase of 

each above mentioned approach have been compared

meaning that the data profile is correctly reconstructed; specifically, if we consider the 

Non-Dimensional Error Index (NDEI) as a measure of performance, we got the following 

results: 0.4860 for ANFIS and 0.63796 for feed

The best performance has been achieved by ANFIS model of distraction (lower NDEI 

value). This model has shown an excellent generalisation capability, a fundamental 

property to assess and predict distraction of the driver on primary task when new input 

data are submitted to the model, for instance in new driving scenarios with different 

visibility, traffic density and secondary task difficulty conditions
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Prediction (circles) done by the model of drivers’ distraction after the training and validation 

phases with the Feed-Forward Neural Network vs target distraction values

mance indicators (RMSE, MSE) obtained in the testing phase of 

each above mentioned approach have been compared. All provided general good results, 

meaning that the data profile is correctly reconstructed; specifically, if we consider the 

ror Index (NDEI) as a measure of performance, we got the following 

results: 0.4860 for ANFIS and 0.63796 for feed-forward.  

The best performance has been achieved by ANFIS model of distraction (lower NDEI 

value). This model has shown an excellent generalisation capability, a fundamental 

predict distraction of the driver on primary task when new input 

data are submitted to the model, for instance in new driving scenarios with different 

visibility, traffic density and secondary task difficulty conditions
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5.3 Understanding driver’s maneuvers by the 

use of Add. On Functionalities 

Research in driver comfort and performance improvement understanding driver’s 

maneuvers is very active. Usually, these targets are achieved through the installation of 

further in-vehicle sensors and devices [149].  

A feasible alternative is the use of the so-called Add-On Functionalities (AOF). They do not 

require new sensors but only information coming from the on-board network and sub-

systems (e.g. the elements of chassis, suspensions, steering angle, etc.). The information 

computeby by a proper algorhitm provides some added-value supports to the drivers as 

AOFs for pre-crash detection. They prepare the vehicle to the impact in critical situation 

which can not be avoided, for example, by pre-tensioning the seat belt [149].  

Add-On Functionalities can be divided in two main categories: 

• Driving Behaviour: i.e. Add-On Functionalities related to driving performance. 

Main objective of these AOF is to estimate driving conditions concerning road, 

dynamics and current manoeuvre. 

• Driver Behaviour: these AOF deal with driver current state, mainly intended as 

mental effort (or workload) related to the driving task. 

5.3.1 Driving behaviour 

From a mechanical point of view, driving behaviour can be estimated analyzing vehicle 

surrounding environment and vehicle behaviour in terms of: 

• Road Conditions: estimation of road pattern (e.g. wave length, signal strength) 

and development of algorithms for road typology identification. For example: 

o Normal Road 

o Bumpy Road 

o HighWay 
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Road roughness can be considered as a wave signal having typical frequencies and RMSE 

(Root Mean Square Error). Consequently road analysis can be performed by a frequency 

(e.g. Fourier Analysis) and by amplitude analysis. 

• Manouevre Identification using vehicle data (e.g. speed, steering activity) specific 

manoeuvers like: 

o Normal driving 

o Car Following 

o Single and double Lane Change 

This analysis is similar to Road Pattern detection, and can be performed by using special 

classifiers, namely Support Vector Machines and Hidden Markov Models. 

Prevemptive Roll Compensation: Such an AOF can be successfully adopted to produce 

lateral acceleration compensation using Electric Roll Compensator (ERC) as a roll actuator 

for comfort enhancement. 

Roll/Pitch Rate Control: this AOF combines vehicle roll and pitch rate data in order to act 

a Skyhook strategy9 involving four semi-active suspensions for rate mitigation and 

comfort enhancement. 

 

 

 

                                                      

9 With active, semi-active or adaptive suspension it is possible to control the vertical movement of the 

wheels via an onboard system rather than the movement being determined entirely by the surface on 

which the car is driving. The system then virtually eliminates body roll and pitch variation in many driving 

situations including cornering, accelerating, and braking. In this way a higher degree of both ride quality and 

car handling is reached by keeping the tires perpendicular to the road in corners, allowing for much higher 

levels of grip and control. An onboard computer detects body movement from sensors located throughout 

the vehicle and, using data calculated by opportune control techniques, controls the action of the 

suspension. Large number of studies how the effectiveness of the skyhook control policy in terms of its 

ability to isolate the suspended mass from the base excitations. For details see[103] 
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5.3.2 Driver Behaviour 

Driver Behaviour AOFs, differently form Driving behaviour ones, aim to provide 

information on driver’s actions and his/her cognitive status (i.e. distraction, workload) in 

order to estimate possible wrong actions. These AOFs are: 

Driver Workload State: starting from the analysis Steering/Braking/Acceleration Activity 

and vehicle speed it is possible to obtain indexes able to measure the driver’s status. In 

fact the cognitive workload demand while driving is strictly related to drivers’ 

performances. The performance quality decrease when task difficulty increases, and this 

is an evidence of high workload. Thanks to this AoF it is possible to merge a driver model 

with a preventive safety strategy. The computation of Driver Workload State AOFs is 

based on the analysis of the following indexes:  

Deceleration Jerks (DJ): described in the previous paragraph (see par. 5.2) 

High Frequency Steering (HFS): The computation of this indicator has been reported in 

paragraph 5.1.1.1.   

Steering Reversal Rate (SRR): described in the previous paragraph 5.2 

Steering Action Rate (SAR): this index represents the amount of time per minute the 

steering speed is above 10 deg/s. 

Driver Stress (DS): this index is a linear combination of previous indexes in order to have a 

wider knowledge of driver’s state.  

Driver Power Effort: this is an energetic approach to driver’s workload detection, aimed 

at estimating the driver power used to lead the car correlated with driver’s workload, and 

at developing algorithms to minimize energy (for example: power steering adjusting, …). 

SAR code snippet in Matlab™ has not been reported in the previous chapters, thus the 

corresponding code is described below. 

% SAR Steering Action Rate 
function [SAR]  = SARFnc(steeringAngle, treshold, t imeFrame, sampleTime ) 
; 
 % steeringAngle[deg] = Steering Angle  
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 % treshold [deg/sec] = value of steeringAngle per second over which a 
SAR is detected  . Default is 2 deg/seg 
 % timeFrame[sec]  = moving timeFrame in which the SAR is computed.  
 % sampleTime[sec]  = samplTime steeringAngle data have been 
recorded 
   
  
%Buttherwort filter applied to the steeringAngle 
[B,A] = butter(2,0.6,'low'); 
steeringAngleFiltered = filter(B, A, steeringAngle) ; 
  
count  = 0; % SAR counter 
SAR(1) = 0; % SAR initialization 
    for i=1:size(steeringAngleFiltered) 
 if i>timeFrame 
  for j=(i-timeFrame):(i-1)  % SAR computation insi de 
the timeFrame  
  % Check whether the angle rate is higher then the  defined 
angle speed treshold 
  if(abs((steeringAngleFiltered(j+1) - 
steeringAngleFiltered(j))/simpleTime) >=threshold*s ampleTime)  
   count = count+1; 
  end 
  end 
    
   SAR(i) = abs(count/timeFrame);  % average SAR 
per second 
    
  else 
   SAR(i) = 0; 
  end 
   end  
end 

5.3.3 Conditions for the implementation of Add-On 

Functionalities 

In order to be implemented, an Add-On function has to satisfy two conditions: 

• All Add-On inputs must be available and shareable. 

• At least one Add-On output can be received as input by a vehicle device. 

An Add-On Function with m inputs and n outputs is defined as: 
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���, ��, … ��� � � ���, ��, … ��� 

or in a concise form: 

�� �  � ���� 

If Y is set from available device output and X is set from available device inputs, the two 

aforementioned conditions can be expressed as follows: 

In order to be implementable, an add‐on func_onality �, defined as �� �  � ����,  

with �� �  ���, ��, … ��� and �� �  ���, ��, … ��� 

must sa_sfy the following condi_ons:  

1. �� �  ���, ��, … ���   �� 

2.   �!   ��, " � 1, … , $|��  & 

where & and � are respec_vely set of devices inputs and outputs 

5.3.4 Add-On Functionalities Inputs 

The following table shows a list of inputs that can be elaborated by vehicle ECU. For each 

input, are also reported served functionalities and possible applications of Add‐On 

Functionalities. 

Table 12 Available Chassis Sensors and related AoFs. 

SENSORS SERVED DEVICE AOF APPLICATION FIELDS 

Steering Angle ESP Driver attention, road 

conditions 

Speed ABS, TC Danger derived from high 

speed, traffic detection 

Susp. Displacement Active Roll Compensator Road conditions 

Brake Pressure ABS Traffic Detection 

Accelerator Displacement TC, Active suspensions Skid danger, traction 

control, traffic detection 
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Wheels Speed ABS, ESP, TC, Torque 

Vectoring differential 

Gear Skid detection 

Z acceleration Active Suspensions Road conditions, driving 

comfort 

Roll rate Active Roll Compensator Road conditions, driving 

comfort  

Pitch rate  Road conditions, driving 

comfort 

Lateral Acceleration ESP Skid danger 

Longitudinal Acceleration TC  

Yaw Rate ESP Skid danger 

Body Sound Sensor  Road conditions 

Gear number  Traffic Detection 

5.3.5 Improving adaptive automation strategies by AoF: 

empirical results 

In this study conducted in collaboration with the HMI Group of the University of Modena 

and Reggio Emilia the efforts are focused on the use of AOF in order to collect useful data 

that will be employed to fill in the driver’s profile and status and to log his/her 

performance. All this information will be used as a trigger for the adaptive automation 

applied to the in-vehicle information systems (IVIS) or to the Advanced Driver Assistance 

Systems (ADAS). The development of AOFs has been tested for tuning in a simulated 

environment using data Matlab/Simulink vehicle model. Identified AOF outputs to 

improve driver performance and safety are the following. 

5.3.5.1  Driver Stress (DS) 

From previous studies [85], stress can be related to lateral vehicle control. Then, it could 

be derived by the steering activity: several indexes for lateral control monitoring were 

provided, in particular: HFS (High Frequency Steering [156]), RR (Reversal Rate [157]) and 

SAR (Steering Action Rate [244]).  
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According to the level of stress it is possible to find strategies to assist the driver in 

particularly demanding maneuvers by modifying the steering force feedback, braking 

behavior and inhibition of secondary task to avoid possible safety-risk situations.  

Particularly, modifying the steering force feedback or the braking behavior has an 

interesting impact in the human-machine interaction, because the feedback to the driver 

is haptic Empirical test confirmed that driving performance significantly improved when 

the system activated the force feedback models.  

These results compared with data arose from other studies in the literature [227] 

suggested that, using an intelligent, haptic steering wheel rather than a traditional passive 

steering wheel, drivers are better able to closely follow a reference path while requiring 

fewer visual cues [165].  

For a decade researchers [23] have been finding that the presence of haptic feedback on 

the steering wheel could help drivers to perform a visually-guided task by providing 

relevant information like vehicle speed and trajectory. Referring to the augmented 

cognition field, we can assess that when using a haptic assist steering wheel rather than a 

traditional passive steering wheel, drivers are better able to follow a reference path and 

at the same time, they required fewer visual cues [165] [83]. 

5.3.5.2  Traffic congestion (TC).  

Through the monitoring of longitudinal vehicle parameters (e.g. brakes and speed 

behavior) it is possible to state whether drivers are driving in a heavy traffic situation or 

not. In this case, strategies could be elaborated by optimizing both the engine-fuel 

management at a low speed and the driver comfort aiming at reduces the level of stress 

[149]. 

5.3.5.3  Road Conditions (RC).  

The knowledge of road profile characteristics through information coming from specific 

sensors (i.e. suspensions, Roll Rate Sensor, Pitch Rate Sensor, Sound Sensor Cluster, ESP 
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intervention) allows alerting active suspension system to smooth the impact of obstacles, 

helping drivers to reduce the effect of this critical situation [149]. 

The table below [149] reports inputs coming from the vehicle chassis and used to 

compute AOFs. 

AOF Inputs from chassis AOF parameters AOF outputs 

Steering Angle HFS, SAR, SRR  DS 

Speed Deceleration Jerks (DJ) TC 

Brake Pressure Braking Frequency (BF) TC 

Accelerator Displacement Accelerator Frequency (AF) TC 

Gear number Gear Index (GI)  TC 

Z acceleration Frontal Obstacle Preview (FR) RC 

Roll rate Roll Index (RI) RC 

Pitch rate Pitch Index (PI) RC 

Suspensions 

Displacement 

Frontal Obstacle Preview (FR) RC 

Table 13 -. AOFs’ input 

Inputs were selected to compute specific AOF parameters with the aim to describe driver 

stress, traffic congestion and road conditions. AOF outputs are the result of the balanced 

sum among parameters; for instance, the Driver Stress (DS) index (2) was developed as 

follow [149]: 

DS = (SRR x cRR) + (HFS x cHFS) + (SAR x cSAR)  (2) 

Where  cRR  + cHFS + cSAR = 1 are the coefficients to be tuned in order to define the final 

value of the AOF output. Each AOF outputs (TC, DS and RC) and their related computed 

parameters (see “AOF parameters” in Table 13) were developed in a simulated 

environment using Matlab/Simulink, as depicted below [149]: 
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Table 14 - Matlab/Simulink model for DS computation 

In order to test and tune these parameters, AOF models were interfaced with a 

Matlab/Simulink simulated vehicle. The whole model (AOF and simulated vehicle) is fed 

by real driving data coming from a professional driving simulator. Specific tests were 

carried out, aiming to provide driving situation where each parameter varies significantly; 

then, their effectiveness was assessed.  

The Matlab™ code snippet for the Simulink Model of the DS is reported below. 

%DS function 
function [DS] = DSFnc(steeringAngle(timeFrame), spe ed(timeFrame) 
sampleTime, CRR, CHFS, CSAR) 
  
% DS = Driver Stress parameter 
% steeringAngle(timeFrame) [deg] = steeringAngle ar ray passed to DSFnc. 
The array is of size timeFrame.  
% sampleTime [sec] = sample time steeringAngle data  have been sampled. 
Default: 0.05 sec (20Hz) 
% speed(timeFrame) [m/sec] = speed array passed to DSFnc. The array is of 
size timeFrame.  
% timeFrame [sec]: size of the steeringAngle array passed to the DSFnc. 
Default is 60 (i.e. 3 seconds: 3*1/sampleTime) 
% Default values for the tuning coefficients: 
% - CRR  = 0.4;  
% - CHFS = 0.2;  
% - CSAR = 0.4; 
 
% Constants 
SRR_peakSensitivity = 10;  % number of sample the S RR algorithm 
uses to detect steering variation peaks 
SRR_treshold   =  2; % number of degree of steering  angle over 
which an SRR is detected 
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SAR_treshold   = 10; % value of steeringAngle per s econd over 
which a SAR is detected. Default is 2 deg/seg 
 
 
% Indicators computation 
HFS = sim('HFS.mdl'); % computation of HFS is done on Simulink. The 

simulink model use Matlab workspace variables 
%"steeringAngle" and "timeFrame" to output the HFS 
value 

 
SRR = SRRFnc(steeringAngle, SRR_peakSensitivity, SR R_treshold, timeFrame) 
; %Function described in the previous chapter 
SAR = SARFnc(steeringAngle, SAR_treshold, timeFrame , simpleTime); 
 %Function described in the previous chapter 
 
% Computation of the Driver Stress value 
DS = SRR*CRR + HFS*CHFS + SAR*CSAR; 

According to the result, information monitored by AOF outputs (DS, TC and RC) will be 

used as a basis for the development of strategies aiming at improve driving performance, 

safety and comfort.   

5.3.5.4  AOF test and tuning: Driver Stress  

In the following, test and tune of Driver Stress (DS) parameters are described. The DS 

index is the balanced sum of steering angle based parameters, in particular: SAR (Steering 

Action Rate), HFS (High Frequency Steering), SRR (Reversal Rate). A default tuning of 

coefficients related to these parameters has been applied (CRR = 0,4; CHFS = 0,2; CSAR = 0,4). 

The effect of the tuning was assessed by comparing the expected stress profile in certain 

pre-determined conditions (i.e., the points numbered from 1 to 5 in Figure 18) with the 

drivers’ steering activity [149]. 

Two tests were conducted on a driving simulator where 12 subjects, each of them was 

asked to drive for 10 minutes. Test environments were characterized by roads with 

different curve radius, variable visibility (from 100 to 4500 m) reproduced with fog and 

variable traffic (from 10 to 50 vehicle/km) [149].  
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Figure 18 - Driving scenario (track). 

In order to increase the steering activity, subjects were also expected to complete a 

secondary visual task, which consisted in pressing the left/right side of a touch-screen on 

the left side of the vehicle cabin, according to the position of a circle displayed among 

smaller ones. Data regarding DS parameters were collected and compared with the 

steering activity in a specific point of the road (the number from 1…5 circled in Figure 18) 

[149][135].  

Due to the large amount of information, the comparison focused on a sub-sample of 3 

subjects; mean values of steering activity and DS parameters are then depicted. An 

example of steering angle activity is showed in the top side of Figure 19, while Driver 

Stress index in the bottom. Both are related to scenario coordinates (x-axis). As foreseen, 

an increased steering activity leads to higher Driving Stress values [149]. These peaks are 

pointed out in particularly critical situations (due to curves, high traffic, low visibility), 

highlighted in the circled number of the figures. 
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Figure 19 - DS compared with steering angle. 

Results show that the first DS parameters’ tuning produced an index able to detect driver 

stress status. Since the analysis was carried out on a small sample of subjects,  in order to 

increase the significance of the tuning the above deployed comparison will be extended 

to all subjects [149]. 

Driving Stress Index appears to be a good starting point for developing a parameter able 

to detect driver status in real-time even if a deeper test and tuning activity is needed. 

Furthermore, together with the other AOFs (Traffic Congestion and Road Conditions) can 

be easily implemented on a vehicle ECU (Electronic Control Unit) or a DSP (Digital Signal 

Processor) [149].  

Conducted simulations are just preliminary tests to find out the most promising indexes. 

It is very important to improve techniques aimed at monitoring of the status and the 

performance of both the driver and the vehicle in order to gather all data useful to 

customize the information provision strategies of the in-vehicle devices. In this way the 

vehicle may adapt his status, improving comfort or modifying driving performances.  

This proactive behaviour paves the way to mechanisms able to infer the driver’s 

distraction and situation awareness, allowing the triggering of adaptive automation 

strategies. The information provided by AOFs are real-time and allows at dynamically 

implementing such adaptive strategies and referring them both to the path changes and 

to the driver’s status. The AOFs added-value is the prospect to obtain information in a not 

intrusive way [149].  
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Chapter 6 

A Framework for Cognitive vehicles 

supporting human-robot 

interactions: the horse-rider 

architecture of ADAS+ 

6.1 A cognitive driving assistance system 

Based on the empirical results presented in the previous chapter (see Chapter 5), this 

conclusive chapter aims at developing a little missing piece of the puzzle of the future 

intelligent vehicles: namely to produce an architecture for a “cognitive driving assistance 

system” which will substantially advance both integrated safety/assistance systems and 

the cooperation between human beings and highly automated vehicles. 

The history of intelligent transportation systems dates back to the late ‘80s [29] [195]. 

The initial focus on automation [226] shifted later to “intelligent vehicles” and driver 

assistance systems [164] [96]. In fact, it was realized that intelligent vehicles must interact 

with the driver. With today’s intelligent vehicles the driver is almost always in the loop 

and the system provides assistance functions: from which the name of Advanced Driver 

Assistance Systems, ADAS. Simple functions are already on the market (e.g., the Adaptive 

Cruise Control). 
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As we already discussed in previous chapter, ADAS systems are featured by three 

elements: an adaptation strategy, a driver’s model able to assess driver’s status, a 

maneuver model, able at recognizing driver’s maneuver. 

But an ADAS system that really “understands the driver” by fitting driver behavior onto a 

model of human-like motion alternatives, is something more that we can label ADAS+. 

Such an artificial system, able to evaluate a number of possible alternative maneuvers 

and to recognize which one is the driver choice, is up to know an ingredient of future 

intelligent transportation systems. It will enable the full spectrum of applications that go 

from integrated driver assistance in traditional vehicles, to smart human-robot 

collaboration in automated vehicles, to automatic drive. 

 

As we already argued in previous chapter (see paragraph 2.3.1.1), the metaphor of a rider 

and a horse is used to explain how intelligent vehicles should interact with drivers. In this 

metaphor the system is the ”brain” of the horse (limited to the domain of motion 

planning), while applications are different modes in which the horse acts, as foreseen by a 

cognitive architecture structure (for details see Chapter 4) 

 

The importance of such a system is comparable with unified sensor fusion and 

perception. In fact the system can be seen as a unified decision framework, which can be 

used for different applications by designing the interaction module. 

Although the proposal to build an artificial system that “thinks” compatible to the human 

being is quite ambitious, this research issue is, to a great extent, built on proven 

technologies as we discussed in Chapter 5 and thus its feasibility is largely assured.  

Up to now, the evolution of intelligent vehicles is facing two bottlenecks: a) the 

complexity of the real world environment that causes incomplete operation and b) the 

complexity of the interactions with human beings.  

Indeed, the topics of holistic continuous support and human interactions are still a matter 

of research [95] [101] [105] [90] [72] [216] [18] [107] [3]. From the robotic perspective a 

common trait of current research lines in intelligent vehicles, is that they focus on 

systems that are carefully pre-programmed. On the other hand several researchers 

formulated innovative visions and roadmaps concerning “smart collaboration” between 
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drivers and vehicles [95] [105] [101] [72] [3] [18] that need cognitive systems to be 

effectively implemented. From the Cognitive Systems point of view, future intelligent 

vehicles could be seen as robots that interact with human beings. The best kind of 

interaction would occur if they were able to understand the driver goals and behave as 

human peers. 
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6.2 From ADAS prediction system to ADAS+ 

symbiotic system 

Peer-to-peer collaboration requires that the robot understands driver’s goals, where 

“understands” means much more than simply “predict”, that is the typical strategy of 

common ADAS. “Understanding” means that predictions of driver’s intention and 

cognitive status togheter with driver’s inputs are mapped onto a co-driver independent 

interpretation of the world. In the following paragraph how this concept is implemented 

in a cognitive architecture will be explained.  

The latest research challenge focus on the hypothesis that Cognitive Systems that 

“understand” drivers could better cope with the complexity of the real interactions. The 

interplay of two independent and peer units (man and robot) is expected to generate a 

symbiotic system, which is the mean through which a new kind of collaboration between 

drivers and vehicles, that has only been imagined in the Adaptive Automation domain, 

can be brought to life, in what can be defined as ADAS+.  

It is useful to briefly sum up the rider-horse metaphor or H-metaphor with the words of 

Donald Norman [181] (for details see paragraph 2.3.1.1): 

Think of skilled horseback riders. The rider “reads” the horse, just as the 

horse can read its rider. Each conveys information to the other about 

what is ahead. Horses communicate with their riders through body 

language, gait, readiness to proceed, and their general behaviour: wary, 

skittish, and edgy or eager, lively, and playful. In turn, riders 

communicate with horses through their body language, the way they sit, 

the pressures exerted by their knees, feet, and heels, and the signals 

they communicate with their hands and reins. Riders also communicate 

ease and mastery or discomfort and unease. This interaction is positive 

example two. It is of special interest because it is an example of two 

sentient systems, horse and rider, both intelligent, both interpreting the 

world and communicating their interpretations to each other  

 

(D. Norman, “The Design of Future Things”, MIT Press: 2007, p. 19).  
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Figure 20 The rider-horse metaphor 

After describing the interaction between the two beings, the last sentence, particularly, 

points out the elements that enable the rider-horse collaboration. They are: 

• two independent sentient systems, 

• both interpreting the world and  

• communicating their interpretations to each other. 

In fact, it is the interplay between the two peer entities that enables a synthesis, which 

makes the combined set of horse and driver to behave as a unity. Specific aspects of the 

metaphor will be used to help explaining some choices on the proposed system 

architecture. Anyway a detailed description of the facets of the metaphor can be found in 

Flemisch work [72], who originally introduced the metaphor as a guideline for vehicle 

automation and interaction. 

The H-metaphor helps also in understanding that we do not need a system that is a driver 

peer in everything. A horse is as good as a driver in motion planning. It can sense and 

move in the world independently of the driver and has a good mental model of how a 

rider would move. Thus, by listening very carefully to driver input the horse can map 

driver requests onto a trajectory that its sees independently. 
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6.3 ADAS+ proposed architecture following 

the H-metaphor 

The high-level system architecture of a possible ADAS+ implementing the functionalities 

that enable the peer-to-peer interactions is shown in Figure 21. This architecture has 

been conceived taking inspiration from the H-metaphor. For readability and simplicity 

reasons, Figure 21 omits a number of details, e.g., some feedback loops and the internal 

structure of the blocks. 
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Figure 21 ADAS
+
 system architecture
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Since the road scenario poses stringent safety-critical and time-critical requirements this 

kind of architecture follows a pragmatic approach, that may allow a future 

implementation of a complete H-metaphor that will combine Cognitive Systems 

technology and hard-wired motion planning algorithms. Higher levels are cognitive but 

the lower level of trajectory generation is based on optimal control, hence cognitive 

systems are not used to learn minute vehicle control.  

For motion planning it is possible to use very efficient methods developed by [3] [18] [37] 

[143] [52] [245] [243] [51] [24] [25] [19] [20] [21] [63] [35] [22] which description is out of 

the scope of this thesis work. 

Beside the pragmatic motivation above, the use of such a hierarchical hybrid system, 

where the higher levels are Cognitive but the lower ones are based on physics, has 

another motivation, even stronger. In Fact, the H-metaphor requires the development of 

a co-driver, who has to produce reference trajectories (the horse independent 

interpretation of the world). Optimal control produces them as good or better as the 

best-trained driver (making no mistake), with enough detail to be executable, physical 

feasible, safe and optimized. This means that the co-driver is a very good reference 

against which the driver behavior can be accurately evaluated. From the scientific point of 

view, the proposed approach can be considered as an attempt to combine cognition with 

control and dynamics of physical systems.  

6.3.1 Perceptual Subsystem for the Environment 

Assessment 

According to the Model of Human Processor (see paragraph 4.1.1.1), the left block in 

Figure 21 represents the perceptual subsystem that allows to identify the environment in 

which the intelligent vehicles acts, namely the intelligent vehicle (IV) world model. The 

output contains: 

• the road network in front of the vehicle, with the list of all paths and sub paths 

departing from the current position: this information is provided by an electronic 
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horizon
10

 that derives it from enhanced digital maps (navigation) that contain the 

details needed by the ADAS+ applications (e.g., slope, curvature, lane geometry, 

traffic signs, etc.). 

• objects with related properties: this information is provided by range sensors as 

radar, laser scanner  

• the vehicle itself position: this information is provided by fusing odometry, 

inertial units, GPS and lane marking detection cameras data (vision).  

The perceptual subsystem also detects the current driver input (steering and longitudinal 

input)11.  

6.3.2 Cognitive Subsystem for the Maneuver 

Implementation . 

Before getting the bottom of the matter, it is needed to better define some terms, in order 

to avoid confusion. 

• Driver intention & status: It is the output of the Driver Interpretation module 

correlating driver gaze or Add-On fucntionalities data with the visual scene and 

the IV world model: a symbolic indication of driver’s cognitive status and goal(s) 

(without trajectory details). For example a driver may be attentive and might have 

the intention to overtake 

• Driver input. This is the longitudinal and lateral control imposed by the driver to 

the vehicle. It corresponds to steering angle and pedal positions, but we can 

summarise them with the longitudinal and lateral accelerations (or longitudinal 

and lateral jerk). In some case it might be inconsistent with intentions (e.g., a 

driver is not decelerating enough to negotiate properly a bifurcation). 

                                                      

10 A remark concerning the electronic horizon is that it is a form of “a priori” knowledge that can be 

assimilated to memory. It stores the stationary part of the world, whereas range sensors and other sensors 

detect the dynamic part of the world. 

11
 The current driver input (steering and longitudinal input) in the H-metaphor corresponds to rein tensions, 

leg pressures and other signals that the rider uses to communicate with the horse [72]. 
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• Co-driver interpretation (of the world). It is a collection of all possible trajectories 

that the codriver, as an independent system, sees in the IV world.  

• Goal understanding: This is the process carried out by merging Driver Intention & 

Status and Co-driver Interpratation, where namely driver intentions & status and 

driver input are mapped onto the co-driver interpretation of the world. The result 

is an executable manoeuvre (among those computed by the co-driver), which fits 

the driver intention and/or the driver input. 

Now it is possible to examine the cognitive subsystem of the ADAS+ architecture. 

In the cognitive subsystem (see MHP discussed in paragraoh  4.1.1.1) two main cognitive 

processes occurs: the first is the Co-driver (the horse) interpretation and the second is the 

Driver Interpretation. 

1. Co-driver Interpratation: this module represent the horse model. starting from 

the sensed IV world model the co-driver explores the possible goals in the IV 

worlds, solving tactical (physical level) maneuvers using optimal control strategies. 

2. Driver Interpretation: this module represents the driver model. The driver status 

(i.e. distraction, workload) and driver maneuver intention are sensed by the vision 

module of the perceptual subsystem. The needed data are provided directly by 

driver gaze activity data (using an eye-tracking system) or indirectly by Add-On 

Functionalities (as discussed in paragraph 5.3).  

The Co-driver interpretation is then merged with Driver Intention & Status in order to 

plan a goal to be executed through proper maneuvers. The interaction module allows the 

implementation of adaptive strategies based on: 

• driver inputs (consequently to haptic, visual, acoustic or multimodal feedbacks 

provided to the driver through the HMI): for mandatory safety issues, the driver 

has the final authority on the overall driver-horse system [106], hence s/he must 

be able to abort the maneuver undertaken by the system, changing the goal. 

• the driver model: according to the interpretation of driver’s intention and overall 

to the assessment of his/her status (i.e. distraction, as discussed in paragraph 5.2) 

• the horse model: according to the sensed Driver Vehicle Environment status (for 

details see paragraph 4.3). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Final remarks 

Nowadays, many efforts have been done and will be done to research and develop 

partially or fully automated driver assistance systems, able to foresee an accident and to 
apply a mitigation strategy, as for example the headway distance or lane keeping control 

The aim of these system is to support drivers, especially in risky and critical situations, or 

whenever distraction may occur, since driver distraction is a contributing factor in up of 
23% of crashes [207]. 

Driving is an interaction between the driver and the vehicle and it can be considered a 

holistic driver-vehcile cooperative system [72]. From these basic idea a lot of studies on 

cognitive vehicle supporting the concept of human-robot interaction have been carried 

out. The vision of a vehicle intelligent like an horse, able to create a symbiotic system with 

the driver (the horse-rider paradigm) has the aim of making system smarter, more 
efficient and able to support the driver when s/he really needs. 

Accordingly, developing effective techniques for developing proper adaptation strategies, 

for detecting driver status or wrong behavior (i.e. driver mental workload or distraction), 

driver’s intention (meant as maneuver recognition) are essential to achieve the 
aforementioned aim. 

The first step for the design of a cognitive vehicle able to assess the driver status and 

intentions is the development a model able to explain and reproduce driver’s 
characteristics. 

In this context, the work carried out in this thesis consisted in investigating the feasibility 

of a cognitive architecture for the development of a behavioural ADAS, named ADAS+, 
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that brings together the driver model, the horse or co-pilot model, and an adaptation 
strategies derived form the interactions between the driver and the horse.  

The feasibility of such an architecture has been investigated analyzing: 

• The problem of foreseeing the next accident 

• Risk mitigation strategies for the accident avoiding 

• Adaptive automation strategies 

• Causes and effects of driving distraction 

• Distraction modeling techniques (i.e. Machine Learning) 

• Soundness of the integration of the driver model into a cognitive architecture 

Furthermore the feasibility of a framework for cognitive vehicle has been investigated 

through empirical testing on a driving simulator of the effectiveness of each ADAS+ 

component: 

1 The adaptation strategy implemented into a Context Dependent Steering Wheel 

2 The driver’s model implemented by Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System and 

Neural Network 
3 The maneuver recognition implemented by Add-On functionalities. 

At the best of our knowledge, the approach proposed in this thesis is a quite a new one 

on the topics of architecture for cognitive vehicles and ADAS systems, despite of the wide 
literature about this issue. 

In fact, all approaches for the ADAS design doesn’t face the contemporary integration of 

the adaptation strategies, the driver model and the maneuver recognition in order to 
develop a system able to act as a co-driver. 

. 
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7.2 Future works 

The limit of this thesis work actually opens possibilities for future works and 
investigations on cognitive vehicles supporting human robot interaction. 

In fact a lot of work should be done to develop an ADAS+ system (i.e. an implementation 
of the rider-horse metaphor) and to empirically test it.  

Considering that horse and rider operate as an holistic entity during locomotion, future 

cognitive cars will provide seamless and continuous driver support, just as a horse that,  
capable of autonomous control, continuously adapts to rider’s intentions.  

The level of seamless support ranges from full autonomous driving to the precise 
execution of driver commands.  

Of course, this metaphor provides a continuous spectrum of control, where the signals 

(and their strength) that are passed between the rider and the horse are dependant upon 
both context and the correct interpretation of the rider intentions by the horse. 

The developing of a “co-driver” that, just like a horse, will be able to “understand” the 

driver, requires that it connects messages received from the driver with its own 
interpretation of the world (as a peer). 

To achieve this aim, a possible way is the use of efficient real-time optimal control for the 

low level functions of the robots (motion planning).  

A flexible Artificial Cognitive System will be instead responsible for understanding the 
driver and producing appropriate interactions and support. 

Nowadays engineered solutions cannot cope with all eventualities of symbiotic 

locomotion in road scenarios, and the task is too complex for learning systems alone. It is 

only through the integration of cognition and control that a viable solution to the 
problem can be reached.  

For these reasons, neither the Intelligent Vehicle domain nor the Cognitive System 

domain can provide a solution in isolation. But by bringing these two research areas 

together, there is the possibility to develop cognitive cars as a future and fesible mass-
market products. 
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